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 Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All normal children produce their first understandable words by the age of twelve months, 
and for the next six months, the amount of vocabulary they can use gradually increases. After 
the age of eighteen months, children start to develop their grammatical knowledge and they 
are able to create adult-like sentences, which they tacitly master within the first five years 
(Radford, 2004). In this way, they can acquire their first languages (L1s) rapidly, uniformly, 
and successfully. 
 
However, it seems difficult for second language (L2) learners to acquire their target languages 
successfully and uniformly in the same way as child first language acquisition (L1A). It is 
therefore often suggested that second language acquisition (L2A) is quite distinct from L1A 
(e.g. Bley-Vroman, 1989, 1990; Clahsen & Muysken, 1986, 1989; Schachter, 1988, 1989). 
Bley-Vroman (1989, 1990) points out ten different characteristics of adult foreign language 
learning from child L1A and proposes the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis (FDH) shown 
in (1).  
 
(1)  a. Lack of success 
Adult language learners do not achieve perfect mastery of the language. 
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 b. General failure 
Adult language learners fail to acquire ‘accent’ and grammaticality judgment 
ability of the language.  
 
 
c. Variation in success, course, and strategy 
Substantial variations exist in degree of success and learning strategies. Moreover, 
different learners follow different paths of development.  
 
 
d. Variation in goals 
   There is variation in the degree of attainment.  
 
 
e. Correlation of age and proficiency 
Adult language learners do not reach native-like competence, but they progress 
more rapidly and perform with great accuracy in the early stages of learning. 
 
 
f. Fossilization 
Foreign language learners reach a certain stage of learning at which they 
permanently stabilize. 
 
 
g. Indeterminate intuitions 
Even very advanced language learners seem to lack clear grammaticality 
judgments and their performance is likely to be incomplete. 
 
 
h. Importance of instruction 
Children do not require formal instruction to master their L1, but instruction effects 
foreign language learning. 
 
 
i. Negative evidence 
   Children do not rely on negative evidence, but L2 learners sometimes require it. 
 
 
j. Role of affective factors 
Several affective factors include personality, socialization, motivation, and attitude 
in L2A. 
 
The main claim of the FDH is that the innate linguistic competence, so called “Universal 
Grammar (UG)”, which operates in child L1A is no longer available in adult L2A. This is 
consistent with the critical period hypothesis (Lenneberg, 1967), which states that adult L2A 
is different from child L1A. Since there seem to be both quantitative and qualitative 
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 differences between L1 and L2 linguistic behavior as Bley-Vroman (1989, 1990) indicates, 
the FDH had a great impact on L2 studies when it was proposed, but a number of empirical 
L2 studies have regarded it as implausible (see Montrul, 2009; Schwartz & Sprouse, 2000a, 
2000b; White, 1990). 
 
The aim of L2A research is not to list the extent that L2A is different from L1A, but to 
account for the mechanism of L2A, i.e. to describe and explain L2 learners’ competence. We 
have to understand how L2 learners acquire their target languages by examining and 
discussing what elements L2 learners can acquire, how they develop their linguistic 
competence, how they put their linguistic knowledge to use in a real situation, and to what 
extent L1 influence is observed. 
 
1. Brief Historical Survey of Second Language Acquisition 
Very few empirical studies of L2A existed before the late 1960s (cf. Ellis, 2008). From the 
1940s to 1960s, some researchers such as Fries (1945) and Lado (1957) attempted to explain 
some of the facts observed in the course of L2A and proposed the Contrastive Analysis 
Hypothesis (CAH). The CAH claims that difficulties in acquiring a new language (or an L2) 
are derived from the differences between the target language and the native language of a 
language learner, and all errors found in acquiring L2 are attributed to L1 influence. However, 
researchers soon became aware that the CAH made inappropriate predictions about learners’ 
errors (Towell & Hawkins, 1994) and by the early 1970s, the CAH was replaced by error 
analysis (EA).  
 
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, it was realized that learners’ errors had theoretical and 
practical significance, and L2 researchers started to investigate L2 learners’ mental grammar 
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 based on their errors. For instance, Corder (1967, 1973) dealt with learners’ production data 
(speaking and writing), developed the idea of the EA in L2A, and argued how L2 learners 
acquire their target languages. Moreover, Corder (1973) distinguished errors from mistakes 
and proposed that errors reflect gaps in a learner’s knowledge of the target language, while 
mistakes reflect occasional failures in performance such as a slip of tongue due to 
nervousness, carelessness, or tiredness. However, a number of critiques have been made 
toward EA (Bell, 1974; Long & Sato, 1984; Schachter & Celce-Murcia, 1977; cf. Ellis, 2008).  
 
One frequently mentioned problem is that EA cannot give us a complete picture of learners’ 
linguistic knowledge. Schachter (1974) found that L2 learners try not to use a certain structure 
if they feel it difficult and they often resort to the use of communicative strategies such as 
avoidance. We need to know not only what knowledge L2 learners have, but also what 
knowledge they use. Furthermore, EA takes no account of what learners do correctly or how 
L2 knowledge develops over time (cf. Ellis, 2008). 
 
The growing awareness of the importance of mental or interlanguage grammar leads to a shift 
toward a primary interest in developmental and systematic patterns in L2A. Many morpheme 
studies, the first of such kinds of studies, were carried out from the early 1970s (Bailey, et al., 
1974; Dulay & Burt, 1973/1974).  
 
Dulay and Burt (1973) made use of the Bilingual Syntax Measure to elicit spontaneous speech, 
in which participants were shown cartoon drawings and asked a series of questions. They 
collected speech data from L1 Spanish speakers living in the United States and examined the 
accuracy order of particular grammatical morphemes that were produced in the obligatory 
context. They revealed a similar order of accuracy in the use of English grammatical 
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 morphemes among L2 learners even though the order differs from the acquisition order of L1 
English speakers found by Brown (1973). Moreover, Bailey et al. (1974) and Dulay & Burt 
(1974) used the same task to collect production data from L2 learners with different L1 
groups, again finding a remarkably similar morpheme order of accuracy. These morpheme 
studies tell us that L2 learners can acquire certain grammatical elements in a natural order 
without indicating influence of age and L1 background. 
 
From those initial empirical L2 studies, the focus of L2A goes to innate linguistic knowledge 
of L2 learners, and Krashen (1977a, 1977b, 1978, 1982, 1985) proposed an influential L2 
model, the so-called Monitor Model, comprising the five basic hypotheses shown in (2). 
 
(2)  a. The Acquisition-Learning Hypothesis 
L2A consists of two knowledge types, acquisition and learning. Acquisition is a 
subconscious process, while learning is a conscious process. 
 
 
b. The Natural Order Hypothesis 
The acquisition order of language rules is not changed by instruction. 
 
 
c. The Monitor Hypothesis 
The learned system is used as a monitor of the language, which the acquired 
system produces. 
 
 
d. The Input Hypothesis 
L2 learners acquire their target languages “by receiving ‘comprehensive input’” 
(Krashen, 1982: 2). The comprehensive input is slightly ahead of a learner’s 
current state (i) of grammatical knowledge. The input must be at the i + 1 level in 
order for L2 learners to promote L2 knowledge. 
 
 
e. The Affective Filter Hypothesis 
Affective factors such as motivation, attitude, self-confidence, and anxiety exist in 
L2A, which lead to individual differences despite the internal system for acquiring 
a language. 
 
Several problems for those five hypotheses (Gass & Selinker, 2001) include the difficulty in 
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 distinguishing between acquisition and learning, the differences in the acquisition order 
among L2 learners, that the Monitor is used only in production, that it is hard to define a 
particular level, and that there is no explanation how the Affective Filter works.  
 
Krashen’s approach gradually loses explanation power in current L2A studies, but it is 
important to keep in mind that he assumes innate knowledge in L2A.  
 
2. The Theory of Universal Grammar 
The theory of UG assumes that children obtain innate linguistic competence in the brain/mind, 
which contributes to an explanation of how languages are acquired (e.g. Chomsky, 1981, 1982, 
1986a, 1986b). 
 
This model of language acquisition starts from hearing a language that people are using. Since 
living environments are diverse among children, it is clear that each child receives different 
kinds of linguistic inputs. However, all normal children can acquire their L1 rapidly, 
uniformly, and effortlessly (Towell & Hawkins, 1994). Thus, there is a mismatch between the 
primary linguistic input, which children receive, and the linguistic knowledge, which they 
actually have. Therefore, it is posited that language acquisition is mediated by the UG, as in 
(3), and that children come to acquire linguistic knowledge that goes far beyond the input.  
 
(3)   Input →  UG  → Linguistic Knowledge 
 
The early theory of UG (Chomsky, 1981, 1982, 1986a, 1986b) suggested that UG consists of 
a set of universal principles, which are common among languages, and a set of structural 
parameters, which lead to a variety of languages. Correspondingly, the principles would not 
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 have to be learned since they are universal properties of UG, while the parameters have to be 
determined based on primary linguistic input, because they are subject to language variation. 
That is, the task of language acquisition seems to fix the appropriate value of the unspecified 
parameters; i.e. language acquisition takes place by parameter setting. This model is known as 
the principles-and-parameters theory (PPT).  
 
Recently, Chomsky (1993, 1995a, 1995b, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2008) proposed and 
developed the idea of the Minimalist Program (MP), which pursues the simplified and 
generalized model of language. The MP assumes that the language faculty comprises at least 
two components: a cognitive system, which stores information, and performance systems, 
which access the cognitive system and make use of its information. Linguistic information is 
delivered through the cognitive system to the performance systems. The generative procedure 
can be distinguished from other systems such as pragmatic knowledge (see Smith & Tsimpli, 
1991, 1995; Yamada, 1990 for empirical evidence). 
 
The cognitive system is thought to compose of a lexicon and a computational system CHL as 
illustrated in Figure 1-1.  
 
                            Spell-Out 
                   
 
Lexicon                                LF 
 
                  Cognitive System 
 
                                          PF 
 
Figure 1-1: The Model of Language 
 
CHL
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 The role of the lexicon is to store and specify lexical items (LIs) including language specific 
properties and the computation selects those LIs from an array of lexical choices, which is 
called a numeration. The numeration is a set of pairs (LI, i), where i is an index number, 
understood to be the number of times that LI is selected. The numeration is formed in the 
lexicon and the procedure of the computation is to select an item from the numeration and 
reduce the index by 1. This operation is known as Select. The role of a computation is to map 
the numeration to a pair of representations, Phonetic Form (PF) and Logical Form (LF), 
subject to UG principles such as the Principle of Economy. A linguistic expression requires at 
least both PF and LF because it is conceptually necessary and receives some interpretation at 
the relevant interfaces. Phonetic properties must not survive at LF, and semantic ones must 
not survive at PF. It is therefore considered that a well-formed derivation must be split into 
two performance systems at some point, referred to as Spell-Out.  
 
Moreover, there are other operations in the computation. Under the minimalist assumptions, 
syntactic objects projected to LI in a numeration are combined and replaced by a new 
syntactic object in the computational system. 1 This operation is called Merge. By the 
successive Merger operation, small units become a larger unit, i.e. a structure. In addition, 
there is an operation called Move in the computation. In the MP, each LI has a set of 
grammatical features; unvalued or uninterpretable features must be deleted in the course of 
the derivation after the movement operation Move applies. 
 
3. Second Language Acquisition 
Target languages of L2 learners are clearly different from their native languages, and it seems 
1 Chomsky (1995a, 1995b: 241-249) suggests that category labels, such as V, N, and so on, are not 
essential in syntactic structure because of the principle of Economy and proposes the idea of a bare 
phrase structure. However, in this thesis, I shall continue to use traditional category labels and trees in 
terms of bare phrase structure. 
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 difficult for L2 learners to acquire the target languages successfully and uniformly unlike 
child L1A. It is therefore reasonable to have been discussed whether the theory of UG is 
available in L2A or not from the beginning of its application in L2A studies. Since L2A 
appears to differ from L1A, it is often proposed that UG does not apply in L2A (e.g. 
Bley-Vroman, 1989; Clahsen & Muysken, 1986, 1989; Schachter, 1988, 1989), while it is also 
suggested that UG partially or fully operates in L2A (e.g. Flynn, 1987; Hawkins, et al., 1993;  
Phinney, 1987; Schwartz & Sprouse, 1996; White, 1985, 1986).  
 
In an earlier version of the PPT, it was considered that a set of parameters existed initially as a 
set of switches and the task of L1A was to fix the variable parameters, i.e. L1A was based on 
parameter-setting through triggering input data from a particular language (e.g. Hyams, 1983, 
1986). In the case of L2A studies, the main concern was whether or not L2 learners could 
reset parameters if the value of L1 parameters were different from that of L2, i.e. 
parameter-resetting (e.g. Flynn, 1987; Hawkins, et al., 1993; Phinney, 1987; White, 1985, 
1986; also see Cook, 1993; Cook & Newson, 1996; Ellis, 2008; Hawkins, 2001; 
Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991; Towell & Hawkins, 1994; White, 1989, 2003).  
 
As the development of the syntactic theory (e.g. Chomsky, 1995b; Fukui, 1995; Pollock, 
1989) and L1A investigations in the 1990s (e.g. Radford, 1990, 1995; Vainikka, 1993/94; cf. 
O’Grady, 1997), it has been presupposed that parametric variation is attributed to the different 
features of LIs, specifically, formal features of functional elements belonging to the functional 
categories in each language (Borer, 1984; Chomsky, 1989, 1995b; Fukui, 1995; Marantz, 
1995; Ouhalla, 1991; Pollock, 1989; Thráinsson, 1996). In the generative framework, it is 
considered that there are two types of LIs in the lexicon (Chomsky, 1995b). One belongs to 
lexical categories and includes N(oun), V(erb), Adj(ective) and Adv(erb), while the other is 
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 classified as functional categories and includes T(ense), C(omplementizer), D(eterminer) and 
possibly others. It is then assumed that the task of L1A is to acquire the proper value of 
functional elements in each language because children rarely create and produce sentences 
with functional properties (Radford, 1990, 1994, 1995; Tsimpli & Smith, 1991).  
 
Accordingly, L2A research based on the generative grammar focuses on the acquisition of 
formal features of functional categories because functional elements give rise to parametric 
variation (e.g. Hawkins & Chan, 1997; Hawkins & Hattori, 2006; Smith & Tsimpli, 1995; 
Tsimpli & Smith, 1991; Wakabayashi, 1997). Consequently, many arguments have arisen 
concerning whether or not L2 learners can acquire functional categories and their features, 
which are subject to parametric variation between languages, and to what extent they transfer 
properties of L1 grammar to L2 grammar at the L2 initial state (e.g. Eubank, 1993/94, 1994, 
1996; Grondin & White, 1996; Hawkins & Chan, 1997; Lakshmanann, 1993/94, 1995, 1998; 
Schwartz, 1998; Schwartz & Sprouse, 1994, 1996, 2000a, 2000b; Smith & Tsimpli, 1995; 
Tsimpli & Smith, 1991; Vainikka & Young-Scholten, 1994, 1996a, 1996b, 1998; Wakabayashi, 
1997). Throughout the studies, various models are proposed with respect to the early state of 
L2A and the acquisition of functional properties in L2A (cf. White, 2000).  
 
Moreover, in the late 1990s, another issue arose focusing on optionality in the use of 
inflectional morphology in the final stage of L2 grammar. Two hypotheses, Missing Surface 
Inflection Hypothesis, where L2 learners have a problem with realization of surface 
morphology (e.g. Haznedar & Schwartz, 1997; Lardiere, 1998a, 1998b, 2000; Prévost, 1997; 
Prévost & White, 1999, 2000), and Impaired Representation Hypothesis (e.g. Beck, 1998; 
Eubank, 1993/94; Meisel, 1991, 1997), where L2 learners cannot acquire functional 
categories and their features, were proposed provoking arguments regarding whether L2 
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 learners can acquire functional categories and their features of underlying tense and 
agreement.  
 
Recently, in L2A studies, linguistic interfaces have been focused on, and Sorace and her 
colleagues proposed the Interface Hypothesis (IH) (Montrul, 2011; Montrul & Rodríguez 
Louro, 2007; Sorace, 2005, 2006a, 2006b, 2011; Sorace & Serratrice, 2009). The IH 
originally assumes that language structures with an interface between syntax and other 
cognitive domains are less likely to be acquired than structures without this interface. 
However, according to White (2010), there are at least two versions of the IH. The earlier one 
(IH1) compares narrow syntax (which is in the computational system) to interface syntax such 
as syntax/lexicon, syntax/semantics, and phonology/morphology (e.g. Sorace, 2005, 2006a). 
The more recent version (IH2) focuses on different interfaces so called external interfaces, 
such as syntax/conceptual-intentional system (meaning) including discourse/pragmatics/ 
information structure, syntax/articulatory-perceptual system (sound), and syntax/parsing (e.g. 
Sorace & Filiaci, 2006; Sorace & Serratrice, 2009; Tsimpli & Sorace, 2006). 
 
4. Contents 
As we have seen, research interests in this field of L2A have shifted from the acquisition of 
internal properties such as syntax, semantics, and morphemes to the acquisition of other 
aspects such as external interfaces. This dissertation deals with L2 sentence processing 
(parsing), considered one of the external interfaces and argues how the parsing mechanism 
works in L2A. That is, we will focus on the relationship between grammatical knowledge and 
its effect on L2 processing, and we will discuss how L2 learners comprehend target sentences. 
Moreover, we will examine the effects of L2 proficiency levels and working memory (WM) 
capacities in L2 processing. 
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The organization of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews L1 processing studies 
and Chapter 3 explains previous L2 processing experiments. In Chapter 4, we first investigate 
how Japanese learners of English (JLEs) with different proficiency levels and distinct WM 
capacities comprehend simple English sentences and argue the influence of lexical 
information such as animacy. Chapter 5 examines how JLEs understand complicated 
sentences in English such as relative clauses, and Chapter 6 discusses the processing 
mechanism of JLEs. The final chapter concludes this dissertation and proposes the limitations 
of the studies herein. 
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 Chapter 2  
Overviews of First Language Processing Studies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is considered that the competence system, which stores linguistic knowledge, is distinct 
from the performance system, which is related to the comprehension and production of 
sentences in processing studies (e.g. Crocker et al., 2000; Philips, 1996). Grammar is in the 
competence system and the parser is included in the performance system. Of course, the 
competence system and the performance system are strongly related to each other, but the 
acquisition of grammar is considered different from the processing of a language. 
 
This chapter reviews previous L1 processing studies of both English and Japanese and 
discusses what those studies reveal in terms of comprehension of native speakers of English 
and Japanese.  
 
1. Syntactic Processing 
1.1. Filler-Gap Effect 
Several psycholinguistic studies have investigated how empty categories are processed when 
learning to comprehend wh-questions similar to (4) (e.g. Clifton & Frazier, 1989; Forder, 
1978; Frazier & Clifton, 1989; Swinney, 1991).  
 
(4) What did Tom buy at the shop? 
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 Earlier work of the syntactic theory (cf. Radford, 2004) assumes that the wh-word is moved 
from its original position as the object to the initial position leaving behind a trace (t) in the 
gap position, as in (5). 
 
(5) Whati did Tom buy  ti  at the shop? 
 
The moved element What is called a “filler”, and the primary aim of psycholinguistic studies 
is to understand how and when the dependency between the filler and its trace is established. 
That is, many psycholinguistic studies have examined how native English speakers connect 
the filler to its corresponding gap during on-line processing. Often called “filler-gap 
dependency” or the “filler-gap effect”, it is arguable whether it is observed in psycholinguistic 
studies. 
 
1.2. Studies for Filler-Gap Effect 
Stowe (1986) replicated Crain and Fodor’s study (1985) and investigated the filler-gap effect 
using English sentences similar to those in (6). 
 
(6)  a. My brother wanted to know if Ruth will bring us home to Mom at Christmas. 
 
 b. My brother wanted to know whoi Ruth will bring us home to  ti  at Christmas. 
 
Sentence (6a) has an indirect question in the subordinate clause and there is no movement in it, 
while sentence (6b) has a wh-question in the subordinate clause and there is a wh-movement.  
 
Stowe (1986) measured the reading times (RTs) of those sentences and observed that RTs for 
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 the pronoun us after the verb bring in the subordinate clause becomes slower in (6b), relative 
to the control condition (6a), and then, she discussed the reason of the delay based on the 
filler-gap effect.  
 
Participants start to read English sentences incrementally. When the wh-word who appears in 
(6b), the parser posits it as a filler, which is initially linked to a gap in the direct object 
position of the verb bring, as shown in (7).  
 
(7)  My brother wanted to know whoi Ruth will bring  ti  … 
 
However, the parser realizes that because of the overt pronoun us after the verb, as in (8), the 
initial analysis is wrong. 
 
(8)  My brother wanted to know whoi Ruth will bring  ( ti)  us … 
 
The parser reanalyzes the sentence at the place of the pronoun us, and thus takes more time to 
read the word.  
 
This type of parsing is regarded as filler-driven parsing; it is proposed that native English 
speakers make use of the Active Filler Strategy (AFS), in which potential gap positions are 
predicted without waiting to identify a gap position during processing (Clifton & Frazier, 
1989; Crain & Foder, 1985; Fodor, 1978; Frazier, 1987; Frazier & Clifton, 1989; Frazier & 
Flores d’Arcais, 1989; Stowe, 1986). The filler-gap effect is often observed to cause difficulty 
in the process of comprehending a language.  
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 The next section looks back on syntactic processing studies in English.  
 
2. English Processing Studies 
2.1. Relative Clause Processing 
A considerably large number of L1 sentence processing studies focus on relative clauses in 
English. For instance, King and Just (1991) used center-embedded relative clauses like (9), 
and argued the effect of structural differences in language processing. 
 
(9) a. Subject Relative 
The reporter that attacked the senator admitted the error publicly after the hearing. 
 
 
b. Object Relative 
The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error publicly after the hearing. 
 
Sentence (9a) has a subject relative clause, and the head noun the reporter is the subject of the 
relative clause. On the other hand, sentence (9b) has an object relative clause, and the head 
noun is the object of the relative clause. In the generative framework, it is assumed that a 
wh-movement is involved in the relative clause (cf. Radford, 2004). A relative pronoun 
(who/whose/which/ø) moves from its related position to the specifier position of a 
Complementizer Phrase (CP) and identifies an antecedent in a higher clause, as in (10). 
 
(10) a. The reporteri [CP øi [C that [TP  ti  attacked the senator] admitted … 
 
b. The reporteri [CP øi [C that [TP the senator attacked  ti  ] admitted … 
 
King and Just (1991) measured RTs of those relative clauses using the self-paced moving 
window paradigm in which the sentences are initially displayed in a monitor with dashes 
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 replacing words. This experiment showed that RTs of object relative clauses are longer than 
RTs of subject relative clauses, suggesting that the object relative clause is harder to process 
than the subject relative clause.  
 
2.2. Factors of Difficulty 
Numerous studies argue that object relative clauses are more difficult than subject relative 
clauses measured by RTs in different languages, and they are often accompanied by high error 
rates in comprehension questions after reading the sentences (Gennari & MacDonald, 2008; 
Gordon et al., 2001, 2004; Just & Carpenter, 1992; King & Just, 1991; Lin & Bever, 2006; 
MacWhinney & Pleh, 1988; Mak et al., 2002, 2006; Miyamoto & Nakamura, 2003; Traxler, at 
al., 2002; Warren & Gibson, 2002; Waters & Caplan, 1996a, 1996b). Therefore, it is often 
proposed that linguistic complexity causes the difficulty in language processing. However, it 
is also suggested that the processing cost has an effect on the difficulty in processing relative 
clauses. Here, we first examine several linguistic factors for a source of difficulty in language 
comprehension and then explore the participant factor such as WM capacity. 
 
2.3. The Linguistic-based Approach 
2.3.1. Thematic and Grammatical Roles 
MacWhinney and Pleh (1988) suggest that the difficulty in processing object relative 
sentences is associated with assigning conflicting thematic roles to the head noun.  
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 (11) a. Subject Relative 
The reporter that attacked the senator admitted the error publicly after the hearing. 
[Agent/Subject] 
 
 
b. Object Relative 
The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error publicly after the hearing. 
  [Theme/Object] 
   [Agent/Subject] 
 
In the case of the subject relative sentence (11a), the head noun The reporter is assigned to the 
thematic role Agent by both the embedded verb attacked and the main verb admitted. In 
contrast, in the object relative sentence (11b), the head noun is assigned to the thematic role 
Theme by the embedded verb and to Agent by the main verb. That is, the head noun of the 
object relative clause is given different thematic roles in a sentence, and this causes severe 
difficulty in comprehending object relative sentences.  
 
Another proposal relates to the explanation based on thematic roles. In (11a), the head noun 
has the grammatical role Subject for both embedded and main clauses, while in (11b), the 
noun is given the grammatical role Object from the embedded clause, but it is given a 
different role, i.e. Subject, from the main clause. Hence, the assignment of two different 
grammatical roles to a single noun leads to the difficulty in object relative sentences (Bever, 
1970; Sheldon, 1974; cf. Gibson et al., 2005). 
 
From those and other studies (e.g. Frazer, 1987), it is considered that language processing is 
incremental and noun phrases temporarily receive thematic and grammatical roles. If the 
working roles require reanalysis, as in the case of the object relative sentence, the increased 
processing load makes it difficult for comprehenders to understand. 
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 2.3.2. Distance 
The distance between the filler and its associated gap also seems to result in processing 
difficulty of object relative clauses. For instance, Gibson (1998, 2000) proposed that the 
number of discourse referents such as nouns and verbs gives rise to the difficulty, and the 
linear distance between the filler and its gap produces longer RTs of object relative sentences. 
On the other hand, O’Grady et al. (2003) assumed that the structural distance, not the linear 
distance, influences language processing. Namely, if the number of nodes between the filler 
and its gap in the syntactic structure is larger, the processing cost is higher, thus leading to 
difficulty in comprehension. However, there is no difference between the two approaches 
since both predict that an object relative sentence will be more difficult to comprehend than a 
subject relative sentence in English (Kashiwagi, 2011). 
 
It is likely that the distance is related to language processing; however, it is not obvious how it 
works while comprehending a language. We will discuss the effect of the distance in 
processing studies in Japanese (see 3.3.2.).  
 
2.3.3. Animacy 
The use of animacy cues in L2 processing has been often investigated in terms of the 
competition model developed by Elizabeth Bates and Brian MacWhinney (e.g. Bates & 
MacWhinney, 1982, 1989; MacWhinney & Bates, 1978, 1989). The model assumes that 
language is acquired through the competition of basic cognitive mechanisms: arenas, cues, 
chunking, storage, codes, and reasoning (MacWhinney, 2005), and studies within this 
framework have examined how various cues such as word order, verb agreement, noun 
animacy, etc. are used while interpreting sentences.  
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 Let us look at the influence of different cues. In (12), at least two cues can be used. 
 
(12)    The boy kicked the ball. 
Word Order [Agent] 
Animacy        [Agent] 
 
The first cue is the word order, which specifies that the noun preceding the verb usually has 
the thematic role of Agent. In addition, the animacy cue points out that an animate noun tends 
to have the role of Agent.  
 
On the other hand, in (13), competition occurs between cues making comprehension difficult. 
 
(13)    The ball hit the boy. 
Word Order [Agent] 
Animacy        [Theme] 
 
The word order cue indicates that the initial noun The ball is the Agent, while the animacy cue 
suggests that an inanimate noun tends to have the role of Theme.  
 
A series of eye-tracking studies by Traxler and his colleagues (2002, 2005) claims that the 
animacy of noun phrases is involved with comprehension difficulty in object relative clauses 
in English. For instance, Traxler et al. (2002) used relative sentences, as in (14), to examine 
the processing difficulty of object relative sentences. 
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 (14) a. The directori that  ti  watched the movie received a prize. 
 
 
 b. The directori that the movie pleased  ti  received a prize. 
 
 
 c. The moviei that  ti  pleased the director received a prize. 
 
 
 d. The moviei that the director watched  ti  received a prize. 
 
 
In (14a) and (14b), animate nouns are used in the sentence-initial position, whereas inanimate 
nouns are used in (14c) and (14d). Furthermore, sentences (14a) and (14c) are subject 
relatives, while sentences (14b) and (14d) are object relatives. If the distance between the 
filler and its gap have a strong effect on language processing, object relative sentences (14b) 
and (14d) are considered more difficult to comprehend than subject relative sentences (14a) 
and (14c).  
 
Traxler et al. (2002) predicted and confirmed that subject relative sentences (14a) and (14c) 
were easier to process. Moreover, they observed that object relative sentence with the 
inanimate head, in (14d), was as easily comprehended as the subject relative sentences, but 
the object relative sentence with the animate head, in (14b), was the most difficult to 
understand.  
 
Their arguments for those results are as follows. The parser firstly assigns subject relative 
clauses following the syntactic processing strategy, so called the AFS, where the parser 
immediately associates a filler with the potential gap position, i.e. the subject position of the 
embedded clause (e.g. Frazier, 1987). Consequently, it is easier to process subject relative 
sentences (14a) and (14c). In addition to the AFS, Traxler et al. (2002) discussed the effect of 
animacy information in which the animate noun is likely to have the thematic role Agent and 
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 the grammatical role Subject, while the inanimate noun tends to have the thematic role Theme 
and the grammatical role Object (Trueswell et al., 1994); they proposed that native English 
speakers make use of the animacy/inanimacy information. Naturally, the object relative 
sentence does not follow the syntactic processing strategy and English speakers require more 
time to understand the sentence since the initial analysis has to be reanalyzed for the object 
relative sentence. However, when the head noun is inanimate as in (14d), the reanalysis 
becomes easier since the inanimate noun in the initial position has the thematic role Theme 
and the grammatical role Object, and English speakers can read this type of English sentence 
faster. On the other hand, if the animate noun is placed in the sentence-initial position as in 
(14b), the reanalysis becomes more difficult, and English speakers need more time to 
comprehend the sentence even though the gap position is close to the filler. 
 
Contrary to the above study, some studies claim that animacy information does not have an 
effect on language processing. For instance, Ferreira and Clifton (1986) used reduced relative 
clauses such as in (15) to investigate whether or not the animacy of the initial noun phrase 
influences language comprehension.  
 
(15)  a. The evidence [examined by the lawyer] shocked the jury. 
 
b. The defendant [examined by the lawyer] shocked the jury. 
 
Both sentences have reduced relative clauses examined by the lawyer, but two different types 
of nouns are placed in the initial position. Sentence (15a) uses an inanimate noun The 
evidence as its subject, which is not ambiguous since it cannot be Agent of the embedded verb 
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 examined. On the other hand, sentence (15b) uses an animate noun The defendant; ambiguity 
emerges since the noun can become a possible candidate as Agent of the embedded verb. 
 
Ferreira and Clifton’s experiment observed that participants show equal difficulty in 
comprehending reduced relative clauses regardless of distinct animacy information for the 
initial noun phrase. Therefore, they suggested that a semantic constraint of verbs such as 
animacy does not affect initial syntactic ambiguity in the processing of a language (Ferreira & 
Clifton, 1986). 
 
The next section reviews the participant factor on language comprehension. 
 
2.4. The Participant-based Approach 
In L2 processing studies, many participant-based studies pursue the influences of proficiency 
levels, L1 influence, and WM capacities since individual differences are found among a 
variety of experiments (cf. Dussias & Piñar, 2009, 2010; Hopps, 2006; Jackson, 2008; Juffs, 
2005; Williams, 2006). However, in L1 processing studies, the focus is only on the effect of 
WM capacities. Here, we briefly explain the idea of WM and examine the effect of WM 
capacities on L1 processing. 
 
2.4.1. The Idea of Working Memory 
WM is the ability to hold information required to handle complex tasks such as reasoning, 
problem solving, and language comprehension in the mind (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). 
According to researchers, the WM plays an important role in storing information and 
integrating ideas from a stream of successive elements (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Just & 
Carpenter, 1992; King & Just, 1991). In reading or hearing sentences, we must recognize 
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 words, construct syntactic structures, and assign thematic roles to phrases while actively 
retaining such information.  
 
There are several theories concerning the system of WM. Among them, Baddeley and Hitch 
(1974) introduced the multiple WM model and proposed the three main components in the 
contents of the WM shown in Figure 2-1.  
 
 
 
    Visuo-Spatial                    Central                   Phonological 
     Sketch Pad                    Executive                     Loop 
 
 
Figure 2-1: Baddeley’s Model of Working Memory (Baddeley, 1986) 
 
The main component called the “Central Executive” is responsible for integrating information. 
The other two components, referred to as “slave systems”, are a Phonological Loop, which is 
an articulatory rehearsal component that stores phonological information, and a Visuo-Spatial 
Sketch Pad, which stores visual and spatial information. Baddeley (2000) added a fourth 
component, “Episodic Buffer”, which holds representations that integrate phonological, visual, 
spatial information, and possibly others as shown in Figure 2-2.2  
 
 
 
 
 
2 However, later evidence denies existence of the Episodic Buffer (Baddeley et al., 2010). 
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                                   Central                    
                                  Executive                      
 
                                                        
Visuo-Spatial                   Episodic                  Phonological 
Sketch Pad                     Buffer                      Loop 
 
 
   
 Visual                       Episodic 
Semantics                Long-Term Memory               Language 
 
Figure 2-2: Baddeley’s New Model of Working Memory (Baddeley, 2000) 
 
However, the WM has capacity limitations. Baddeley and his colleagues concluded from their 
experiments that participants need more time to comprehend sentences, and the ability to 
understand sentences declines when they are given multiple tasks, e.g. memorizing several 
digits while understanding sentences (Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Hitch & 
Baddeley, 1976). It appears that there is a trade-off relation between storage and processing, 
meaning that if one of them requires more WM load, the other fails to process the language.  
 
2.4.2. Working Memory 
If WM capacities have an effect on language comprehension, it is simply considered that 
object relative sentence (16b) requires more WM capacity than subject relative sentence (16a), 
and it becomes more difficult to understand.  
 
(16) a. The reporter that attacked the senator admitted the error publicly after the hearing. 
 
b. The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error publicly after the hearing. 
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 Namely, in subject relative sentence (16a), there is only one noun The reporter before the 
embedded verb attacked, while in the object relative sentence (16b), there are two distinct 
nouns The reporter and the senator before the verb. Comprehenders have to keep those nouns 
in mind while reading the sentence, and it is assumed that they need a greater WM capacity to 
understand the object relative sentence (Caplan & Waters, 1999; Gibson, 1998; King & Just, 
1991; Wanner & Maratsos, 1978; Waters & Caplan, 1996a, 1996b; Waters et al., 1987). 
 
Moreover, individual differences in WM capacities cause distinct reactions in comprehending 
language. For instance, Just and Carpenter (1992) examined how native English speakers with 
different WM capacities understood reduced relative clauses (15), as repeated here in (17).3 
 
(17)  a. The evidence examined by the lawyer shocked the jury. 
 
b. The defendant examined by the lawyer shocked the jury. 
 
Participants took a reading span test (RST) developed by Daneman and Carpenter (1980) to 
measure their WM capacities prior to the main experiment. In the RST, participants 
underwent the dual-task paradigm of reading a few sentences aloud while retaining the last 
word of each sentence in their memory. Based on the results of the RST, the participants were 
divided into two groups - 40 high span readers (spans of 4.0 or higher) and 40 low span 
readers (spans of 2.5 or lower). Then, using the eye-fixation method, which investigates the 
eye movement data, Just and Carpenter (1992) collected and analyzed the RTs of reduced 
relative sentences by 80 native English speakers.  
3 In addition to the two types of sentences in (17), Just and Carpenter (1992) used two other types 
such as “The evidence that was examined by the lawyer shocked the jury” and “The defendant that was 
examined by the lawyer shocked the jury” in the experiment. However, we deal with only two types of 
reduced relative sentences here. 
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The results revealed differences in RTs between the high and low span groups at the point of 
the by-phrase in (17a), and the high span group read the by-phrase faster than the low span 
group. However, the high span group needed more time to read sentences with animate nouns 
(17b) than those with inanimate nouns (17a). Those observations suggest that participants 
with a high WM capacity manage dual functions such as storage and processing, and they can 
read unambiguous sentences (17a) faster than participants with the low WM capacity.  
 
In addition, Traxler et al. (2005) assessed the effect of WM capacities using an eye-fixation 
measure to find that the object relative clause is harder to process than the subject relative 
clause, but this difficulty is reduced for native English speakers with a high WM capacity 
when the initial noun is inanimate in the object relative clause. Therefore, they proposed that 
WM capacities and animacy information influence relative clause processing in English (also 
see 2.3.3.). 
 
3. Japanese Processing Studies 
In the previous section, we overviewed L1 processing literature focusing on English sentences 
with movement operation such as relative clauses and argued that linguistic and participant 
factors affect comprehension of English sentences. This section looks at processing studies in 
Japanese and considers how native Japanese speakers understand relative clauses in Japanese, 
and to what extent those factors influence Japanese speakers’ processing.  
 
3.1. Relative Clause Processing  
In English, subject relative sentences are easier to understand than object relative sentences, 
and a similar tendency has been found for other languages such as Dutch, French, and 
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 German (e.g. Holmes & O’Regan, 1981; Lipka et al., 2000; Mak et al., 2002). In these 
languages, relative clauses come right after antecedent nouns, as in (18). 
 
(18) a. Noun Verb Noun [CP  Relative Clause ]. 
 
 b. Noun [CP  Relative Clause ] Verb … 
 
The boxed noun is the antecedent, which is modified by the relative clause in CP. Following 
the AFS, it is simply assumed that the modified noun is regarded as the filler and it has to be 
stored in WM until the gap position is satisfied. It is therefore considered more difficult to 
comprehend sentences with a longer distance between the filler and its gap, as they take more 
time to read (cf. Gibson, 1998, 2000).  
 
In contrast, relative causes are prenominal in Japanese and they are placed before the 
antecedent nouns they modify, as in (19). 
 
(19)  a. Subject Relative4 
 
 [CP  ti   Giin-o               hinanshita]  repootaai-ga     ayamari-o        mitometa. 
senator-Acc attacked       reporter-Nom  error-Acc  admitted 
         ‘The reporter that attacked the senator admitted the error.’ 
 
 
b. Object Relative 
 
[CP  Giin-ga      ti        hinanshita]  repootaai-ga      ayamari-o      mitometa. 
           senator-Nom      attacked      reporter-Nom  error-Acc  admitted 
         ‘The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error.’ 
 
Sentence (19a) has a subject relative clause and sentence (19b) has an object relative clause. 
4 Nom=nominative case marker, Acc=accusative case marker 
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 Unlike the English type of relative clauses, Japanese relative clauses come right before the 
modified noun repootaa. The gap position in the relative clause cannot be determined until 
the filler appears and the linear distance between the filler and its gap becomes longer in the 
subject relative sentence (19a) than in the object relative sentence (19b). It is naturally 
expected that object relative sentences are easier to comprehend than subject relative 
sentences in Japanese, unlike in English, if the distance between the filler and its gap has an 
effect on language processing. 
 
3.2. Factors of Difficulty 
Concerning the difficulty of relative clause processing in Japanese, there is not a unified view, 
and complex results are often proposed. In this subsection, we examine factors of difficulty in 
comprehending relative clauses in Japanese. 
 
3.3. The Linguistic-based Approach 
3.3.1. Thematic and Grammatical Roles 
Hakuta (1981) collected data from Japanese children between 5 and 6 years of age and 
examined how L1 Japanese children understand relative clauses. His study does not deal with 
a psycholinguistic measure such as a self-paced reading task and an eye-movement 
experiment, but instead he analyzes the number of children’s responses. In his experiment, 
children are asked to act out the action using toy animals after the experimenter reads each 
sentence in Japanese. The result shows that they can correctly understand object relative 
clauses in comparison with subject relative clauses. 
 
Regarding this result, Hakuta (1981) points out the effect of word order and argues that the 
SVO order is easier to comprehend than the OVS order in relative clauses of Japanese, as in 
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 (20) (Hakuta, 1977). 
 
(20) a. Subject Relative 
 
[CP  ti          Panda-o   ketta]            wanii … 
       panda-Acc kicked    alligator 
         O       V        S 
‘The alligator that kicked the panda…’ 
 
 
b. Object Relative 
 
[CP Panda-ga    ti  ketta]             wanii … 
           panda-Nom     kicked         alligator 
      S             V       O 
‘The alligator that the panda kicked …’ 
 
Sentence (20a) has a subject relative clause and the word order is OVS, while sentence (20b) 
has an object relative clause, and the word order is SVO. According to Hakuta (1981), native 
Japanese speakers tend to assume that the initial noun has the thematic role Agent and the 
grammatical role Subject. If this is the case, the initial noun in object relative clause (20b) has 
Agent and Subject as the case marker ga indicates and it is easier to understand than the 
subject relative clause in Japanese.5 
 
3.3.2. Distance 
Miyamoto and Nakamura (2003) investigated relative clause processing using the self-paced 
moving window measure, where parts of sentences (such as individual words or phrases) are 
presented one-at-a-time, and compared RTs of subject and object relative clauses as in (21). 
 
 
 
5 However, Harada et al. (1976) did not find such a preference. 
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 (21) a. Subject Relative 
 
[CP  ti  Tosiyorino obaasan-o  basutei-made miokutta]      onnanokoi-ga… 
elderly         woman-Acc bus stop-to   accompanied      girl-Nom 
‘The girl that accompanied the elderly woman to the bus stop’ 
 
 
b. Object Relative 
 
[CP Tosiyorino obaasan-ga   ti  basutei-made miokutta]      onnanokoi-ga… 
elderly        woman-Nom    bus stop-to      accompanied        girl-Nom 
‘The girl that the elderly woman accompanied to the bus stop’ 
 
Sentence (21a) has a subject relative clause and the modified noun onnanoko moves from the 
subject position of the embedded clause, while sentence (21b) has an object relative clause 
and the head noun moves from the object position of the clause. The linear distance between 
the gap and the head noun is longer in the subject relative sentence than in the object relative 
sentence. 
 
Miyamoto and Nakamura (2003) collected RTs of relative clauses from 28 native speakers of 
Japanese and found that Japanese speakers read the head noun onnanoko-ga of the subject 
relative sentence (21a) faster than that of the object relative sentence (21b). They concluded 
that object relative clauses are harder to process than subject relative clauses and the linear 
distance cannot explain comprehension difficulty of relative clauses in Japanese. This result is 
supported by other processing studies in Japanese (Ishizuka, 2005; Kanno, 2007; Sheldon, 
1976; Ueno & Garnsey, 2008). 
 
Moreover, Miyamoto and Nakamura (2003) proposed that this finding confirms the Structural 
Distance Hypothesis (SDH) by O’Grady et al. (2000, 2003), not the Dependency Locality 
Theory by Gibson (2000). According to the SDH, the distance is calculated by the number of 
nodes between the gap and the head noun. Let us consider the structural distance of relative 
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 clauses, as in (22). 
 
(22)       a. Subject Relative                b. Object Relative 
 
                   DP                             DP 
 
          CP            DP              CP            DP 
                     onnanokoi-ga                   onnanokoi-ga 
Op     C’                      Op     C’ 
 
TP      C                      TP      C 
               ø                              ø 
DP      T’                     DP      T’ 
        ti                         obaasan-ga 
VP     T                       VP     T 
               
DP       V                      DP       V 
obaasan-o  miokutta                    ti     miokutta 
 
Structure (22a) represents the subject relative clause, and the gap t in the subject position of 
TP is linked to the head noun onnanoko. In this case, there are three nodes between the gap 
and the head noun. On the other hand, in the object relative clause (22b), the gap is in the 
object position of TP and the number of nodes is four. Hence, the number of nodes is fewer in 
the subject relative clause than in the object relative clause making the object relative clause 
more difficult for Japanese speakers to comprehend, as shown by the result of Miyamoto and 
Nakamura’s study (2003). 
 
However, Ishizuka et al. (2006) pointed out that previous results for relative clause processing 
including Miyamoto and Nakamura (2003) are caused by temporary ambiguity in the object 
relative sentence.  
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 (23) a. Subject Relative 
Noun-o  Verb  Noun-ga 
Object               Subject(Main) 
 
 
b. Object Relative (initial analysis) 
Noun-ga     Verb    
Subject(Main)             
 
 
c. Object Relative (after reanalysis) 
Noun-ga     Verb   Noun-ga 
Subject(Embedded)   Subject(Main) 
 
For instance, the first noun in subject relative clause (23a) is considered the object since case 
marker –o indicates the grammatical role Object, and when the boxed second noun marked by 
case marker –ga appears, it is regarded as the subject of the main clause. A reanalysis is not 
required to understand the subject relative clause (23a). However, in the object relative clause, 
the first noun is interpreted as the subject of the main clause, as in (23b), until the second 
boxed noun appears, as in (23c), and a reanalysis is required to understand that the second 
boxed noun is the subject of the main clause. Therefore, it is assumed that a reanalysis is 
required at the place of the head noun in the object relative sentence; thus, the object relative 
sentence takes more time to process (Hakuta, 1981; Ozeki & Shirai, 2007).  
 
Ishizuka et al. (2006) examined the relative clause processing by using a context, as in (24). 
In (24), in addition to relative sentences (<Answer> a & b), an explanation for the setting and 
a question from Taro are presented to reduce the reanalysis effect caused by the ambiguity. 
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 (24) <Explanation for the setting> 
Aru bangumi         de repootaa-ga  sakka-o   intabyuushita.  
       A     TV program on reporter-Nom writer-Acc interviewed 
       ‘A reporter interviewed a writer on a TV program.’ 
 
Ippou sono  sakka-wa    tsugino sakuhin-no zairyuo  ni  
then  the  writer-Top next              work-Gen    material       for  
 
betsuno   repootaa-o  intabyuushita 
another     reporter-Acc interviewed 
‘Then, the writer interviewed another reporter for his new novel.” 
 
 
<Question> 
Taro: Senkyo         ni rikkouhoshita                 nowa dotirano repootaa 
     election  to stand as a candidate  Top         which    reporter 
     ‘Which reporter stands as a candidate for the election?’ 
 
 
<Answer> 
a. Subject Relative 
Hanako:  Sakka-o         intabyuushita  repootaa   datta rashiiyo 
writer-Acc interviewed                reporter  was  it seems 
‘It seems to be the reporter who interviewed the writer.’ 
 
 
b. Object Relative 
Hanako:   Sakka-ga       intabyuushita  repootaa datta rashiiyo 
writer-Nom interviewed               reporter          was         it seems 
‘It seems to be the reporter who the writer interviewed.’ 
 
Ishizuka et al. (2006) collected RTs from 42 native Japanese speakers using the self-paced 
reading measure, where participants can decide when to move on the next word or phrase by 
pressing a button. The results show no differences in the comprehension question accuracy 
and RTs of the head noun repootaa between subject and object relative sentences. However, it 
is observed that RTs of subject relative sentences are longer than those of object relative 
sentences.  
 
From those studies, it is considered that the distance-based explanation seems difficult to 
apply to the relative clause processing by Japanese speakers.  
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3.3.3. Animacy 
Hirose and Inoue (1998) examined the effect of animacy information in Japanese using 
ambiguous relative clauses. When Japanese speakers read a sentence similar to (25), they 
recognize that the subject Yoko-ga and the object kodomo-o can be arguments for the verb 
mikaketa.  
 
(25) Yoko-ga   kodomo-o  koosaten-de    mikaketa. 
Yoko-Nom         child-Acc       intersection-at     saw      
‘Yoko saw the child at the intersection.’ 
 
Nevertheless, when the noun takushii-ni appears after the verb mikaketa, as in (26), this 
sentence becomes ambiguous for Japanese speakers and a reanalysis is required. 
 
(26)6 Yoko-ga     kodomo-o         koosaten-de    mikaketa takushii-ni  noseta. 
Yoko-Nom  child-Acc  intersection-at  saw     taxi-Dat             put on 
‘Yoko put the child into the taxi which she saw at the intersection.’ 
 
In the revision process of (26), a CP and two gap positions (ti) and (tj) are created, as in (27). 
 
(27) Yokoi-ga            kodomo-o [CP ti  tj  koosaten-de              mikaketa] takushiij-ni  noseta. 
Yoko-Nom  child-Acc                intersection-at  saw            taxi-Dat                  put on 
‘Yoko put the child into the taxi which she saw at the intersection.’ 
 
Then, ti is bound to the matrix subject Yoko-ga, and tj is also associated with the indirect 
object takushii-ni in the matrix clause. That is, at first it is assumed that the object kodomo-o 
is an argument for the embedded verb mikaketa, as in (25), but when the noun takushii-ni 
appears, the first assumption is canceled and a reanalysis occurs, as in (27). Hirose and Inoue 
(1998) predicted a degree of ambiguity in relative clauses when different types of nouns were 
6 Dat=dative case marker 
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 used in Japanese sentences. 
 
Based on the prediction, Hirose and Inoue (1998) investigated the relative clause processing 
using the sentences in (28) in their experiment.  
 
(28) a. Roojin-ga         sutego-o        atikoti kiite        sagashita    bokushi-ni 
   old-man-Nom  orphan-Acc  by asking around looked for    priest-Dat 
 
tootoo  takusukotonishita. 
finally  decided to entrust 
‘The old man finally decided to entrust the orphan to the priest who he looked for 
by asking around.’ 
 
 
b. Roojin-ga                 sutego-o            atikoti kiite       sagashita       shisetsu-ni 
old-man-Nom  orphan-Acc  by asking around looked for       orphanage-Dat 
 
tootoo  takusukotonisita. 
finally  decided to entrust 
‘The old man finally decided to entrust the orphan to the orphanage which he 
looked for by asking around.’ 
 
Sentences (28a) and (28b) have the same structure as in (29), but the boxed head nouns 
change from the animate noun bokushi in (28a) to the inanimate noun shisetsu in (28b). 
 
(29)     Subject  Indirect Object  [CP Relative Clause]  Direct object  Verb 
 
Hirose and Inoue (1998) used the self-paced reading method and examined RTs of those 
relative sentences to find that participants require more time to read the sentence with the 
animate antecedent (28a) than that with the inanimate antecedent (28b).7  
 
According to Hirose and Inoue (1998), the sentences are different with respect to the 
7 The finding of this study is consistent with that of Hirose and Chun (1998), which investigated RTs 
of whole sentences in Japanese. 
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 identification of traces and the thematic ambiguity of head nouns, and therefore, the sentence 
with the animate antecedent (28a) is harder to process than that with the inanimate antecedent 
(28b).  
 
When the head noun is animate, as in (28a), two interpretations are available, as in (30).  
 
(30) a. Roojini-ga      sutego-o [CP  ti   tj  atikoti kiite       sagashita]       bokushij-ni 
old-man-Nom  orphan-Acc          by asking around looked for     priest-Dat 
 
  
b. Roojin-ga      sutegoj-o [CP  ti   tj  atikoti kiite     sagashita ]  bokushii-ni 
 
 
The first reading (30a) is that ti is bound to the matrix subject Roojin-ga, tj is to the indirect 
object bokusi-ni in the matrix clause, and the interpretation of the relative clause is ‘The old 
man looked for the priest by asking around’. On the other hand, the second reading (30b) is 
that ti is associated with the indirect object bokushi-ni in the matrix clause, tj is with the 
matrix direct object sutego-o, and the interpretation is ‘The priest looked for the orphan by 
asking around’. 
 
However, when the head noun is inanimate, as in (28b), there is only one interpretation such 
that ti is bound to the matrix subject Roojin-ga, and tj is to the indirect object shisetsu-ni in the 
matrix clause, as in the case of (31).  
 
(31) Roojini-ga     sutego-o [CP  ti   tj  atikoti kiite             sagashita]  shisetsuj-ni 
old-man-Nom  orphan-Acc         by asking around looked for       orphanage-Dat 
 
This sentence is not severely ambiguous and the interpretation of the relative clause is ‘The 
old man looked for the orphanage by asking around’.  
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Differences in the degree of ambiguity seem to be caused by the thematic ambiguity of the 
head noun. For the ambiguous sentence of (28a), two interpretations are possible, as the 
animate head noun bokushi-ni can receive a thematic role of either Theme (30a) or Agent 
(30b), from the embedded verb sagashita. However, sentence (28b) is not ambiguous since 
the inanimate noun is assigned a thematic role Theme, as in (31). It is therefore considered 
that thematic role ambiguity based on animacy information leads to longer RTs and that 
Japanese speakers need more time to read the head noun of the ambiguous sentence in (28a) 
than that of the unambiguous sentence in (28b).  
 
Hirose and Inoue’s idea is based on the assumptions that sentence-processing takes place 
incrementally, and the parser first creates a single clause structure following general principles 
such as Minimal Attachment (Frazier & Forder, 1978). After the appearance of the head noun 
of the relative clause, thematic information of the head noun has an effect on the ambiguity of 
sentence comprehension.  
 
3.4. The Participant-based Approach 
As we have reviewed in processing studies in English, WM capacities influence language 
processing methods for native English speakers (see 2.4.2.). This section examines to what 
extent Japanese speakers with different WM capacities comprehend relative clauses in 
Japanese. 
 
3.4.1. Working Memory 
A limited number of processing studies investigate the effect of different WM capacities in 
Japanese, but Tokimoto (2004) is one of them. In his experiment, three types of relative 
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 clauses in Japanese are used as in (32), and he argues the effect of individual differences of 
WM capacities when processing Japanese.  
 
(32)  a. Subject Relative: Early boundary (EB) 
Hanako-ga       saihu-o    otoshita  koohai-ni       okane-o        kashita. 
Hanako-Nom wallet-Acc  lost        junior-Dat  money-Acc lent 
‘Hanako lent some money to her junior who had lost his/her wallet.’ 
 
 
b. Object Relative: Late boundary (LB) 
Taro-ga      terebi-o  shuurishita  jitensha-ni  shizukani  noseta. 
Taro-Nom  TV-Acc  repaired   bicycle-Dat    softly        loaded 
‘Taro loaded the TV softly on the bicycle which he had repaired.’ 
 
 
c. Appositive: Control 
Taro-ga      shoogakusei-o                  ijimeta    jujitsu-ni   sobo-ga 
Taro-Nom  primary school child-Acc  bullied  fact-Dat  grandmother-Nom  
 
rippukushita. 
got angry 
‘His grandmother got angry at the fact that Taro had bullied a primary school child.’ 
 
Sentence (32a) has a subject relative clause, which Tokimoto calls an early boundary sentence 
(EB). Sentence (32b) has an object relative clause, which Tokimoto calls a late boundary 
sentence (LB). Sentence (32c) is an appositive sentence and there is no movement; this is 
used as the control sentence in the experiment. 
 
When native Japanese speakers are given these types of Japanese sentences, it is assumed that 
they regard the initial noun as the subject and the second noun as the object since they process 
sentences incrementally and case markers of nouns represent their grammatical roles. When 
the third noun appears after the verb, a CP is created and a reanalysis occurs. For instance, in 
(32a), the first noun Hanako-ga is initially regarded as the subject and the second noun 
saihu-o is the object. The third noun koohai-ni emerges after the verb otoshita, a CP is built 
and the reanalysis takes place. In (33), a gap position is created, which identifies with the 
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 third noun.  
 
(33) <EB> 
 
Hanako-ga [CP  ti   saihu-o    otoshita]  koohaii-ni   okane-o  kashita. 
 
In the case of LB in (32b), the reanalysis is more complicated and appears more costly. At 
first, Japanese speakers judge the first noun Taro-ga as the subject and the second noun 
terebi-o as the object. At this stage, there is no difference between EB and LB. However, 
when the inanimate noun jitensha-ni shows up after the verb shuurishita, a CP with two gaps 
is created, as in (34).  
 
(34) <LB> 
  
 Taroi-ga  terebi-o [CP  ti   tj  shuurishita ] jitenshaj-ni   shizukani noseta. 
 
If the distance between the filler and its gap has a severe effect on processing of relative 
clauses in Japanese, predictably EB would be difficult for Japanese speakers to process. On 
the other hand, if the reanalysis has an important role for comprehending relative clauses in 
Japanese, LB would be more difficult to understand since the reanalysis of LB is more costly 
than that of EB. 
 
In the experiment, Tokimoto (2004) collected RTs from 88 university students in Japan using 
a self-paced reading task. Before the main experiment, they took the Japanese version of the 
RST (Osaka, 1998) to calculate their WM capacities. In the RST, participants are shown a set 
of unrelated Japanese sentences on a computer monitor, which they are asked to read aloud. 
At the end of the set, they are required to recall all target words in the sentences underlined in 
red, although recalling the target word in the last sentence is forbidden. The first set consists 
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 of five sets of two sentences; if the participants can correctly recall the two target words for at 
least three of the five sets, they are presented with the next set, which consists of five sets of 
three sentences, followed by five sets of four sentences and five sets of five sentences until 
they fail to correctly recall target words for all the sets. In addition to the RST, Tokimoto 
(2004) measured a weighted items span (WIS) for each participant to quantitatively estimate 
the individual difference of WM capacity.8 Based on results of the RST and the WIS, the 
participants were divided into three groups; High Span Group (HSG), Medium Span Group 
(MSG), and Low Span Group (LSG)). Tokimoto analyzed the RTs and comprehension data.  
 
The results show that the mean error rate in comprehension questions for LB is significantly 
higher than that for EB and the residual RTs for LB are longer than for EB.9 Tokimoto 
concluded that it is more difficult for Japanese speakers to process LB than EB and a 
reanalysis in LB is more costly than that in EB.  
 
Moreover, comparing the individual WM capacity differences, the mean error rates of HSG 
and MSG are significantly lower than that of LSG especially for LB, and the mean residual 
RTs of HSG and MSG at the place of the third noun, i.e. the direct object of the main clause, 
are significantly longer than that of LSG. Thus, Tokimoto suggested that native Japanese 
speakers with larger WM capacities perform more precise processing for costly reanalysis 
such as LB since they show the higher comprehension accuracy on complex sentences, but 
they do not process them faster than participants with smaller WM capacities. In short, 
Japanese speakers with high WM capacities are considered to respond to many processing 
demands, deal with a lot of information, and correctly understand complicated sentences 
8 Also see Chiappe et al. (2000), May et al. (1999), Osaka (1998), Rosen & Engle (1998) for the use of the 
WIS. 
9 Tokimoto (2004) divided each sentence into six phrases and presented each phrase on the computer 
monitor. The residual RTs indicated here were between P4 and P7 (from the direct object of the main 
clause to the end).  
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 though it takes more time to process them.  
 
Based on these results, it is possible to state that the WM capacity plays an important role in 
language processing for Japanese speakers, but it does not help to increase the processing 
speed. 
 
4. Summary 
This chapter addressed English and Japanese processing studies and discussed how English 
and Japanese speakers would comprehend their L1s. The studies showed that animacy 
information influenced the assignment of thematic and grammatical roles to antecedent nouns. 
Moreover, reanalysis of those roles resulted in difficulty understanding the sentences in both 
languages meaning that both English and Japanese speakers take longer to read sentences in 
which the initial thematic and grammatical roles require a reanalysis.  
 
However, concerning the effect of WM capacities in L1 processing, it was observed that there 
was a difference between native English and Japanese speakers. English speakers with high 
WM capacities read unambiguous English sentences faster than those with low WM 
capacities. In addition, when the animacy information of antecedent nouns is ambiguous, 
English speakers with high WM capacities spend more time reading ambiguous English 
sentences. On the other hand, such an advantage was not found in the RT data of native 
Japanese speakers, and even Japanese speakers with high WM capacities do not comprehend 
sentences faster than those with low WM capacities.  
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 Chapter 3  
Second Language Processing Studies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The previous chapter highlighted the existence of many L1 processing studies. From the 
results of some L1 experiments, the place where reanalysis of thematic and grammatical roles 
are required leads to RT delay (e.g. Bever, 1970; Hirose & Inoue, 1998; MacWhinney & Pleh, 
1988; Sheldon, 1974; cf. Gibson et al., 2005). Furthermore, the WM capacity influences the 
accuracy of comprehension, and native speakers with higher WM capacities tend to correctly 
understand strings of information through reading and listening, though it seems that the WM 
capacity does not assist the comprehension speed (e.g. Tokimoto, 2004). 
 
However, the situation of L2A is different from that of L1A, and the number of L2 processing 
studies is limited although a large number of L2A studies look into the acquisition of L2 
grammar. This chapter examines L2 processing literature and discusses how L2 learners 
process sentences in their target languages. 
 
1. L2 Processing Studies 
Several L2 processing studies have investigated the course of L2 sentence comprehension 
focusing on the similarities and differences between L1 and L2 processing, and they argue 
whether or not L2 learners make use of the same linguistic information that native speakers 
use during parsing a language (cf. Clahsen & Felser, 2006a). Of course, certain similarities 
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 between L1 and L2 processing are apparent, but a considerable number of differences are also 
proposed in the features of L1 and L2 sentence comprehension. For instance, L2 processing is 
slower and less accurate than L1 processing (e.g. Cook, 1997; Frenck-Mestre, 2002; Hahne & 
Friederici, 2001), L2 learners show diverse sensitivity for morphosyntactic cues (e.g. 
Guillelmon & Grosjean, 2001; Jiang, 2004, 2007; Liu & Nicol, 2010; MacWhinney, 2002), 
and L2 learners deal with distinct syntactic information from native speakers (e.g. Felser & 
Robert, 2007; Marinis et al., 2005).  
 
With these differences, L2 processing studies have been discussed mainly from two distinct 
approaches. One is the linguistic-based approach, which deals with lexical semantic, syntactic, 
and/or phonetic information (cf. Clahsen & Felser, 2006a, 2006b; Dussias & Piñar, 2009; 
Kroll & Dussias, 2004). The other is the participant-based approach, which pursues the 
influences of proficiency levels, L1 influence, and/or WM capacities (cf. Dussias & Piñar, 
2009, 2010; Hopps, 2006; Jackson, 2008; Juffs, 2005; Williams, 2006). We will discuss those 
approaches in more detail below. 
 
2. The Linguistic-based Approach 
2.1. Thematic and Grammatical Roles 
Concerning the effect of thematic roles in L2 sentence processing, Papadopoulou and Clahsen 
(2003) investigated relative clause attachment preferences by advanced L2 learners of Greek 
whose L1s were Spanish, German, and Russian. The experiment dealt with the self-paced 
reading task and analyzed RTs of two types of relative clauses. One type was preceded by 
noun phrases with genitives (NP1 of NP2) and the other was preceded by noun phrases with 
prepositional phrases (NP1 with NP2), as in (35).10 
10 Papadopoulou and Clahsen’s experiment used relative clauses in Greek. However, we use English 
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Native Speakers 
(35) a. Someone shot [NP1 the servant]i of [NP2 the actress]j who ti/j was on the balcony.  
                                                       L2 Learners 
 
 
 
                                                  Native Speakers 
b. Someone shot [NP1 the servant]i with [NP2 the actress] who ti was on the balcony. 
L2 Learners 
 
Papadopoulou and Clahsen (2003) found that there is a preference difference between native 
speakers of Greek and L2 learners of Greek in sentences with genitive phrases, as in (35a), 
and Greek speakers show an NP1 attachment preference, but L2 learners do not indicate any 
preference. However, in sentences with prepositional phrases, as in (35b), both Greek 
speakers and L2 learners exhibit a NP2 attachment preference. Thus, Papadopoulou and 
Clahsen (2003) revealed that the relative clause attachment pattern of L2 learners is different 
from that of native Greek speakers. 
 
Papadopoulou and Clahsen (2003) concluded that both native speakers and L2 learners make 
use of thematic information, and they tend to show an NP attachment preference, as in (35b). 
Several studies (e.g. Felser et al., 2003; Frenck-Mestre & Pynte, 2000; Gilboy et al., 1995; 
Traxler et al., 1998) assume that the prepositional phrase, as in (35b), has a thematic 
preposition with, and it receives a thematic role from the preposition. Since the relative clause 
of sentence (35b) is processed within the thematic domain of the NP2, L2 learners with 
different L1 backgrounds deal with the thematic information and tend to show the NP2 
attachment preference. However, sentence (35a) has the genitive phrase, which does not 
become the thematic domain of the relative clause. Since L2 learners cannot use the thematic 
information in (35a), they do not show any attachment preference.   
sentences as examples here. 
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There are also filler-gap experiments in L2 processing studies. For instance, Juffs and 
Harrington (1995) used subject and object extraction sentences, as in (36), and argued the 
effect of a reanalysis in L2 processing by Chinese learners of English.11 
 
(36) a. Subject Extraction 
 Whoi did Ann say  ti  likes her friend? 
 
 
 b. Object Extraction 
 Whoi did Jane say her friend likes  ti  ? 
 
 
In wh-question sentence (36), the initial wh-word becomes a filler. During parsing the 
sentence, comprehenders keep the filler to find the gap position. At first, the gap position is 
assumed to be in the object position of the matrix verb say, but when the finite verb likes 
appears as in (36a), the initial analysis is discarded and the reanalysis occurs. That is, in the 
process of understanding the subject extraction, comprehenders must change the thematic role 
assigner into the embedded verb likes from the main verb say. Moreover, the thematic role of 
the filler is altered into Theme from Agent, and the grammatical role has to be changed into 
Subject. On the other hand, in the object extraction (36b), the wh-word is predicted to come 
from the object position of the main clause in the initial analysis. However, after the noun her 
friend appears, a reanalysis occurs, and the gap position is changed from the object position of 
the main clause to that of the embedded clause. In this case, comprehenders do not need to 
reanalyze the thematic and grammatical roles of the filler, which are originally assigned by 
the main verb. It is therefore assumed that the subject extraction is harder to process than the 
object extraction since reanalysis of the thematic and grammatical roles is required to 
11 In their study, nine types of sentences were used including ungrammatical sentences. However, we 
explain only two of them here. 
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 comprehend the subject extraction. 
 
Juffs and Harrington (1995) collected RT data using the self-paced moving window technique 
to examine the effect of reanalysis of thematic and grammatical roles. They discovered that 
Chinese learners of English have difficulty in understanding the subject extraction as 
predicted, and that they need more time to read the embedded verb of the subject extraction. 
Based on those results, Juffs and Harrington (1995) proposed that L2 learners have problems 
reanalyzing initially assigned thematic and grammatical roles. 
 
However, due to some problems with the target sentences used in Juffs and Harrington (1995), 
their conclusion is considered problematic. In their experiment, two different types of verbs, 
which are not identical, are used as matrix verbs. The verbs are shown in (37). 
 
(37) a. Verbs, which have two kinds of complements 
Ann said to/that Jane …  
 The man thinks of/that the car … 
 The nurse insisted on/that the doctor… 
 Jane announced to/that the new teacher … 
 
 
 b. Verbs, which have a kind of complements 
You suppose that … 
 The police claimed that … 
 
The first type (37a) includes verbs, which can take two kinds of complements, either a 
preposition or a that-clause: say, think, insist and announce. On the other hand, the second 
type (37b) contains verbs, which only take a that-clause: suppose and claim. Thus, it is 
considered that the subject extraction is harder to process since the sentences are ambiguous 
in many cases. 
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 It is therefore not clear whether L2 learners have difficulty in reanalyzing initially assigned 
thematic and grammatical roles from the results of those studies alone.  
 
2.2. Syntactic Information 
There are many arguments concerning the use of structural information during sentence 
processing. For instance, Clahsen and Felser (2006a) reviewed and compared real-time 
sentence processing behaviors in child L2 and adult L2 learners, and proposed the Shallow 
Structure Hypothesis (SSH). The SSH assumes that L2 learners rely predominantly on 
lexical-semantic and pragmatic information, but not syntactic information. Several studies 
strongly support the idea of the SSH including Marinis and his colleagues’ study (2005).  
 
Marinis et al. (2005) investigated the filler-gap dependency by L2 learners with different L1 
backgrounds (Chinese, Japanese, German, and Greek) using long distance relative sentences 
in English, as in (38). 
 
(38) a. The nursei who the doctor argues  t1i  that the rude patient had angered  t2i is 
refusing to work late. 
 
 
b. The nursei who the doctor’s argument about the rude patient had angered  t2i is 
refusing to work late. 
 
In (38a), the two gaps (t1) and (t2) are bound to the matrix subject The nurse in the 
sentence-initial position, while sentence (38b), which has only one gap (t2), requires a long 
binding relation with the subject in the initial position. 
 
Marinis et al. collected RT data of each segment by four groups of L2 learners. They found 
that both L2 learners and native English speakers spend more time reading the verb had 
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 angered in the that-clause, which includes the second gap position (t2), and that English 
speakers (but not L2 learners) read the verb position in (38a) faster than that in (38b). 
Moreover, English speakers take time to comprehend the embedded verb argues, which 
includes the intermediate gap position (t1) of (38a), but L2 learners do not show such an 
intermediate gap effect.  
 
Based on those results, Marinis et al. suggested that L2 learners do not postulate the 
intermediate gap during sentence processing, and they do not construct the same structure as 
native speakers do. 
  
Felser and Robert (2007) strengthened the view of the SSH by examining the on-line 
processing of wh-dependencies of Greek learners of English using a cross-modal picture 
priming task. In the experiment, participants listen to pre-recorded sentences over headphones 
while watching a computer screen for pictures that will emerge at set points in the sentences 
they are listening to. When a picture appears, the participants have to decide as quickly as 
possible whether the animal or object in the picture is “alive” or “not alive” by pushing either 
the left or the right hand button on a dual push-button box. The target sentences are four 
patterns of indirect object relative sentences, and the wh-word with the preposition to which 
has moved from the indirect object position, as in (39). 
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 (39) Fred chased the squirrel to which the nice monkey explained … 
 
a. Pattern 1 (the identical picture is presented in the gap position): 
  … the game’s difficult rules [SQUIRREL] in the class last Wednesday. 
 
 
b. Pattern 2 (the identical picture is presented in the pre-gap position): 
  … the game’s [SQUIRREL] difficult rules in the class last Wednesday. 
 
 
c. Pattern 3 (the unrelated picture is presented in the gap position): 
  … the game’s difficult rules [TOOTHBRUSH] in the class last Wednesday. 
 
 
d. Pattern 2 (the unrelated picture is presented in the pre-gap position): 
  … the game’s [TOOTHBRUSH] difficult rules in the class last Wednesday. 
 
In the experiment, two types of pictures, “identical” [SQUIRREL] (39a & b) and “unrelated” 
[TOOTHBRUSH] (39c & d), are set to appear on the monitor while listening to the sentence. 
The identical condition shows the referent of the indirect object, and the unrelated condition 
does not. In addition, the pictures show up at one of two different test points, either a gap 
position (39a & c) or a pre-gap position (39b & d).  
 
Participants’ RTs were measured from the point at which the picture emerged on the screen to 
when they pressed the button. If L2 learners have the same structure as native English 
speakers and they create the gap position during processing sentences, it is assumed that RTs 
will become shorter when identical pictures are displayed at the test position immediately 
following the direct object position the game’s difficult rules, but not at an earlier position. 
 
The results show that L2 learners react to identical conditions (39a) and (39b) faster than 
unrelated conditions (39c) and (39d), but they do not indicate differences of RTs between the 
gap and pre-gap positions unlike native English speakers. Thus, L2 learners behave differently 
from native English speakers.  
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Felser and Robert (2007) therefore proposed that trace-based (i.e. structure based) gap-filling 
parsing is not involved in L2 processing, and L2 learners make use of the verb-driven parsing 
since they do not reactivate the filler at structurally defined gap positions (cf. Felser et al., 
2003; Marinis et al., 2005; Papadopoulou & Clahsen, 2003).  
 
Contrary to those non-structural processing arguments in L2 studies, Omaki and Ariji (2005) 
examined L2 processing of relative clauses and claimed that, in fact, structural information 
does have an effect on L2 processing.  
 
Following Traxler et al.’s study (2002), Omaki and Ariji (2005) dealt with subject and object 
relative clauses, as in (40). 
 
(40) a. Animate-Inanimate Subject relative 
 The musiciani that  ti  witnessed the accident angered the policeman a lot. 
 
 
 b. Animate-Inanimate Object relative  
 The musiciani that the accident terrified  ti  angered the policeman a lot. 
 
 
 c. Inanimate-Animate Subject relative 
 The accidenti that  ti  terrified the musician angered the policeman a lot. 
 
 
 d. Inanimate-Animate Object relative 
 The accidenti that the musician witnessed  ti  angered the policeman a lot. 
 
 
They collected data from native English speakers and JLEs using the sentence 
complexity-rating task. Participants are asked to read English sentences and rate their 
complexity (from 1 (easy to understand) to 5 (hard to understand)). This is an off-line task.  
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The result shows that both native English speakers and L2 learners rate Animate-Inanimate 
Object relative sentences (40b) as the most difficult to understand. Therefore, Omaki and Ariji 
suggested that subject relative sentences such as (40a) and (40c) are judged as less 
complicated since L2 learners deal with the syntactic knowledge based on the AFS, where the 
filler is immediately associated with the gap in the subject position during parsing (Fraizer, 
1987; Fraizer & Flores d’ Arcais, 1989; Stowe, 1986). Furthermore, L2 learners regard the 
Inanimate-Animate object relative sentence (40d) as less complicated than the 
Animate-Inanimate object sentence (40b) because they make use of animacy information, 
where the animate noun tends to be the subject and the inanimate noun is likely to be the 
object. It is therefore considered that L2 learners are sensitive to not only syntactic 
information but also lexical information.  
 
Other experiments support the effect of syntactic information in L2 processing. For instance, 
Hara (2011) carried out two on-line experiments in L2 Japanese by Korean and English 
learners of Japanese. In the first experiment, he used the probe recognition task to collect 
processing data of canonical and scrambling sentences in Japanese as in (41). 
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 (41) a. Canonical Sentence: 
 Konbini-de        pan-o     kata        kyaku-ga     himasoo-na  
 convenience store-at bread-Acc bought  customer-Nom leisurely-looking 
 
tenin-o        yonda 
salesperson-Acc called 
 
‘The customer who bought bread at the convenience store called to the leisurely- 
looking salesperson.’ 
 
 
 b. Scrambling Sentence: 
 Konbini-de        pan-o      kata       kyaku-oi        himasoo-na  
 convenience store-at bread-Acc bought  customer-Acc  leisurely-looking 
 
tenin-ga          ti yonda 
salesperson-Nom  called 
 
‘The leisurely-looking salesperson called to the customer who bought bread at the 
convenience store.’ 
 
Sentence (41a) has a canonical word order, Subject (kyaku-ga) - Object (tenin-o) - Verb 
(yonda), while sentence (41b) has a scrambling word order, Object-Subject-Verb, where the 
accusative NP kyaku-o is scrambled to the front of the nominative NP tenin-ga. The gap 
position is indicated by t after the nominative NP.  
 
Participants are asked to read Japanese sentences represented in a self-paced reading format. 
After they have read the last segment, a probe, e.g. pan (bread), appears on the monitor, and 
they have to determine whether the probe is included in the sentence that they have just read 
by pressing a button on the button-box. After the judgment, they have to determine whether 
the brief statement presented on the monitor is true or false relative to the sentence they have 
just read. The responses to probes and true-false statements were recorded and the response 
time of each probe was measured. 
 
The results show that participants recognize probes with high accuracy on both canonically 
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 ordered and scrambling conditions, and they exhibit a shorter response time for the 
scrambling sentence than the canonical sentence.  
 
The second experiment investigated RTs of L2 learners using the self-paced reading task. 
Hara (2011) used three types of Japanese sentences, as in (42). 
 
(42) a. Canonical Sentence: 
 Maneejyaa-wa resutoran-no   atarashii kicchin-de wueetoresu-ni  kokku-o   
 manager-Top        restaurant-Gen new            kitchen-in   waitress-Dat    cook-Acc 
 
syookai-shita soo da 
introduced        seems 
 
 
 b. Short scrambling Sentence: 
 
 Maneejyaa-wa resutoran-no             atarashii  kicchin-de    kokku-oi         wueetoresu-ni   ti 
 manager-Top        restaurant-Gen new                  kitchen-in        cook-Acc  waitress-Dat   
 
syookai-shita  soo da 
introduced       seems 
 
 
 c. Long scrambling Sentence: 
 
 Maneejyaa-wa  kokku-oi  resutoran-no               atarashii  kicchin-de wueetoresu-ni   ti 
 manager-Top     cook-Acc     restaurant-Gen new                  kitchen-in  waitress-Dat   
 
syookai-shita  soo da 
introduced              seems 
 
‘The manager seems to have introduced the cook to the waitress in the new kitchen 
of the restaurant.’ 
 
Sentence (42a) has a canonical word order, Indirect object (wueetoresu-ni) - Direct object 
(kokku-o) - verb (syookai-shita), while sentences (42b) and (42c) are short and long 
scrambling sentences, where the direct object NP kokku-o is scrambled to the front of the 
indirect object NP wueetoresu-ni. In the short scrambling sentence (42b), the direct object NP 
is placed immediately before the indirect object NP, and in the long scrambling sentence (42c), 
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 it is immediately after the topic NP (maneejyaa-wa). The gap position is indicated by t.  
 
The participants in the second experiment were the same as those in the first experiment, and 
their RTs were measured in the self-paced reading task. They were asked to read Japanese 
sentences presented region-by-region segmented, as in (42), and they were required to answer 
verification statements appearing after the target sentences. If L2 learners are dependent on 
verb-driven parsing as Felser and Robert (2007) point out, it is assumed that they have 
difficulty in reading the verb area, though no differences of RTs are expected at the verb area 
among three types of English sentences. However, if they deal with structure-based parsing, it 
is expected that sentence (42c) is harder to process than sentences (42a) and (42b), and the 
RTs of the verb area in (42c) are longer since the distance between the direct object NP 
wueetoresu-ni and its gap (verb position: syookai-shita) is greater in the long scrambling 
condition (42c) than it is in either the canonical (42a) or short scrambling (42b) conditions. 
 
The results revealed that participants correctly answer the verification statements, and they 
exhibit no differences in their RTs at the verb regions among the three conditions. 
 
Based on the results of those experiments, Hara (2011) states that L2 learners posit the 
syntactic gap in comprehending scrambling sentences. In the first experiment, the reactivation 
effect of the target word pan (bread) in the trace position is observed and L2 learners judge 
the probe of the scrambling sentence faster than that of the canonical sentence. Moreover, in 
the second experiment, there is no evidence that L2 learners rely on verb-driven processing 
since L2 learners do not slow down to read the gap-implicating position (verb area: 
syookai-shita) and RTs in the region do not differ among the three distinct conditions.  
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 Thus, concerning the influence of syntactic information in L2 processing, a conclusive result 
cannot be reached; thus, we need to examine this issue further. 
 
2.3. Animacy 
In the previous L1 processing study of Dutch participants by Mak et al. (2006), it was found 
that native Dutch speakers take longer to read object relative sentences with inanimate 
subjects than subject relative sentences with inanimate subjects and subject/object relative 
sentences with animate subjects. Thus, Mak et al. (2006) suggested that Dutch speakers assign 
subject relative clauses following the syntactic processing strategy, so called the AFS, and 
they also use animacy information to comprehend relative sentences in Dutch (cf. Traxler et 
al., 2002).  
 
Jackson and Roberts (2010) examined the effect of animacy information using subject and 
object relative clauses on German L2 learners of Dutch using similar sentences to those in 
Mak et al. (2006). Some examples are shown in (43). 
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 (43) a. Subject Relative Clause with Animate Subject 
 
   Voor de  kinderen is de   clowni, die  de  taarten  ti  heeft gegooid,  
for  the children  is the clown       that the pies          has  thrown 
 
het hoogtepunt van de      voorstelling. 
   the highlight      of         the  performance 
‘For the children, the clown that threw the pies was the highlight of the 
performance.’ 
  
 
b. Object Relative Clause with Animate Subject 
 
   Voor de  kinderen zijn de  taarteni, die  de  clown  heeft gegooid  ti ,  
for  the children  are  the pies          that the clown  has  thrown 
 
het hoogtepunt van de  voorstelling. 
   the highlight       of        the performance 
‘For the children, the pies that the clown threw were the highlight of the 
performance.’ 
 
 
 c. Subject Relative Clause with Inanimate Subject 
 
Voor de        kinderen  zijn de       taarteni, die            de      clown  ti  hebben geraakt,  
for  the  children       are  the  pies         that the       clown                have        hit 
 
het hoogtepunt van de  voorstelling. 
   the highlight  of  the performance 
‘For the children, the pies that hit the clown were the highlight of the 
performance.’ 
 
 
 d. Object Relative Clause with Inanimate Subject 
 
Voor de  kinderen is de  clowni, die  de       taaeten hebben geraakt  ti ,  
for  the children  is the clown     that the  pies   have       hit 
 
het hoogtepunt van de  voorstelling. 
   the highlight     of         the performance 
‘For the children, the clown that the pies hit was the highlight of the performance.’ 
 
Twenty-four relative sentences contain an animate NP like clown (clown) and an inanimate 
NP like taarten (pies). In half of the relative sentences, the animate noun has the singular form 
and the inanimate noun has the plural form, and in the other half, this pattern is reversed. 
Since one of these nouns is singular and the other is plural, the sentences are ambiguous until 
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 the auxiliary verb heeft (has) or hebben (have), which provides number information, appears. 
 
German L2 learners of Dutch participated in this experiment, and RT data were collected by 
the self-paced reading task. Moreover, after completing the task, all participants were asked to 
judge the acceptability of sentences in an off-line measure.  
 
It is assumed that RTs of the critical regions, i.e. auxiliary verbs, should be the quickest in 
subject relative sentences containing an animate subject, as in (43a), if L2 learners use both 
noun animacy and topicality to assign grammatical roles while reading relative sentences. If, 
however, they use only animacy information, RTs of the regions should occur quicker for 
sentences containing an animate subject such as (43a) and (43b), and if topicality has an effect 
on L2 processing, RTs of the regions should occur quicker for subject relative sentences such 
as (43a) and (43c) irrespective of the animacy information of the nouns.  
 
Jackson and Roberts (2010) found that L2 learners accept sentences with animate subjects 
such as (43a) and (43b), and that object relative sentences with an inanimate subject (43d) are 
the least acceptable in the off-line acceptability judgment task. Moreover, in the self-paced 
reading task, L2 learners need more time to read the critical region of object relative sentences 
with an inanimate subject (43d), but no RT differences are observed between subject and 
object relative clauses when the subject is animate and the object is inanimate, as in (43a) and 
(43b).  
 
Based on those results, Jackson and Roberts (2010) proposed that two factors such as noun 
animacy and the topicality of the antecedent NP interact when L2 learners and native speakers 
process subject and object relative clauses in Dutch. That is, since L2 learners regard an 
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 antecedent noun as a subject based on topichood, and animate nouns become better subjects, 
subject relative sentences containing animate nouns (43a) are easier to process than other 
sentences. When there is conflict between these two factors, as in the case of (43b) and (43c), 
the parser postpones the assignment of grammatical roles until the disambiguating auxiliary 
verb appears. In (43d), the antecedent noun is animate, but the sentence needs a reanalysis 
since the initial noun in the relative clause is a subject and the antecedent noun becomes an 
object in the relative clause.  
 
Thus, it is considered that L2 learners make use of animacy information during on-line 
processing, and that they utilize morphosyntactic information in the form of number 
agreement on the auxiliary verb to comprehend temporarily ambiguous sentences. 
 
3. The Participant-based Approach 
The previous section presented several L2 processing studies based on the linguistic-based 
approach; however, this section will examine several L2 processing studies focusing on the 
participant-based approach. Many of those studies pursue the influences of proficiency levels, 
L1 influence, and/or WM capacities (cf. Dussias & Piñar, 2009, 2010; Hopps, 2006; Jackson, 
2008; Juffs, 2005; Williams, 2006), and we briefly review those influences on L2 processing. 
 
3.1. Proficiency 
It has been proposed that L2 learners deal with various sources of linguistic information 
during L2 sentence processing depending on their proficiency levels (cf. Dussias & Piñar, 
2009). For instance, Frenck-Mestre (1997) used relative clauses, as in (44), and examined the 
processing of the temporarily ambiguous relative clause attachment by English and Spanish 
learners of French.  
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(44) Jean connaît  les    fillesi de la    gardiennej qui  ti/j      partent… 
 John knows       the  girls      of the nanny              who    are leaving 
‘John knows the girls of the nanny who are leaving…’ 
 
In French, when a relative clause is preceded by a noun phrase with a genitive les        
filles de la gardienne (NP1 of NP2), it becomes ambiguous whether the relative clause is 
attached to either the NP1 or NP2 as in (44). 
 
There are crosslinguistic differences in the attachment preference, i.e. either NP1 or NP2 
attachment, and Cuetos & Mitchell (1988) suggest that English speakers take NP2 as the 
subject of the relative clause, while Spanish and French speakers show a trend for an NP1 
preference.  
 
Frenck-Mestre (1997) collected eye movement data from less proficient English learners and 
Spanish learners of L2 French. The results revealed that low proficient L2 learners follow 
their L1 preference. Then, she proposed that L2 learners at the low proficiency level indicate 
L1 influence on L2 processing. 
 
Subsequent to her study in 1997, Frenck-Mestre (2002) analyzed eye movement data from 
more proficient English learners of French. In the experiment, she found that higher level L2 
learners resolve the ambiguity in favor of NP1 attachment, similar to native French speakers. 
 
From those two experiments, Frenck-Mestre (2002) suggested that less proficient L2 learners 
are guided by the phrase structure rule of L1; however, L2 learners acquire the processing 
strategy of the target language and make use of the phrase structure rule of L2 as they become 
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 more proficient.12 
 
Other studies examine the effect of structural information by L2 learners at different 
proficiency levels. For instance, Hopp (2006) investigated the filler-gap ambiguity resolution 
in L2 processing and argued the influence of L2 proficiency levels.  
 
Hopp (2006) conducted two experiments and collected RTs and judgment time data from 
English and Dutch learners of L2 German at two distinct proficiency levels (advanced and 
near-native levels).  
 
The first experiment used a self-paced reading task, in which participants were required to 
read subject- and object-first sentences in German segment-by-segment. Example sentences 
are shown in (45).  
 
(45) a. Subject-first 
Er denkt,      dass der               Physiker        am  Freitag den      Chemiker gegrüsst hat.  
He thinks, that   theNom physicist on      Friday  theAcc chemist    greeted    has 
‘He thinks that the physicist greeted the chemist on Friday.’ 
 
 
b. Object-first 
 
Er denkt,      dass den      Physikeri  am Freitag  der   Chemiker  ti gegrüsst hat. 
He thinks, that   theAcc physicist     on  Friday     theNom chemist     greeted     has 
‘He thinks that the chemist greeted the physicist on Friday.’ 
 
Sentence (45a) is a subject-first sentence, while sentence (45b) is an object-first sentence. 
Their cases are shown by different definite articles such as der (Nominative) and den 
(Accusative). 
12 However, Felser et al. (2003) and Papadopoulow and Clahsen (2003) show a contradictory result 
suggesting that L2 learners do not indicate any attachment preference in on-line L2 processing, as 
demonstrated in the previous subsection. 
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The results showed that near-native L2 learners take longer to read object-first sentences 
(45b) than subject-first sentences (45a) at the underlined part regardless of their L1s. However, 
advanced L2 learners only exhibit longer RTs on object-first sentences compared to 
subject-first sentences at the auxiliary verb hat. 
 
The second experiment used not only grammatical subject- and object-first sentences, but also 
ungrammatical sentences with different factors as in (46). 
 
(46)  a. Subject-first (Grammatical)  
Er      glaubt, dass  der          Vater        am  Freitag den    Onkel  gegrüsst hat. 
He  thinks  that     theNom father  on      Friday    theAcc uncle      greeted    has 
‘He thinks that the father greeted the uncle on Friday.’ 
 
 
b. Object-first (Grammatical) 
 
Er      glaubt, dass den      Onkeli am  Freitag  der          Vater  ti   gegrüsst hat. 
He  thinks  that  theAcc uncle      on       Friday        theNom father      greeted     has 
‘He thinks that the father greeted the uncle on Friday.’ 
 
 
c. Case Violation: Tow subjects (Ungrammatical) 
*Er    glaubt,    dass  der    Bäcker seit  langer Zeit    der       Metzger beliefert    hat. 
He  believes that    theNom baker     for     long  time  theNom butcher  supplied  has 
 
 
d. Case Violation: Two objects (Ungrammatical) 
*Er    glaubt,    dass  den   Bäcker seit langer Zeit     den  Metzger beliefert hat. 
He  believes that    theAcc baker    for  long  time  theAcc butcher  supplied has 
 
 
e. Agreement Violation: Subject (Ungrammatical) 
*Er    glaubt,    dass  der  Bäcker seit langer Zeit  den      Metzger beliefert haben. 
He  believes that    theNom baker    for  long          time  theAcc butcher    supplied have 
 
 
f. Agreement violation: Object (Ungrammatical) 
*Er      glaubt,         dass den    Bäcker seit langer Zeit      der             Metzger beliefert haben. 
He  believes that  theAcc baker      for  long  time  theNom butcher   supplied have 
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 Sentences (46a) and (46b) are grammatical and represent the same meaning, but their word 
orders are different. The other sentences are all ungrammatical. Sentences (46c) and (46d) 
incorrectly use the same articles attached to both nouns in the embedded clauses, and in 
sentences (46e) and (46f), auxiliary verbs placed in the sentence-final position do not fit the 
subjects in number.  
 
Those sentences were presented segment-by-segment in the center of a monitor and the 
participants were asked to judge whether each sentence was grammatical or not as quickly as 
possible after the final word of each sentence disappeared. Their judgments and response 
times were recorded.  
 
The results revealed that native speakers and near-native L2 learners have difficulty in 
comprehending object-first sentences, as in (46b), and that case violations (46c) and (46d) 
lead to a higher number of misjudges in comparison to agreement violations (46e) and (46f) 
among ungrammatical sentences.  
 
Hopp (2006) therefore proposed that the English and Dutch learners do not exhibit different 
behavior according to their L1s, but their performances differ only depending on their 
proficiency levels. Moreover, he argued that L2 learners can make use of syntactic or 
phrase-structural information in parsing.  
 
Taken together, L2 proficiency seems to have influences on L2 processing. Especially, these 
studies suggest that L2 learners deal with different sources of information depending on their 
proficiency levels even though the degree and speed of L2 comprehension may vary among 
L2 learners.  
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3.2. L1 Influence 
Concerning L1 influence on L2 processing, inconclusive results have been found in a number 
of studies. For instance, it is proposed that there is L1 influence on attachment preferences in 
L2, especially for lower proficiency level L2 learners (Frenck-Mestre, 1997, 2002), but while 
processing relative clauses in L2, there are no differences of RTs among L2 learners with 
different L1 backgrounds (Marinis et al., 2005). More complicated results have also been 
observed in other studies.  
 
Juffs (2005) examined L2 processing using sentences with long distance wh-movement such 
as in (47).13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13 We will see this study again in the next subsection. 
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 (47)  a. Noun Complements 
*Whoi did Tom believe the claim that Ann saw  ti   at school?  
 
 
b. Relative Clauses 
*Whoi did Tom hear the woman who saw  ti   on television?  
 
 
c. Adjuncts 
*Whoi did Ann meet the teacher after she saw  ti   last week?  
 
 
d. Finite Clauses (Subject) 
Whoi does the nurse know  ti   saw the patient at the hospital? 
 
 
e. Finite Clauses (Object) 
Whoi does the nurse know the doctor saw  ti   in his office? 
 
 
f. Nonfinite Clauses (Subject) 
Whoi does the boss expect  ti   to meet the customers next Monday? 
 
 
g. Nonfinite Clauses (Object) 
Whoi does the boss expect to meet  ti   next Monday?  
 
 
Sentences from (47a) to (47c) are all ungrammatical as they involve the extraction of 
wh-questions from noun complements, relative clauses, and adjuncts, and they show 
subjacency violations. The remaining sentences are grammatical, and they are the extraction 
from finite and nonfinite clauses.  
 
Juffs (2005) collected grammatical judgment data and word-by-word RT data using the 
moving window technique from Spanish, Chinese and Japanese learners of English. Spanish 
has a similar wh-movement to English, while Chinese and Japanese do not exhibit such 
movement.  
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 The results showed that Spanish learners judge the grammaticality of those sentences more 
accurately than both Chinese and Japanese learners, but no RT differences exist between the 
three groups regardless of different L1 backgrounds.  
 
Frenck-Mestre and Pynte (1997) examined the eye movement patterns of native English 
speakers and French learners of English using English sentences involving subcategorization 
mismatches between L1 and L2, as in (48).  
 
(48)  a. Every time the dog obeyed, the pretty little girl showed her approval.     
a’. Cha que fois que le chien obéissa it la jolie petite fille montrait sa joie. 
 
 
b. Every time the dog barked, the pretty little girl showed her approval. 
b’. Cha que fois que le chien a boya it la jolie petite fille montrait sa joie. 
 
In English, the verb obeyed is ambiguous since it can be used either transitively or 
intransitively. Consequently, it seems that sentence (48a) causes difficulty in comprehension 
since it is not clear whether the noun the pretty little girl following the verb becomes the 
object of the verb obeyed or the subject in the main clause until the verb showed appears. In 
contrast, the verb barked in (48b) is obligatorily intransitive and it is not ambiguous. In 
French, both subordinate verbs obéir (48a’) and a boyer (48b’) do not differ concerning 
subcategorization information, and they are obligatorily intransitive. Based on those 
differences between the two languages, Frenck-Mestre and Pynte (1997) conducted the eye 
movement experiment. 
 
The results revealed that both native English speakers and French learners of English show 
difficulty in understanding ambiguous sentences (48a) and thus take more time to read the 
main verb showed in the ambiguous sentences. There is no L1 influence on understanding 
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 English sentences; however, French learners read the subordinate verb obeyed of the 
ambiguous sentence more slowly. Since L2 learners process English sentences differently 
from native speakers, Frenck-Mestre and Pynte (1997) proposed that there is L1 influence on 
L2 processing. 
 
3.3. Working Memory 
The role of memory in language learning has long been of interest to researchers in both L1A 
and L2A (cf. Baddeley, 1999; Ellis, 2001; Juffs, 2006), and the role of WM capacities in L2 
sentence processing have been investigated since the early 1990s (Harrington & Sawyer, 
1992; Osaka & Osaka, 1992; Osaka et al., 1993). Although limited in number, an increasing 
interest in the topic of WM has been developing (Dussias & Piñar, 2010; Havik et al., 2009; 
Juffs, 2004, 2005, 2006; Kashiwagi, 2011; Kroll et al., 2002; Mackey et al. 2002; Myles et al. 
1998, 1999; Robinson, 2002; Rodríguez, 2008; Sagarra & Herschensohn, 2010; Williams & 
Lovatt, 2003). 
 
As for the WM research in L2 sentence processing, considerable interest on the relationship 
between L1 and L2 WM measures was observed in the early 1990s. For instance, some 
researchers compared RST scores in L1 with those in L2, and reliable relationships between 
L1 and L2 RST scores were found: Berquist (1997), r=0.48; Harrington & Sawyer (1992), 
r=0.39; Miyake & Friedman (1998), r=0.58; Osaka & Osaka (1992), r=0.84. Moreover, other 
studies focused on correlations between L2 RST and proficiency scores based on standardized 
tests such as TOEFL and TOEIC. Harrington and Sawyer (1992) revealed close relationships 
between RST and proficiency scores on reading/grammar parts of the tests although opposing 
results were presented in other studies (e.g. Berquist, 1997).  
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 In the 2000s, several studies started to examine how L2 learners with different WM capacities 
deal with complex sentences in L2 processing (e.g. Juffs, 2004, 2005, 2006).  
 
The previous part (in 3.2.) presented several studies focusing on L1 influence in L2 sentence 
comprehension. Among them, Juffs (2005) argued the issue of the WM effect in L2 
processing. In the experiment, Juffs (2005) measured RTs of English sentences with 
wh-movement, as in (47), using the moving window procedure, and he simultaneously 
collected both L1 and L2 WM capacities from Spanish, Chinese, and Japanese learners of 
English.  
 
WM capacities of the Japanese-speaking participants were calculated using the Japanese 
version of the RST (Osaka & Osaka, 1992), while for Chinese- and Spanish-speaking 
participants, in-house tests, similar to the Japanese version of the RST, were created to 
estimate WM capacities of Chinese and Spanish learners of English. Moreover, WM 
capacities of L2 English learners were accumulated using the English version of the RST 
(Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). In addition, L1 and L2 word-span tests were used to predict 
participants’ vocabulary sizes (Baddeley et al., 1998). 
 
Here, we focus on the relationship between results of WM related data and RTs on the 
embedded verb saw from the subject extraction sentences, as in (47d), which is repeated here 
in (49). 
 
(49)(=47d)  Whoi does the nurse know  ti   saw the patient at the hospital? 
 
 
This type of sentence is selected to argue the effect of WM capacities in L2 processing since 
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 the highest processing load is observed at the verb position. Table 3-1 shows correlations 
between RTs and L2 proficiency levels, L1 RST or L2 RST.  
 
Table 3-1: Correlations between RTs and Proficiency, L1 RST or L2 RST 
 
 Chinese Japanese Spanish 
RTs vs. Proficiency 0.05 -0.34 0.08 
RTs vs. L1 RST -0.13 0.08 0.08 
RTs vs. L2 RST -0.15 -0.12 0.07 
 
 
 
The data in Table 1 depicts only a weak correlation between RTs and proficiency for Japanese 
learners, but there are no correlations between RTs and WMs for all L2 learners.  
 
In addition, Juffs (2004) divided L2 learners into two groups based on WM capacities without 
considering their L1 backgrounds, but he did not find reliable correlations in those data. Thus, 
Juffs (2004, 2005) failed to reveal any influence of WM capacities in L2 processing. 
 
Dussias and Piñar (2010) compared differences of RTs at the gap position following the main 
verb, using subject and object extraction structures, and argued how Chinese learners of 
English with high reading spans understand the sentences. RT data were collected using a 
word-by-word reading moving window task. The experimental sentences were based on the 
structures used in Juffs and Harrington (1995), and participants were asked to make 
grammaticality judgments on long-distance wh-extraction sentences, as in (50).  
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 (50) a. Subject Extraction (Implausible) 
Whoi did the police declare  ti  killed the pedestrian? 
 
 
b. Object Extraction (Implausible) 
Whoi did the police declare the pedestrian killed  ti  ? 
 
 
c. Subject Extraction (Plausible) 
Whoi did the police know  ti  killed the pedestrian? 
  
  
d. Object Extraction (Plausible) 
Whoi did the police know the pedestrian killed  ti  ? 
 
 
In (50a) and (50b), the wh-word is implausible as the object of the main verb declare, whereas 
in (50c) and (50d), the wh-word is plausible and it can be initially parsed as the object of the 
main verb know. 
 
To take an independent measure of reading spans, Dussias and Piñar (2010) adopted the RST 
created by Waters et al. (1987) and Waters and Caplan (1996a). In this test, participants are 
asked to read a syntactically complex sentence, provide a plausibility judgment, and 
remember the last word of every sentence for a recall task. Since the participants have to 
perform a complete syntactic and semantic parse of the stimuli to provide a correct 
plausibility judgment, it is assumed that low span readers will have difficulty in performing 
these operations within a certain time. 
 
The results showed that participants display overall longer RTs than native English speakers, 
and they take more time to read plausible object gap sentences (50d). Moreover, participants 
with high reading span only behave in a similar way to native English speakers in that subject 
extractions (50a) and (50c) are more difficult to process than object extractions (50b) and 
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 (50d).  
 
Dussias and Piñar (2010) therefore proposed that individual differences of WM capacities 
play a role during L2 sentence comprehension and L2 learners with high span capacity can 
process plausibility information incrementally in a similar way to L1 speakers. 
 
In a series of studies, Juffs and his colleagues (e.g. Juffs, 2005, 2006a, 2006b; Juffs & 
Harrington, 1995) and others (e.g. Felser & Robert, 2007; Rodríguez, 2008) suggested that 
WM capacities do not have an effect on L2 sentence processing in contrast to Dussias and 
Piñar (2010) and others (e.g. Havik et al., 2009), who stated that WM capacities do have an 
effect on L2 processing. Consequently, the results are contradictory for the effect of WM 
capacities in L2 processing. 
 
4. Summary 
Table 3-2 shows a summary of the previous L2 processing studies of interested. 
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In the linguistic-based approach, former studies clearly indicated that thematic/grammatical 
roles and animacy have effects on comprehending L2 sentences. Specifically, L2 learners are 
considered to make use of lexical information, in which animate nouns tend to be 
Agent/Subject, while inanimate nouns tend to be Theme/Object. As yet, no conclusion has 
been reached concerning the influence of syntactic information.  
 
The participant-based approach considers proficiency levels to influence L2 processing. L2 
learners with high proficiency levels make use of both syntactic information and animacy 
information, and they tend not to exhibit L1 influence. However, it is not clear to what extent 
differences of L1 backgrounds and WM capacities have effects on L2 processing.  
 
5. Research Questions 
As previously discussed, several participant-based factors lead to the difficulty in L2 
processing. To reveal the mechanism of L2 processing, some of the factors need to be 
reduced; otherwise, it is hard to move forward with our argument.  
 
In this dissertation, we will discuss the processing mechanism of L2 learners with the same 
L1 background using RT data of JLEs in several experiments. Since they are all native 
speakers of Japanese and their target language is identical, it is possible to ignore one factor, 
i.e. L1 effect, in L2 comprehension. Therefore, we will argue the effects of proficiency levels 
and WM capacities. JLEs will be divided into distinct groups based on their proficiency levels 
and WM capacities to investigate how L2 learners with different proficiency levels and WM 
capacities understand L2 sentences during on-line processing. 
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 The first of three main research questions in this study is how JLEs deal with lexical 
information such as animacy when they comprehend English sentences. Previous L2 
processing studies proposed that L2 learners make use of lexical information and can easily 
understand typical sentences in which animate nouns have the thematic role Agent and the 
grammatical role Subject, and inanimate nouns have the thematic role Theme and the 
grammatical role Object. Therefore, we will examine how JLEs with different proficiency 
levels and WM capacities comprehend English sentences while handling the information 
presented.  
 
Moreover, previous processing studies proposed that L2 learners had difficulty reanalyzing 
sentences in which grammatical and thematic roles had already been assigned. The second 
research question is therefore to investigate how JLEs treat the reanalysis of those roles, and 
the effect of the reanalysis will be discussed. 
 
The final question is how JLEs deal with syntactic information and build the structure 
required to process English sentences. Many L2 processing studies have argued the effect of 
syntactic information, without conclusive results. Therefore, in this study, we will discuss 
how JLEs with different proficiency levels and WM capacities construct the syntactic 
structure with particular focus on investigating whether or not they create gaps in proper 
positions and whether the distance between a filler and its gap causes difficulty in processing 
English sentences.  
 
Thus, in this dissertation, we will examine the effects of lexical information and syntactic 
information during comprehension of L2 sentences. Then, we will discuss the mechanism of 
L2 processing and consider the reasons why L2 learners have difficulty in comprehending L2 
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 sentences during on-line processing. 
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 Chapter 4  
The Effect of Lexical Information in Second Language Processing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter examines the effect of lexical information by JLEs with distinct L2 proficiency 
levels and WM capacities during L2 sentence processing. JLEs will be divided into several 
groups based on their proficiency levels and WM capacities, and the influences of animacy 
information will be discussed.  
 
1. Experiment 1 
The first experiment investigates how JLEs with different proficiency levels and WM 
capacities deal with animacy information. Previous L2 processing studies (Dussias & Cramer 
Scaltz, 2008; Frenck-Mestre & Pynte, 1997; Harrington, 1987; MacWhinney, 1987; 
Nakamura et al., 2012) proposed that L2 learners make use of lexical information, and they 
easily understand typical/plausible sentences in which animate nouns have the thematic role 
Agent and the grammatical role Subject, and inanimate nouns have the thematic role Theme 
and the grammatical role Object. Assuming JLEs use the animacy information in this way, 
they will comprehend the plausible sentences more easily and accurately.  
 
1.1. Participants 
The participants are 31 Japanese learners of English, who are all undergraduate students in 
Japan (mean age 20:02), and among them, 5 are female.  
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Before the main experiment, all participants took the Japanese version of the RST (Osaka, 
1998, 2002), and their WM capacities were measured. The RST was carried out individually 
on a Windows computer (SONY VAIO VGN-SZ91PS) running Microsoft PowerPoint 2007 
in a quiet room, and the participants sat at a natural distance from a 22-inch CRT monitor 
(Mitsubishi RDF223H). They were shown a set of Japanese sentences, written in size 
30-point MS P Gothic font, using a slide show created in advance with PowerPoint. An 
experimenter controlled the speed of the slide show by pressing the space bar. The 
participants were instructed to read the Japanese sentences aloud and remember the target 
words underlined in red. At the end of a set of Japanese sentences, they had to recall all the 
target words. Examples of the Japanese sentences used are in Appendix 1.  
 
There were five stages in the test. The first stage was a practice run involving two sets of two 
sentences in which the participants were asked to recall two target words underlined in red 
immediately after reading the two Japanese sentences in each set. After the practice, the 
experimenter made sure the participants understood the task. Then, five sets of two sentences 
were given at the second stage. If they correctly recalled two target words for at least three of 
the five sets, they were allowed to move on to the third stage, where they were presented with 
five sets of three sentences. At the next stage, they were given five sets of four sentences, and 
at the fifth stage, they were presented with five sets of five sentences.  
 
The participants’ WM capacities were calculated as follows. The students passed the stage if 
they correctly pointed out all target words for three out of five sets at each stage, and they 
were assigned the reading span of the number of the target words; however, if they only 
recollected target words for two sets, they were considered to have failed the stage, and they 
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 were assigned half of the reading span. For instance, if a participant succeeded to recall three 
target words for three sets at the third stage, his/her reading span became 3, and if another 
failed to answer three target words for three sets, but s/he could remember the three words for 
two sets, half a point was given and his/her reading span became 2.5. Based on their WM 
span scores, we divided the participants into two groups, H(igh) and L(ow).  
 
In addition, the participants took the EIKEN 3rd grade Test in Practical English Proficiency 
(Obunsha, 2008) to measure their English proficiency levels, and based on the score of the 
proficiency test, they were divided into two groups, E(lementary) and I(ntermediate).  
 
Based on the results, the participants were divided into four groups, as shown in Table 4-1.  
 
Table 4-1: Groups of Participants 
 
WM Span 
Proficiency Level 
Elementary 
(less than 25 points) 
Intermediate 
(more than 26 points) 
High (more than 2.5) 8 12 
Low (less than 2) 6 5 
 
 
 
The high memory span and elementary level group (HE: reading span scores of more than 2.5 
and placement test scores less than 25) consisted of eight participants; the high memory span 
and intermediate level group (HI: placement test scores more than 26) consisted of 12 
participants; the low memory span and elementary level group (LE: reading span scores less 
than 2) had six participants; and the low memory span and intermediate level group (LI) 
consisted of 5 participants. All participants were given a ¥1,000 book card (pre-paid card for 
purchasing books) for their participation. 
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 1.2. Procedure 
RTs were collected individually on a Windows computer (SONY VAIO VGN-SZ91PS) 
running the E-Prime experimental software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.) in a quiet room. 
Participants sat at a natural distance from a 22-inch CRT monitor (Mitsubishi RDF223H) and 
the PST Serial Response Box (SR-Box: Psychology Software Tools, Inc.) was placed in front 
of the participants. The experiment was based on a blocked design, and all stimuli were 
randomized by E-Prime. Each block included an instruction, a fixation, or a phrase, as in 
Figure 4-1. 
 
Block 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
これから実験を始めます。 
○を押すとスタートします。 
 
 
 
 
 
****** 
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 Block 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I thought 
 
 
 
 
 
 
that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John 
 
 
 
 
 
 
was climbing 
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 Block 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-1: Task Design of Experiment 1 
 
 
Block 1 gave an instruction in Japanese asking participants to press button “○”, located on 
the left most side of the SR-Box, when they were ready. Next, prior to the presentation of the 
phrase in English, a fixation was given in Block 2. Then, the first phrase appeared in Block 3, 
the complementizer that showed up in Block 4, and so on. English words were written in 
70-point MS P Gothic font.  
 
The participants were instructed to read the phrase as quickly and correctly as they could 
without sacrificing their comprehension. After reading the final word then in Block 8, they 
were required to judge whether the English sentence they had just read was grammatically 
correct or not. If they decided that the sentence was correct, they were instructed to press 
button “4”, which was next to the right side of the SR-Box, whereas if they thought that it was 
 
 
 
 
 
the tower 
 
 
 
 
 
 
then. 
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 ungrammatical, they were required to press button “5”, which was on the right most side of 
the SR-Box. For instance, since the English sentence in Figure 4-1 was grammatically correct, 
they had to press “4” at this time. Their response times were registered for pressing “4 
(=correct)” or “5 (=incorrect)”.  
 
1.3. Materials 
1.3.1. Target Sentences 
The first experiment dealt with progressive and passive sentences in the embedded clauses, as 
in (51).  
 
(51)  a. <T1>     I thought that John was climbing the tower then. 
b. <T2> *I thought that John was climbed the tower then. 
c. <T3> *I thought that the tower was climbing by John then. 
d. <T4>     I thought that the tower was climbed by John then. 
 
Type 1 (T1) and Type 2 (T2) used animate nouns in the subject position, and Type 3 (T3) and 
Type 4 (T4) used inanimate nouns. T2 and T3 were ungrammatical since their verb forms did 
not fit in their sentences.  
 
If JLEs made use of animacy information, they would read animate nouns faster than 
inanimate nouns in the subject position, and they would process verb areas of T1/4 faster than 
those of T2/3. 
 
1.3.2. Word Selection 
Each type of word, verb or noun, contained seven tokens, and various kinds of nouns were 
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 used in the subject and the object positions. It was therefore considered that RTs would be 
affected by recognition times of words. Accordingly, we collected word recognition times of 
all nouns and verbs before the main experiment and confirmed that word recognition times 
were not statistically different.  
 
We used seven proper (animate) nouns and seven common (inanimate) nouns in the subject 
position. The animate nouns were names, and they were represented as two or three phonetic 
symbols (Ann, Bill, John, Ken, Liz, Meg, and Tom). The inanimate nouns were shown as four 
or five phonetic symbols (bench, card, clothes, errors, matter, river, and tower). Moreover, 
seven verbs (borrow, climb, count, cross, paint, print, and study) were chosen and 
characterized as seven or eight phonetic symbols when they were used as progressive or 
passive forms.  
 
The experiment for word recognition times was measured with the same tools used for 
collecting RTs of English sentences (i.e. Windows computer, E-Prime, SR-Box, and a CRT 
monitor). The experiment was based on a blocked design. The font was 100-point MS P 
Gothic. An example is shown in Figure 4-2. 
 
Block 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
****** 
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 Block 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
John 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
Tom 
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 Block 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-2: Task Design of Word Recognition Times 
 
 
First, a fixation appeared in the center of the monitor in Block 1, but it automatically 
disappeared in a second. Next, in Block 2, an Arabic figure 1 came out for 0.5 second, and 
then, a first word (e.g. John) emerged for 1 second. In Block 4, an Arabic figure 2 showed up 
for 0.5 second, followed by a second word (e.g. Tom). The second word also came into sight 
for 1 second. Finally, after a fixation appeared for 0.5 second in Block 6, a judgment word, 
which was either the first or the second word, emerged in Block 7. If the judgment word was 
the same as the first word, participants were asked to press button “4”, which was next to the 
right side of the SR-Box; if it was the second word, they had to press button “5”, which was 
on the right most side of the box. This was a priming task to measure the judgment time as 
representation of the word recognition time.  
 
 
 
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
Tom 
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 We made a list of 56 sets of words (see Appendix 2). Verbs were presented with the be-verb + 
progressive form was borrowing and the be-verb + past participle form was borrowed. All 
stimuli (7 animate nouns, 7 inanimate nouns, 7 progressive forms, and 7 passive forms) were 
used twice since there were two patterns of participant judgments, either 4 or 5. Therefore, 
including the practice session with four sets, we prepared 60 sets of three words for this task. 
 
We analyzed only the correct answers. The error rates were quite small (animate nouns 3.0% 
(13/434), inanimate nouns 1.6% (7/434), progressive forms 3.0% (13/434), and passive forms 
2.3% (10/434)), and judgment times of incorrect answers were eliminated. Moreover, the 
word recognition times were screened for outliers. All times shorter than 200 milliseconds 
(ms.) and longer than 1,100 ms. were excluded, affecting 2.9% (12/421) of animate nouns, 
1.6% (7/427) of inanimate nouns, 3.3% (14/421) of progressive forms, and 2.8% (12/424) of 
passive forms. In addition, judgment times greater than ±2.5SD were replaced with M±2.5SD. 
Table 4-2 shows mean word recognition times in each category.  
 
Table 4-2: Word Recognition Times in Experiment 1 
 
Category Mean time (ms.) SD 
Animate noun 514.7 94.8 
Inanimate noun 508.7 93.1 
Progressive form 532.4 96.0 
Passive form 536.3 100.5 
 
 
 
The mean time for animate nouns was 514.7 ms., and for inanimate nouns was 508.7 ms.  
One-way ANOVAs were conducted, and statistical differences of the mean recognition times 
were compared for the participant analysis (F1) and the item analysis (F2). The results showed 
that there were no significant differences between the mean recognition times of animate 
nouns and those of inanimate nouns for both analyses (F1(1, 29)=0.71, p>0.4 ns., F2(1, 
6)=4.14, p>0.08 ns.). 
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The mean time for progressive forms was 532.4 ms., and that for passive forms was 536.3 ms. 
The mean times for verbs were longer than those for nouns. One-way ANOVAs were 
conducted, and the results revealed no significant differences between the mean recognition 
times of progressive and passive forms for both analyses (F1(1, 30)=0.28, p>0.6 ns., F2(1, 
6)=0.24, p>0.6 ns.). 
 
Since word recognition times between animate and inanimate nouns and between progressive 
and passive forms were not different, RTs of single words were not considered to have strong 
effects on L2 sentence comprehension; therefore, we could compare RTs of English sentences 
between types in the main experiment. 
 
1.3.3. Stimulus Sentences 
We made two sets of stimulus sentences, Pattern A and Pattern B, as in Table 4-3 (see 
Appendix 3).  
 
Table 4-3: Contents of Stimulus Sentences 
 
Pattern A Number  Pattern B Number 
Animate subject (grammatical) 3  Animate subject (grammatical) 4 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 4  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 3 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 4  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 3 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 3  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 4 
Filler (grammatical) 7  Filler (grammatical) 7 
Filler (ungrammatical) 7  Filler (ungrammatical) 7 
Total 28  Total 28 
 
 
 
The contents of both Patterns were the same, consisting of 28 target sentences using animate 
and inanimate subject sentences, and 28 filler sentences were included. All participants took 
both Patterns, but 15 of the participants took Pattern A first and the remaining 16 took Pattern 
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 B first. All stimuli were automatically randomized by E-Prime. 
 
Before the experiment, the participants were given eight practice sentences to familiarize 
them with the task. Through this procedure, we collected RTs and grammaticality judgment 
data of English sentences.  
 
1.4. Results 
1.4.1. Grammaticality Judgment 
Table 4-4 shows percentages of correct judgments. 
 
Table 4-4: Results of Grammaticality Judgments (% (raw data)) 
 
Group T1 T2 T3 T4 Mean 
HI 96.4 (81/84) 86.9 (73/84) 83.3 (70/84) 98.8 (83/84) 91.4 (307/336) 
HE 94.6 (53/56) 73.2 (41/56) 85.7 (48/56) 94.6 (53/56) 87.1 (195/224) 
LI 100.0 (35/35) 74.3 (26/35) 80.0 (28/35) 88.6 (31/35) 85.7 (120/140) 
LE 83.3 (35/42) 54.8 (23/42) 54.8 (23/42) 76.2 (32/42) 67.3 (113/168) 
Mean 94.0 (204/217) 75.1 (163/217) 77.9 (169/217) 91.7 (199/217)  
 
 
 
The results indicate that the HI group answered over 80% correctly for all types, the HE and 
LI groups answered more than 80% of T1, T3, and T4 correctly, and the LE group was less 
accurate in estimating grammaticality of incorrect sentences in T2 and T3.  
 
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (Group x Type) carried out on their judgment showed 
significant differences between Groups and between Types (Group: F(3, 27)=3.44, p<0.05, 
Type: F(3, 81)=10.54, p<0.00). Post-hoc analyses of simple main effects using Bonferroni’s 
method indicated significant differences between the groups and the types. Multiple 
comparisons revealed that the LE group made more errors in T2 and T3 than other groups, the 
HI group judged T2 and T4 more accurately than the HE group. Furthermore, the HI group 
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 judged T4 more accurately than T2 and T3, and T1 more accurately than T3. The HE group 
judged T3 and T4 more accurately than T2, the LI group judged T1 and T4 more accurately 
than T2, and T1 more accurately than T3. Finally, the LE group judged T1 and T4 more 
accurately than T2 and T3; however, there was no interaction between Group and Type (F(9, 
81)=0.69, p>0.7 ns.). 
 
1.4.2. Reading Times 
In this experiment, English sentences were divided into six parts, as in (52), and RTs of 
English sentences, which participants correctly judged, were analyzed. 
 
(52)       Phase 1   Phase 2    Phase 3      Phase 4       Phase 5    Phase 6 
 a. I thought  /  that  /    John   /  was climbing  /  the tower  /  then. 
 b. I thought  /  that  /  the tower   /  was climbed         /  by John      /  then. 
 
 
We examined RTs of Phase 3 and 4 here since those phases seemed to cause distinct reactions 
among the participants.  
 
The RT data were screened for outliers. All RTs shorter than 200 ms. and longer than 4,000 
ms. were eliminated as shown in Table 4-5. Moreover, RTs greater than ±2.5SD were replaced 
with M±2.5SD.  
 
Table 4-5: Percentages of Excluded Data for Outliers (% (raw data)) 
 
 T1 T2 T3 T4 
Phase 3 0.5 ( 1/204) 0.6 ( 1/163) 1.8 ( 3/169) 1.5 ( 3/199) 
Phase 4 11.3(23/204) 11.7(19/163) 8.3 (14/169) 5.0 (10/199) 
 
 
 
Figure 4-3 shows mean RTs of Phase 3, which is the subject position. T1 and T2 use animate 
nouns, and T3 and T4 use inanimate nouns. T2 and T3 are ungrammatical sentences. 
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 Figure 4-3: Mean Reading Times of Phase 3 (ms.) 
 
The results of two-way ANOVAs (Group x Type) showed highly significant differences 
between Types for both the participant and item analyses (F1(3, 81)=18.84, p<0.00, F2(3, 
96)=20.88, p<0.00), but only a highly significant difference between Groups for the item 
analysis (F1(3, 27)=0.63, p>0.5 ns., F2(3, 96)=4.83, p<0.01). Moreover, there was interaction 
between Group and Type for the item analysis (F1(9, 81)=0.66, p>0.7 ns., F2(9, 96)=2.75, 
p<0.01). Post-hoc analyses of simple main effects by the Bonferroni’s procedure indicated 
significant differences between Types in each group, and multiple comparisons revealed that 
the HI and LE groups took more time to read T3 and T4 than T1 and T2; they also read T3 
slower than T4 (T1/2<T3/4, T4<T3). Furthermore, the HE and LI groups took longer to 
comprehend T3 and T4 than T1 and T2 (T1/2<T3/4).  
 
Figure 4-4 exhibits mean RTs of Phase 4, which is the verb position. T1 and T3 use 
progressive forms, and T2 and T4 use passive forms.  
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 Figure 4-4: Mean Reading Times of Phase 4 (ms.) 
 
The results of two-way ANOVAs (Group x Type) showed highly significant differences 
between Types for both the participant and item analyses (F1(3, 81)=5.05, p<0.01, F2(3, 
96)=7.66, p<0.00), and a highly significant difference between Groups for the item analysis 
(F1(3, 27)=0.77, p>0.5 ns., F2(3, 96)=2.81, p<0.05). However, there were no interactions for 
both analyses (F1(9, 81)=1.47, p>0.1 ns., F2(9, 96)=0.50, p>0.8 ns.). Post-hoc analyses of 
simple main effects by the Bonferroni’s procedure indicated significant differences between 
Types in each group, and multiple comparisons revealed that the HI group took longer to read 
T3 than T1 and to read T2 and T3 than T4 (T1<T3, T4<T2/3). Furthermore, the LI group took 
more time to comprehend T1 than T4, and T2 than T3 and T4 (T4<T1, T3/4<T2), and the LE 
group read T3 slower than the other types (T1/2/4<T3).  
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 1.5. Summary and Discussion14 
Observations of the grammaticality judgment task revealed that the HI group could correctly 
judge the grammaticality of English sentences, while the LE group made a significant number 
of errors. Moreover, participants regarded grammatical English sentences T1 and T4 as 
grammatical though they had difficulty in determining ungrammaticality of the 
ungrammatical English sentences, T2 and T3. In addition, RT data indicated that participants 
read animate nouns of T1 and T2 faster than inanimate nouns of T3 and T4 in the subject 
position (Phase 3). In the verb position (Phase 4), different groups showed distinct tendencies. 
The HI group read the verb areas of T1 and T4 faster than those of T2 and T3, it took the HE 
and LE groups longer to comprehend T3, and the LI group read sentences with animate 
subjects in T1 and T2 slower than those with inanimate subjects in T3 and T4. 
 
Since JLEs read T1 and T2, which use animate nouns as subjects, faster than T3 and T4, 
which use inanimate nouns as subjects, it is considered that they make use of the grammatical 
role based on animacy information. In addition to the assignment of the grammatical role to 
subject nouns, it is assumed that the HI group assigns thematic roles to the nouns prior to the 
appearance of verbs as the group reads T1 and T4 faster than T2 and T3 in the verb position. 
That is, the HI group gives Agent to the animate noun and Theme to the inanimate noun in the 
subject position; therefore, JLEs in the group can quickly comprehend the verb areas of T1 
and T4. However, the HE, LI, and LE groups seem to fail in the assignment of the thematic 
role information.  
 
Thus, in the grammaticality judgment task, the influence of proficiency levels and WM 
capacities is observed, and JLEs with higher proficiency levels and WM capacities tend to 
14 Also see Appendix 12. 
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 judge the grammaticality of English sentences correctly, but such influence is not discovered 
from the RT data, and even the HI group does not read English sentences faster than the other 
groups. However, the HI group assigns the thematic and grammatical roles to nouns based on 
animacy information, and the remaining groups deal only with the grammatical role on the 
nouns while processing English sentences. 
 
This experiment makes use of only two phases, i.e. subject and verb positions, of English 
sentences; moreover, the number of participants in each group is different. At this point, it is 
hard to conclude the effect of proficiency levels and WM capacities of JLEs in L2 sentence 
comprehension.  
 
2. Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 also examines the effect of animacy information during L2 processing by JLEs 
with different proficiency levels and WM capacities. However, this experiment is different 
from Experiment 1 in that JLEs read full English sentences shown on the monitor one-by-one 
as opposed to segment-by-segment.  
 
2.1. Participants 
The participants were 30 JLEs, who were all undergraduate students in Japan (mean age 
19:03), and among them, 11 were female.  
 
Before the experiment, all participants took the Japanese version of the RST (Osaka, 1998, 
2002) to judge their WM capacities and classified into two groups, H(igh) and L(ow). The 
RST was carried out using the same materials and methods in Experiment 1. Furthermore, the 
participants took Quick Placement Test (Oxford University Press, 2002) to measure their 
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 English proficiency levels. Based on their scores, they were divided into two groups, 
E(lementary) and I(ntermediate). Based on the results, the participants were divided into four 
groups as shown in Table 4-6.  
 
Table 4-6: Groups of Participants 
 
WM Span 
Proficiency Level 
Elementary 
(less than 23 points) 
Intermediate 
(more than 24 points) 
High (more than 3) 8 7 
Low (less than 2.5) 7 8 
 
 
 
The high memory span and elementary level group (HE: reading span scores more than 3 and 
placement test scores less than 23) consisted of eight participants; the high memory span and 
intermediate level group (HI: placement test scores more than 24) had seven participants; the 
low memory span and elementary level group (LE: their reading span scores were less than 
2.5) consisted of seven participants; and the low memory span and intermediate level group 
(LI) had eight participants. All participants were given a ¥1,000 book card (pre-paid card for 
purchasing books) for their participation. 
 
2.2. Procedure 
The RTs of each sentence were measured with the same tools used in Experiment 1 (i.e. 
Windows computer, E-Prime, SR-Box, and a CRT monitor). The experiment was based on a 
blocked design, as shown in Figure 4-5. 
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 Block 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5: Task Design of Experiment 2 
 
 
Block 1 gave an instruction in Japanese asking the participants to press button “○”, located 
on the left most side of the SR-Box, when they were ready. Next, prior to the presentation of 
the target sentence, a fixation block was given for 2 seconds. In Block 3, the target sentence 
appeared in the center of the monitor. Size 20-point MS P Gothic font was used to display the 
whole sentence on one line.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
これから実験を始めます。 
○を押すとスタートします。 
 
 
 
 
****** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I thought Tom was studying the matter then. 
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 The participants were instructed to read the sentence as quickly and correctly as they could 
without sacrificing their comprehension. After reading each sentence, they were asked to 
judge whether it was grammatically correct or not. If they decided that the sentence was 
correct, they pressed button “4”, which was next to the right side of the SR-Box, whereas if 
they thought that it was incorrect, they pressed button “5” on the right most side of the 
SR-Box. Their response times were registered for pressing “4 (=correct)” or “5 (=incorrect)”.  
 
2.3. Materials 
2.3.1. Target Sentences 
In this experiment, progressive and passive sentences were used in the embedded clauses, as 
in (53).  
 
(53) a. <T1>     I thought that Tom was studying the matter then. 
b. <T2> *I thought that Tom was studied the matter then. 
c. <T3> *I thought that the matter was studying by Tom then. 
d. <T4>    I thought that the matter was studied by Tom then. 
 
Type 1 (T1) and Type 2 (T2) used animate nouns in the subject position, while Type 3 (T3) 
and Type 4 (T4) used inanimate nouns in the subject position. T2 and T3 were ungrammatical 
since their verb forms did not fit in their sentences.  
 
If JLEs made use of animacy information, they would read sentences with animate nouns T1 
and T2 faster than those with inanimate nouns T3 and T4. Moreover, if they were sensitive to 
the grammaticality of English sentences, they would judge grammatical sentences T1 and T4 
faster than ungrammatical sentences T2 and T3. 
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2.3.2. Word Selection 
Each type of word, verb or noun, contained 10 tokens, and various kinds of nouns were used 
in the subject and the object positions. We collected word recognition times of all nouns and 
verbs before the main experiment using a priming task with the same procedure as 
Experiment 1 and confirmed whether the word recognition times were statistically different or 
not.  
 
We used 10 proper (animate) nouns and 10 common (inanimate) nouns. The animate nouns 
were names, which were represented as two or three phonetic symbols (Ana, Bill, Bob, Eve, 
John, Ken, Kim, Liz, Meg, and Tom). The inanimate nouns were shown as four or five 
phonetic symbols (action, bench, card, cloth, error, event, matter, movie, river, and tower). 
Moreover, 10 verbs (borrow, climb, count, create, cross, hold, paint, print, start, and study) 
were chosen and were characterized as seven or eight phonetic symbols when used in their 
progressive or passive forms.15 The word recognition times were measured using the same 
tools and procedures as Experiment 1.  
 
We made a list of 80 sets of words as shown in Appendix 4. Verbs were presented by the 
progressive form borrowing and the past participle form borrowed. All stimuli (10 animate 
nouns, 10 inanimate nouns, 10 progressive forms, and 10 passive forms) were used twice 
since there were two patterns of participant judgments (button 4 and 5 on the SR-Box). 
Including the practice session with eight sets, we prepared 88 sets of three words for this task. 
 
We analyzed only the correct answers. The error rates were small (animate nouns 6.7% 
15 The passive form of the word hold is held, and it is represented as four phonetic symbols. However, 
since the word recognition time of the word was not different from that of other words, we included 
this word in this experiment. 
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 (20/300), inanimate nouns 7.3% (22/300), progressive forms 5.7% (17/300), and past 
participle forms 7.0% (21/300)), and judgment times of incorrect answers were eliminated. 
Moreover, the word recognition times were screened for outliers. All times shorter than 200 
ms. and longer than 1,100 ms. were excluded, affecting 2.2% (13/580) of animate nouns, 
4.3% (25/578) of inanimate nouns, 3.1% (18/583) of progressive forms, and 2.4% (14/579) of 
passive forms. In addition, judgment times greater than ±2.5SD were replaced with M±2.5SD. 
Table 4-7 shows mean word recognition times in each category.  
 
Table 4-7: Word Recognition Times in Experiment 2 
 
Category Mean time (ms.) SD 
Animate noun 506.7 86.5 
Inanimate noun 528.3 88.9 
Progressive form 534.1 92.7 
Passive form 534.5 97.1 
 
 
 
The mean time for animate nouns was 506.7 ms., and that for inanimate nouns was 528.3 ms.  
One-way ANOVA results showed significant differences between the mean recognition times 
of animate nouns and those of inanimate nouns for both the participant and item analyses 
(F1(1, 29)=9.54, p<0.01, F2(1, 9)=8.87, p<0.05), which suggested that participants took 
longer to judge inanimate nouns than animate nouns. 
 
The mean time for progressive forms was 534.1 ms, and that for passive forms was 534.5 ms. 
The mean times for verbs were longer than those for nouns. One-way ANOVA results 
indicated no significant differences between the mean recognition times of progressive and 
passive forms for both analyses (F1(1, 29)=0.00, p>0.9 ns., F2(1, 9)=0.01, p>0.9 ns.). 
 
In this task, the mean word recognition times between animate and inanimate nouns were 
different, meaning that the participants took longer to recognize inanimate nouns than animate 
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 nouns. Since both nouns belonged to distinct categories and the number of phonetic symbols 
was different between them, this result was reasonable since it was difficult to compare each 
word placed in the same position, and we analyzed RTs of full sentences in this experiment.  
 
2.3.3. Stimulus Sentences 
We made two sets of stimulus sentences, Pattern A and Pattern B, as in Table 4-8 (see 
Appendix 5).  
 
Table 4-8: Contents of Stimulus Sentences 
 
Pattern A Number  Pattern B Number 
Animate subject (grammatical) 5  Filler (ungrammatical) 10 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 5  Filler (grammatical) 10 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 5  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 5 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 5  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 5 
Filler (grammatical) 10  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 5 
Filler (ungrammatical) 10  Animate subject (grammatical) 5 
Total 40  Total 40 
 
 
 
The contents of both Patterns were the same, but the lists were ordered oppositely. The 40 
target sentences included animate and inanimate subject sentences and 40 filler sentences 
were added. All participants took both Patterns; however, 15 of the participants took Pattern A 
first and the remaining 15 took Pattern B first. All stimuli were automatically randomized by 
E-Prime. 
 
Before the experiment, the participants were given eight practice sentences to familiarize 
them with the task and to provide RTs and grammaticality judgment data of English 
sentences.  
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 2.4. Results 
2.4.1. Grammaticality Judgment 
Table 4-9 shows the percentages of correct judgments. 
 
Table 4-9: Results of Grammaticality Judgments (% (raw data)) 
 
Group T1 T2 T3 T4 Mean 
HI 94.3 ( 66/70 ) 88.6 ( 62/70 ) 67.1 ( 47/70 ) 95.7 ( 67/70 ) 86.4 (242/280) 
HE 91.3 ( 73/80 ) 78.8 ( 63/80 ) 58.8 ( 47/80 ) 85.0 ( 68/80 ) 78.4 (251/320) 
LI 97.5 ( 78/80 ) 92.5 ( 74/80 ) 81.3 ( 65/80 ) 93.8 ( 75/80 ) 91.3 (292/320) 
LE 90.0 ( 63/70 ) 74.3 ( 52/70 ) 71.4 ( 50/70 ) 87.1 ( 61/70 ) 80.7 (226/280) 
Mean 93.3 (280/300) 83.7 (251/300) 69.7 (209/300) 90.3 (271/300)  
 
 
 
The LI group answered more than 80% of all types of English sentences correctly, and T3 
proved the most difficult to judge correctly. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (Group x 
Type) carried out on their judgment showed no difference between Groups (F(3, 26)=0.96, 
p>0.4 ns.), but a highly significant difference between Types (F(3, 78)=10.76, p<0.00). 
Multiple comparisons based on the Ryan’s method indicated that T3 was more difficult than 
other types. In addition, there was no interaction between Group and Type (F(9, 78)=0.51, 
p>0.8 ns.).  
 
2.4.2. Reading Times 
This experiment analyzed RTs of English sentences, where participants correctly judged the 
grammaticality of English sentences.  
 
The RT data were screened for outliers. All RTs shorter than 1,000 ms. and longer than 15,000 
ms. were eliminated; moreover, RTs greater than ±2.5SD were replaced with M±2.5SD. 
Percentages of excluded data for outliers are shown in Table 4-10.  
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 Table 4-10: Percentages of Excluded Data for Outliers (%(raw data)) 
 
Group T1 T2 T3 T4 
HE 0.0 (0/66) 0.0 (0/62) 2.1 (1/47) 0.0 (0/67) 
HI 4.1 (3/73) 4.8 (3/63) 2.1 (1/47) 2.9 (2/68) 
LE 3.8 (3/78) 2.7 (2/74) 1.5 (1/65) 5.3 (4/75) 
LI 0.0 (0/63) 7.7 (4/52) 6.0 (3/50) 6.6 (4/61) 
 
 
Figure 4-6 shows mean RTs of English sentences.  
 
Figure 4-6: Reading Times of English sentences 
 
Two-way ANOVAs (Group x Type) showed no significant differences between Types for the 
participant and item analyses (F1(3, 78)=0.67, p>0.5 ns., F2(3, 144)=0.34, p>0.7 ns.), but a 
highly significant difference between Groups for the item analysis only (F1(3, 26)=2.26, 
p>0.1 ns., F2(3, 144)=12.15, p<0.00). Multiple comparisons based on the Bonferroni’s 
method indicated that the LI group read English sentences faster than other groups. Moreover, 
there was a marginal interaction between Group and Type for the item analysis (F1(9, 
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 78)=1.27, p>0.2 ns., F2(9, 144)=1.82, p=0.0688). Post-hoc analyses of simple main effects 
using the Bonferroni’s procedure revealed significant differences between Groups in T1 and 
T4, and multiple comparisons signified that it took the LE group longer to read T1 than the HI 
and LI groups (HI/LI<LE). The HE group also needed more time to read T1 than the HI group 
(HI<HE). In addition, the LE group comprehended T4 slower than other groups 
(HI/HE/LI<LE), and the HE group spent more time reading T4 than the HI group (HI<HE).  
 
2.5. Summary and Discussion16 
The grammaticality judgment data found that JLEs had difficulty in judging the 
grammaticality of T3 compared to other types of English sentences. T3 is a set of 
ungrammatical sentences with inanimate nouns placed in the subject position and progressive 
forms placed in the verb position. Since the inanimate noun is not preferred in the subject 
position following animacy information, and the verb form does not fit the thematic role 
information in the verb position, it is quite natural that T3 causes problems for JLEs.  
 
Observation of the RTs showed that JLEs with higher proficiency levels (HI) and (LI) read 
grammatical English sentences T1 and T4 faster than those with lower levels (HE) and (LE). 
Therefore, L2 learners with high proficiency levels are sensitive to the grammaticality of L2 
sentences and they read grammatical sentences faster than those with lower proficiency levels. 
Moreover, it is expected that higher proficient JLEs can properly and quickly assign 
grammatical and thematic roles to nouns, and this affects the processing speed of L2 
sentences.  
 
However, this experiment does not clearly show how JLEs with different proficiency levels 
16 Also see Appendix 12. 
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 and WM capacities process English sentences since RTs of the whole English sentences are 
investigated. More precise examination of the RTs of JLEs is required.  
 
3. Experiment 3 
Experiment 3 more precisely investigates the RTs of progressive and passive sentences in 
English by JLEs with different proficiency levels and WM capacities, and argues how they 
comprehend English sentences during L2 processing. 
 
3.1. Participants 
The participants were 20 Japanese learners of English, who were all undergraduate students in 
Japan (mean age 20:00), and among them, five were female.  
 
Before the main experiment, all participants took the Japanese version of RST (Osaka, 1998, 
2002) to judge their WM capacities, and they were divided into two groups, H(igh) and L(ow). 
The RST was carried out using the same materials and methods as Experiment 1. In addition, 
they took the EIKEN 3rd grade Test in Practical English Proficiency (Obunsha, 2008) to 
measure their English proficiency levels, and they were further classified into two groups, 
E(lementary) and I(ntermediate), based on the scores. The participants were divided into four 
groups as shown in Table 4-11.  
 
Table 4-11: Groups of Participants 
 
WM Span 
Proficiency Level 
Elementary 
(less than 22 points) 
Intermediate 
(more than 23 points) 
High (more than 2.5) 4 10 
Low (less than 2) 3 3 
 
 
 
The high memory span and elementary level group (HE: reading span scores more than 2.5 
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 and placement test scores less than 22) consisted of four participants; the high memory span 
and intermediate level group (HI: placement test scores more than 23) had 10 participants; the 
low memory span and elementary level group (LE: reading span scores less than 2) had three; 
and the low memory span and intermediate level group (LI) also had three participants. All 
participants were given a ¥1,000 book card (pre-paid card for purchasing books) for their 
participation. 
 
3.2. Procedure 
The RTs of each sentence were measured with the same tools used in Experiment 1 (i.e. 
Windows computer, E-Prime, SR-Box and a CRT monitor), and English sentences were 
visually presented phrase-by-phrase to participants. The participants were asked to press 
button “○”, located on the left most side of the SR-Box, to watch the next slide. They were 
also instructed to read the phrase as quickly as they could without sacrificing their 
comprehension, and the RTs of each phrase were measured.  
 
The experiment was based on a blocked design as shown in Figure 4-7. 
 
Block 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
これから実験を始めます。 
○を押すとスタートします。 
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 Block 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
****** 
 
 
 
 
 
I thought 
 
 
 
 
 
that 
 
 
 
 
 
Tom 
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 Block 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-7: Task Design of Experiment 3 
 
Block 1 gave an instruction in Japanese, and a fixation block was presented in Block 2. The 
first phrase appeared in Block 3, the complementizer that showed up in Block 4, and so on. 
 
 
 
 
was studying 
 
 
 
 
 
the matter 
 
 
 
 
then. 
 
 
 
 
○ or ×  
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 English words were written in 70-point MS P Gothic font. After reading each phrase, the 
judgment slide displaying the judgment signs (○ or ×) showed up in Block 9.  
 
Participants were instructed to judge whether the English sentence they had just read was 
grammatically correct or not. If they decided that the sentence was correct, they were 
instructed to press button “1”, which was next to the right side of the SR-Box, and if they 
thought that it was ungrammatical, they were required to press button “2”, which was on the 
right most side of the SR-Box. Their response times were registered by pressing “1 (=correct)” 
or “2 (=incorrect)”.  
 
English sentences presented on the monitor were divided into 6 phases, as in (54). 
 
(54)  Phase 1   Phase 2    Phase 3      Phase 4       Phase 5    Phase 6   Judge 
a. I thought  /  that   /   John  /  was climbing  /  the tower  /  then.   ○or× 
b. I thought  /  that  /  the tower /  was climbed  /   by John        /  then.    ○or× 
 
 
3.3. Materials 
3.3.1. Target Sentences 
The experiment dealt with progressive and passive sentences with the complementizer that, as 
in (55).  
 
(55)  a. <T1>     I thought that Tom was studying the matter then. 
b. <T2> *I thought that Tom was studied the matter then. 
c. <T3> *I thought that the matter was studying by Tom then. 
d. <T4>     I thought that the matter was studied by Tom then. 
 
T1 and T2 used animate nouns in the subject position, whereas T3 and T4 used inanimate 
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 nouns in the position. T2 and T3 were ungrammatical sentences using verb forms that did not 
fit in their sentences.  
 
3.3.2. Word Selection 
Each type of word, verb or noun, contained seven tokens. We collected word recognition 
times of all nouns and verbs before the main experiment and confirmed whether the word 
recognition times were statistically different or not.  
 
We used seven animate nouns and seven inanimate nouns. The animate nouns were names, 
represented as two or three phonetic symbols (Ann, Bill, John, Ken, Liz, Meg, and Tom). The 
inanimate nouns were shown as four or five phonetic symbols (bench, card, clothes, errors, 
matter, river, and tower). Seven verbs (borrow, climb, count, cross, paint, print, and study) 
were chosen and characterized as seven or eight phonetic symbols when used in their 
progressive or passive forms. The experiment of word recognition times was measured with 
the same tools and procedure used in the previous experiment. 
 
We made a list of 56 sets of words (see Appendix 6). Animate nouns were presented with by, 
e.g. by Tom, and inanimate nouns were with the, e.g. the matter. Besides, verbs were 
presented with the be-verb + progressive form was borrowing and the be-verb + past 
participle form was borrowed. All stimuli (7 animate nouns, 7 inanimate nouns, 7 progressive 
forms, and 7 passive forms) were used twice since there were two patterns of participant 
judgments, either four or five. Including, a practice session with four sets, we prepared 60 sets 
of three words for this task. 
 
We analyzed only the correct answers. The error rates were quite small (animate nouns 3.2% 
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 (9/280), inanimate nouns 1.8% (5/280), progressive forms 2.9% (8/280), and passive forms 
2.9% (8/280), and judgment times of incorrect answers were eliminated. Moreover, the word 
recognition times were screened for outliers. All times shorter than 200 ms. and longer than 
1,100 ms. were excluded, affecting 3.7% (10/271) of animate nouns, 2.5% (7/275) of 
inanimate nouns, 4.0% (11/272) of progressive forms, and 4.0% (11/272) of passive forms. In 
addition, judgment times greater than ±2.5SD were replaced with M±2.5SD. Table 4-12 
shows mean word recognition times in each category.  
 
Table 4-12: Word Recognition Times in Experiment 3 
 
Category Mean time (ms) SD 
Animate noun 535.2 99.9 
Inanimate noun 525.0 113.7 
Progressive form 561.0 106.2 
Passive form 560.1 104.9 
 
 
 
The mean time for animate nouns is 535.2 ms., and that for inanimate nouns is 525.0 ms.  
One-way ANOVAs showed no significant differences between the mean recognition times of 
animate and inanimate nouns for the participant and item analyses (F1(1, 19)=1.33, p>0.2 ns., 
F2(1, 6)=2.31, p>0.1 ns.). 
 
The mean time for progressive forms is 561.0 ms., and that for passive forms is 560.1 ms. 
This is slightly longer than the mean times of nouns. One-way ANOVAs revealed no 
significant differences between the mean recognition times of progressive and passive forms 
for both analyses (F1(1, 19)=0.00, p>0.9 ns., F2(1, 6)=0.02, p>0.9 ns.). 
 
Since there were no differences of word recognition times between animate and inanimate 
nouns, and between progressive and passive forms, we compared RTs of English sentences 
between Types in the main experiment. 
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3.3.3. Stimulus Sentences 
We made two sets of stimulus sentences, Pattern A and Pattern B, as in Table 4-13 (see 
Appendix 7).  
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 Table 4-13: Contents of Stimulus Sentences 
 
Pattern A Number  Pattern B Number 
Animate subject (grammatical) 1  Filler (ungrammatical) 1 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Filler (grammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1 
Filler (grammatical) 1  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Filler (ungrammatical) 1  Animate subject (grammatical) 1 
Animate subject (grammatical) 1  Filler (ungrammatical) 1 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Filler (grammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1 
Filler (grammatical) 1  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Filler (ungrammatical) 1  Animate subject (grammatical) 1 
Animate subject (grammatical) 1  Filler (ungrammatical) 1 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Filler (grammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1 
Filler (grammatical) 1  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Filler (ungrammatical) 1  Animate subject (grammatical) 1 
Animate subject (grammatical) 1  Filler (ungrammatical) 1 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Filler (grammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1 
Filler (grammatical) 1  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Filler (ungrammatical) 1  Animate subject (grammatical) 1 
Animate subject (grammatical) 1  Filler (ungrammatical) 1 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Filler (grammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1 
Filler (grammatical) 1  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Filler (ungrammatical) 1  Animate subject (grammatical) 1 
Animate subject (grammatical) 1  Filler (ungrammatical) 1 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Filler (grammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1 
Filler (grammatical) 1  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Filler (ungrammatical) 1  Animate subject (grammatical) 1 
Animate subject (grammatical) 1  Filler (ungrammatical) 1 
Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Filler (grammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Inanimate subject (ungrammatical) 1  Inanimate subject (grammatical) 1 
Filler (grammatical) 1  Animate subject (ungrammatical) 1 
Filler (ungrammatical) 1  Animate subject (grammatical) 1 
Total 42  Total 42 
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 The contents of both Patterns were the same, but the order of the list was opposite. 
Twenty-eight target sentences whose subjects were either animate or inanimate nouns were 
used, and 14 filler sentences were included. All participants took either Pattern, i.e. 10 
participants took Pattern A, and the remaining 10 took Pattern B. All stimuli were 
automatically randomized by E-Prime. 
 
Before the experiment, the participants were given eight practice sentences to familiarize 
them with the task. Through this procedure, we collected RTs and grammaticality judgment 
data of English sentences.  
 
3.4. Results 
3.4.1. Grammaticality Judgment 
Table 4-14 shows percentages of correct judgments. 
 
Table 4-14: Results of Grammaticality Judgments (% (raw data)) 
 
Group T1 T2 T3 T4 Mean 
HI 98.6 ( 69/70 ) 85.7 ( 60/70 ) 84.3 ( 59/70 ) 98.6 ( 69/70 ) 91.8 (257/280) 
HE 100.0 ( 28/28 ) 82.1 ( 23/28 ) 89.3 ( 25/28 ) 96.4 ( 27/28 ) 92.0 (103/112) 
LI 100.0 ( 21/21 ) 71.4 ( 15/21 ) 81.0 ( 17/21 ) 81.0 ( 17/21 ) 83.3 ( 70/84 ) 
LE 81.0 ( 17/21 ) 61.9 ( 13/21 ) 47.6 ( 10/21 ) 90.5 ( 19/21 ) 70.2 ( 59/84 ) 
Mean 96.4 (135/140) 79.3 (111/140) 79.3 (111/140) 94.3 (132/140)  
 
 
 
The percentages of correct answers were over 80% for all types of sentences in the HI and HE 
groups, and the LI group answered more than 80% correct in T1, T3, and T4. On the other 
hand, the LE group showed difficulty in judging the grammaticality of incorrect sentences in 
T2 and T3.  
 
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA (Group x Type) carried out on their judgment showed 
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 a significant difference between Types (F(3, 48)=5.19, p<0.01), but no difference between 
Groups (F(3, 16)=1.58, p>0.2 ns.). Multiple comparisons based on the Ryan’s method 
indicated that T1 and T4 were easier than T2 and T3. However, there was no interaction 
between Group and Type (F(9, 48)=0.68, p>0.7 ns.). 
 
3.4.2. Overall Reading Times 
We analyzed RTs of each phase in the English sentences that were correctly judged by the 
participants. The RTs were screened for outliers. All RTs shorter than 200 ms. and longer than 
4,000 ms. in each block were eliminated. Moreover, RTs greater than ±2.5SD were replaced 
with M±2.5SD. Percentages of excluded data for outliers are shown in Table 4-15.  
 
Table 4-15: Percentages of Excluded Data for Outliers in each Block 
 
      I thought       that         Tom      was studying   the matter       then.  
Type Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 
T1 0.7 (1/135) 0.7 (1/135) 0.7 (1/135) 11.1(15/135) 0.2 (3/135) 0.2 (3/135) 
T2 0.0 (0/111) 0.0 (0/111) 0.9 (1/111) 11.7(13/111) 7.2 (8/111) 11.7(13/111) 
T3 0.0 (0/111) 1.8 (2/111) 1.8 (2/111) 9.9(11/111) 4.5 (5/111) 5.4 (6/111) 
T4 0.7 (1/134) 1.5 (2/134) 2.2 (3/134) 6.0 (8/134) 2.2 (3/134) 6.0 (8/134) 
 
 
 
First, we focused on RTs of overall participants and compared the RTs of each phase between 
the sentence types. The RTs are shown in Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8: Reading Times in each Phase 
 
The RT data show that participants took longer to read T1 in Phase 2 (e.g. that), and they read 
T1 and T2 faster than T3 and T4 in Phase 3 (e.g. Tom). In Phase 4 (e.g. was studying) and 
Phase 5 (e.g. the matter), they processed T1 and T4 faster than T2 and T3.  
 
Two-way ANOVAs showed highly significant differences between Phases (F1(5, 380)=248.69, 
p<0.00, F2(5, 144)=313.08, p<0.00) and between Types for participant and item analyses 
(F1(3, 76)=2.38, p<0.00, F2(3, 14)=12.81, p<0.00). Moreover, there were interactions for both 
analyses (F1(15, 380)=6.75, p<0.00, F2(15, 144)=8.50, p<0.00). Post-hoc analyses of simple 
main effects based on the Bonferroni’s procedure indicated significant differences between 
Phases in each Type, and multiple comparisons revealed that P6 was the fastest. P1 was faster 
than P2, P3, P4, and P5; P4 was the slowest in T1 (P6<P1<P2/3/5<P4), P1 and P6 were faster 
than P3, and P5, P2, and P3 were faster than P5. P4 was the slowest in T2 (P1/6<P3/5, 
P2/3<P5, P1/2/3/5/6<P4), P1, P2, and P6 were faster than P3, P4, and P5, and P4 were the 
slowest in T3 (P1/2/6<P3/5<P4). Furthermore, P6 was the fastest, P1, P2, and P5 were faster 
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 than P3, and P4 was the slowest in T4 (T4: P6<P1/2/5<P3<P4). In addition, significant 
differences were observed in the post-hoc analyses between Types in Phases 3, 4, and 5, and 
multiple comparisons signified that T1 and T2 were faster than T3 and T4 in the subject 
position (Phase 3: T1/2<T3/4). T1 and T4 were faster than T2 and T3, and T3 was the slowest 
in the verb position (Phase 4: T1/4<T2<T3). Finally, T4 was the fastest, T1 was faster than T2 
and T3, and T2 was the slowest in Phase 5 (T4<T1<T3<T2).  
 
3.4.3. Reading Times of Groups 
Differences of RTs between Types in P3, P4, and P5 were observed. Phase 3 was the subject 
position, and animate nouns such as Tom were used in T1 and T2 while inanimate nouns such 
as the matter were used in T3 and T4. Phase 4 was the verb area, and the progressive form 
such as was studying was used in T1 and T3 whereas the passive form such as was studied 
was in T2 and T4. Phase 5 was the object or prepositional phrase position, and inanimate 
nouns were used in T1 and T2 whilst prepositional phrases with animate nouns were in T3 
and T4.  
 
This subsection compares RTs of Groups in those Phases and considers how JLEs with 
different proficiency levels and WM capacities comprehend L2 English sentences.  
 
Figure 4-9 shows RTs of the HI group. 
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 Figure 4-9: Reading Times of the HI group 
 
One-way ANOVAs conducted between Types in each Phase showed significant differences 
between Types for the participant and item analyses in all Phases (P3: F1(3, 6)=6.74, p<0.01, 
F2(3, 18)=8.92, p<0.01; P4: F1(3, 6)=6.16, p<0.01, F2(3, 18)=3.66, p<0.05; P5: F1(3, 6)=7.89, 
p<0.01, F2(3, 18)=9.49, p<0.01). Post-hoc analyses of simple main effects based on the 
Ryan’s procedure revealed that T3 was slower than T1 and T2 in Phase 3 (T1/2<T3), that T3 
was slower than T1 and T4 in Phase 4 (T1/4<T3), and that T2 and T3 were slower than T1 
and T4 in Phase 5 (T1/4<T2/3).  
 
Figure 4-10 shows RTs of the HE group. 
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 Figure 4-10: Reading Times of the HE group 
 
The results of one-way ANOVAs showed a marginal difference between Types for the item 
analysis in Phase 3 (F1(3, 6)=2.14, p>0.1 ns., F2(3, 18)=2.65, p=0.0799), but no differences 
for both analyses in Phase 4 (F1(3, 6)=2.04, p>0.1 ns., F2(3, 18)=2.23, p>0.1 ns.). Moreover, 
marginal and significant differences were observed between Types in Phase 5 (F1(3, 6)=2.90, 
p=0.0942, F2(3, 18)=3.35, p<0.05). Post-hoc analyses of simple main effects based on the 
Ryan’s procedure indicated that T2 was slower than T4 in Phase 5 (T4<T2).  
 
Figure 4-11 shows RTs of the LI group. 
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  Figure 4-11: Reading Times of the LI group 
 
The results of one-way ANOVAs showed marginal differences between Types for the 
participant and item analyses in Phase 3 (F1(3, 6)=3.58, p=0.0862, F2(3, 18)=3.07, p=0.0544), 
but significant differences between Types for both analyses in Phase 4 (F1(3, 6)=9.96, p<0.01, 
F2(3, 18)=3.28, p<0.05), and marginal and significant differences were apparent between 
Types in Phase 5 (F1(3, 6)=4.38, p=0.0590, F2(3, 18)=4.27, p<0.05). Post-hoc analyses of 
simple main effects based on the Ryan’s procedure revealed that T2 was slower than other 
types in Phase 4 (T1/3/4<T2), and that T2 was slower than T4 in Phase 5 (T4<T2).  
 
Figure 4-12 shows RTs of the LE group. 
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Figure 4-12: Reading Times of the LE group 
 
The results of one-way ANOVAs showed significant differences between Types for the 
participant and item analyses in Phase 3 (F1(3, 6)=5.10, p<0.05, F2(3, 18)=4.91, p<0.05), a 
highly significant difference for the item analysis in Phase 4 (F1(3, 6)=2.87, p>0.1 ns., F2(3, 
18)=5.14, p<0.01), and a highly significant difference for the participant analysis in Phase 5 
(F1(3, 6)=11.85, p<0.01, F2(3, 18)=2.09, p>0.1 ns.). Post-hoc analyses of simple main effects 
based on the Ryan’s procedure revealed that T3 was slower than T1 and T2 in Phase 3 
(T1/2<T3), that T2 and T3 were slower than T4 in Phase 4 (T4<T2/3), and that T2 was slower 
than T1 and T4, and T3 was slower than T4 in Phase 5 (T1/4<T2, T4<T3).  
 
3.5. Summary and Discussion17 
The grammaticality judgment task found that JLEs regarded grammatical English sentences 
T1 and T4 as grammatical, but they had difficulty in determining the ungrammatical English 
sentences T2 and T3 as ungrammatical.  
17 Also see Appendix 12. 
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The RT data of the HI group presented differences in RTs between Types in Phases 3, 4, and 5, 
and RTs of Phase 3 in T1 and T2 were shorter than those in T3 and T4. Phase 3 is the subject 
position, and animate nouns are used in T1 and T2 while inanimate nouns are used in T3 and 
T4. The HI group appears to make use of animacy information, where animate nouns tend to 
be subjects in the sentence. Moreover, the HI group read T1 and T4 faster than T2 and T3 in 
Phases 4 and 5. From this result, it is assumed that the HI group deals with the thematic role 
information of nouns and assigns the role to the nouns during comprehension of English 
sentences. Since animate nouns have the thematic role Agent, and inanimate nouns have 
Theme, the HI group reads T1 and T4 faster than T2 and T3 in Phases 4 and 5. 
 
The HE group read T4 in Phase 3, T3 in Phase 4, and T2 in Phase 5 slower than other Types 
of sentences though there were no statistical differences in the RTs between Types. The HE 
group does not appear to correctly handle animacy information of nouns in the subject 
position, and therefore, thematic and grammatical roles are not appropriately assigned to the 
nouns. That is, the use of animacy information was not stable in the HE group, and RTs of T3 
were different from those of T4 despite being in the same category. As the HE group could not 
assign thematic roles to the inanimate nouns in T3 in the subject position, the group needed 
more time to comprehend the ungrammaticality of verb forms in T3 in Phase 4. Moreover, the 
HE group showed the spillover effect in Phase 5 when it did not realize the ungrammaticality 
of T2. As a result, RTs of ungrammatical verb forms in T2 were as fast as those of 
grammatical forms in T1 and T4 in Phase 4, but RTs of T2 became longer in Phase 5.  
 
The LI group did not appear to correctly assign the thematic role Agent and the grammatical 
role Subject to nouns based on animacy information. Animate nouns are used in Phase 3 of 
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 both T1 and T2, but RTs of T2 were slower than those of T1 in Phase 3. Furthermore, the 
group failed to assign the thematic role Theme to inanimate nouns of T3 and T4 in the subject 
position, and RTs of verb forms of T3 were as fast as those of T4 in Phase 4.  
 
The data of the HE and LI groups indicate that both groups have the same tendency during 
comprehending L2 sentences; they do not properly assign thematic and grammatical roles to 
nouns, and this leads to differences in RTs between Types even in the same category in Phase 
3. However, several different features between the groups are evident. First, RTs in the LI 
group are shorter than those in the HE group in Phase 4; the longest RT in the LI group is 
1,600 ms. while that in the HE group is 2,000 ms. Consequently, it is predicted that the WM 
capacity is related to the RT delay in Phase 4. Secondly, the spillover effect is found in the 
data of the HE group, but such effect is not observed in the data of the LI group. Since JLEs 
in the HE group are categorized in the lower proficiency level, it is assumed that English 
proficiency is related to the time when the reanalysis happens. 
 
The results of the LE group showed the similar tendencies to those of the HI group. In short, 
RTs of animate nouns were shorter than those of inanimate nouns in Phase 3, and RTs of T1 
and T4 were shorter than those in T2 and T3 in Phases 4 and 5. However, the group made a 
significant number of errors on the grammaticality judgment especially in T2 and T3, and 
many data were eliminated; it is difficult to discuss the processing strategy of the LE group 
from the limited amount of remaining data in this experiment. 
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 Chapter 5  
The Comprehension Process of Complicated Structures in English 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 4 investigated the influence of lexical information, especially the thematic and 
grammatical role assignment based on animacy information, by JLEs with different 
proficiency levels and WM capacities using simple English sentences. This Chapter employs 
the use of more complicated English sentences to examine how JLEs with different 
proficiency levels and WM capacities process such sentences.  
 
1. Experiment 4 
This experiment assesses the effect of different structures in L2 processing using two types of 
cleft sentences. There is movement operation in the cleft sentence, and participants have to 
retain the moved element, i.e. filler, until the gap position is satisfied. It is therefore predicted 
that the processing cost of the cleft sentence is larger than that of the simple sentence used in 
Experiments 1, 2, and 3.  
 
1.1. Participants 
The same participants who took part in Experiment 2 participated in Experiment 4 after a 
5-minute rest. The four groups of participants shown in Table 4-6 are repeated here in Table 
5-1.  
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 Table 5-1: Groups of Participants 
 
WM Span 
Proficiency Level 
Elementary 
(less than 23 points) 
Intermediate 
(more than 24 points) 
High (more than 3) 8 7 
Low (less than 2.5) 7 8 
 
 
 
The high memory span and elementary level group (HE: reading span scores more than 3 and 
placement test scores less than 23) consisted of eight participants; the high memory span and 
intermediate level group (HI: placement test scores more than 24) had seven participants, the 
low memory span and elementary level group (LE: reading span scores less than 2.5) had 
seven; and the low memory span and intermediate level group (LI) had eight participants.  
 
1.2. Procedure 
RTs of full sentences were measured using the same tools in Experiment 2 (i.e. Windows 
computer, E-Prime, SR-Box, and a CRT monitor). The experiment was based on a blocked 
design as shown in Figure 5-1. 
 
Block 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
これから実験を始めます。 
○を押すとスタートします。 
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 Block 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-1: Task Design of Experiment 4 
 
 
An instruction given in Japanese in Block 1 asked participants to press button “○”, located 
on the left most side of the SR-Box, when they were ready. Next, a fixation block was given 
for 2 seconds prior to the presentation of the target sentence, which appeared in the center of 
the monitor in Block 3. Size 20 MS P Gothic was used to display a whole sentence on one 
line.  
 
The participants were instructed to read the sentence as quickly and correctly as they could, 
without sacrificing their comprehension, and to judge whether each English sentence was 
grammatically correct or not. If they decided that the sentence was correct, they were 
instructed to press button “4”, which was next to the right side of the SR-Box, and if they 
thought it was incorrect, they were required to press button “5”, which was on the right most 
 
 
 
 
****** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It was Tom that was studying the matter then. 
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 side of the SR-Box. Their response times were registered by pressing “4 (=correct)” or “5 
(=incorrect)”.  
 
1.3. Materials 
1.3.1. Cleft Sentences 
We prepared two types of it-cleft sentences as in (56).  
 
(56) a. <T1> It was John that was printing the card then. 
b. <T2> It was the card that John was printing then. 
 
T1 was the subject cleft sentence and T2 was the object cleft sentence. The base sentence of 
both cleft sentences was the same, as shown in (57). 
 
(57) John was printing the card then. 
 
Theoretically, both cleft sentences convey the same meaning in terms of truth-conditions, but 
they express some additional meaning, Focus, in the antecedent position. The cleft pronoun It 
is considered a semantically empty expletive subject, and in case of the subject cleft sentence, 
the cleft constituent John originates in the specifier position of VP and moves from the 
position to the specifier position of Focus Phrase (FP) through the specifier position of TP and 
CP at some point in the syntactic derivation, as in (58) (Kiss, 1998, 1999).  
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 (58) 
TP 
 
DP         T’ 
It    
               T         FP 
              wasi 
                    DP        F’ 
                   Johnj        
                          F        CP 
                          ti      
                              DP        C’ 
                               tj  
                                     C        TP 
                                    that 
                                         DP         T’ 
                                          tj   
                                               T         VP 
                                              was 
                                                    DP        V’         
                                                     tj          
                                                          V’       Adv 
                         then 
V        DP 
                                                   printing   the card 
 
 
As for the object cleft sentence, the cleft pronoun It is also a dummy subject, and the cleft 
constituent the card moves from the complement position of VP to the specifier position of FP 
through the specifier position of CP as shown in (59). 
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 (59) 
TP 
 
DP        T’ 
It    
              T         FP 
             wasi 
                   DP        F’ 
                 the cardj        
                         F         CP 
                         ti      
                              DP        C’ 
                               tj  
                                    C        TP 
                                   that 
                                         DP        T’ 
                                        John 
                                              T         VP 
                                             was 
V’       Adv 
             then 
V        DP 
                                             printing      tj 
 
 
 
The cleft sentences used here were not ambiguous since pragmatic information of cleft 
constituents was different, in that, the subject cleft sentence used an animate noun, and the 
object cleft sentence used an inanimate noun. If L2 learners were sensitive to the structural 
difference while comprehending L2 sentences, it was assumed that they read the subject cleft 
sentence T1 faster and more accurately than the object cleft sentence T2 as the distance 
between the filler and its gap in T2 was longer than that in T1. 
 
1.3.2. Word Selection 
Each type of word, verb or noun, contained 10 tokens and different kinds of words were used 
in each sentence. As for the subject noun phrases of each sentence, 10 kinds of animate nouns, 
which were represented as three phonetic symbols, were used (Ana, Bill, Bob, Eve, John, Ken, 
Kim, Liz, Meg, and Tom). Concerning the object noun phrases, 10 kinds of inanimate nouns, 
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 which were shown as four or five phonetic symbols, were used (action, bench, card, cloth, 
error, event, matter, movie river, and tower). Moreover, 10 kinds of verbs were used, which 
were characterized as seven or eight phonetic symbols when used in their progressive forms 
(borrow, climb, count, create, cross, hold, paint, print, start, and study).  
 
Each sentence had an animate noun as the subject, an inanimate noun as the object, and a verb 
with the progressive form. It was therefore considered that the word recognition time would 
not need measuring here. 
 
1.3.3. Stimulus Sentences 
We made two sets of stimulus sentences, Pattern A and Pattern B, as in Table 5-2 (see 
Appendix 8).  
 
Table 5-2: Contents of Stimulus Sentences 
 
Pattern A Number  Pattern B Number 
Subject cleft (grammatical) 5  Filler (ungrammatical) 10 
Object cleft (grammatical) 5  Filler (grammatical) 10 
Subject cleft (ungrammatical) 5  Object cleft (ungrammatical) 5 
Object cleft (ungrammatical) 5  Subject cleft (ungrammatical) 5 
Filler (grammatical) 10  Object cleft (grammatical) 5 
Filler (ungrammatical) 10  Subject cleft (grammatical) 5 
Total 40  Total 40 
 
 
 
The contents of both Patterns were the same, but they were presented in the opposite order. 
Twenty target sentences included grammatical subject and object cleft sentences and an equal 
number of ungrammatical subject and object cleft sentences were also prepared. Additionally, 
40 sentences were included as filler sentences. All participants took both Patterns, but half of 
the participants took Pattern A first and the remaining half took Pattern B first. All stimuli 
were automatically randomized by E-Prime. 
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Before the experiment, the participants were given eight practice sentences to familiarize 
them with the task and to enable collection of RTs and judgment data of English sentences.  
 
1.4. Results 
1.4.1. Grammaticality Judgment 
Table 5-3 shows percentages of correct judgments. 
 
Table 5-3: Results of Grammaticality Judgments (% (raw data)) 
 
Group T1 T2 Mean 
HI 81.4 ( 57/70 ) 88.6 ( 62/70 ) 85.0 (119/140) 
HE 85.0 ( 68/80 ) 87.5 ( 70/80 ) 86.3 (138/160) 
LI 96.3 ( 77/80 ) 92.5 ( 74/80 ) 94.4 (151/160) 
LE 87.1 ( 61/70 ) 81.4 ( 57/70 ) 84.3 (118/140) 
Mean 87.6 (263/300) 87.6 (263/300)  
 
 
 
The results show that all groups answered more than 80% correctly. A two-way repeated 
measures ANOVA (Group x Type) carried out on their judgment showed no significant 
differences between Groups and between Types (Group: F(3, 26)=0.72, p>0.5 ns., Type: F(1, 
26)=0.000, p>0.9 ns.) and no interaction between them (F(3, 26)=0.45, p>0.7 ns.). 
 
From these results, the participants in all groups seemingly have the ability to comprehend the 
cleft sentences used in this experiment. 
 
1.4.2. Reading Times 
We analyzed the RTs of English sentences, which participants correctly answered in the 
grammaticality judgment.  
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 The RT data were screened for outliers. All RTs shorter than 1,000 ms. and longer than 15,000 
ms. were eliminated; moreover, RTs greater than ±2.5SD were replaced with M±2.5SD. 
Percentages of excluded data for outliers are 2.7% (7/263) in T1 and 3.4% (9/263) in T2.  
 
Figure 5-2 shows mean RTs in each Group.  
 
Figure 5-2: Mean Reading Times in Groups 
 
Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs (Group x Type) conducted on their RTs showed a 
highly significant difference between Groups for the item analysis only (F1(3, 26)=1.36, 
p>0.2 ns., F2(3, 36)=6.10, p<0.01), and no differences between Types for both analyses (F1(1, 
26)=1.60, p>0.2 ns., F2(1, 36)=1.17, p>0.2 ns.). Moreover, there were no interactions for both 
analyses (F1(3, 26)=0.49, p>0.6 ns., F2(3, 36)=0.35, p>0.7 ns.). Post-hoc analysis of simple 
main effects indicated a significant difference between Groups in T1, and multiple 
comparisons based on the Bonferroni procedure revealed that the HI and LI groups read T1 
faster than the HE and LE groups (HI/LI<HE/LE), and RTs of T1 were shorter than those of 
T2 in the HI and LI groups (T1<T2).  
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1.5. Summary and Discussion18 
Experiment 4 examined the effect of the structural difference in L2 processing using two 
types of cleft sentences in English. As the distance between the filler and its gap is longer in 
the object cleft sentence than the subject cleft sentence, the object cleft sentence was expected 
to be harder to process than the subject cleft sentence.  
 
The results of this experiment revealed differences in the RTs between Groups in the subject 
cleft sentence T1, and the higher proficiency groups (HI) and (LI) read T1 faster than the 
lower proficiency groups (HE) and (LE). Moreover, the higher proficiency groups 
comprehended T1 faster than T2. 
 
It is therefore considered that there is an influence of proficiency levels in L2 processing, and 
the distance between the filler and its gap has some influence in L2 processing as the L2 
proficiency level improves.  
 
The next experiment investigates the structural information and the lexical information in 
more detail. 
 
2. Experiment 5 
This experiment uses cleft sentences and analyzes RTs of each phase. We focus on structural 
distance between the filler and its gap and argue to what extent the reanalysis of grammatical 
roles has an effect on L2 processing. 
 
18 Also see Appendix 12. 
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 2.1. Participants 
The participants were 23 JLEs, who were all undergraduate students in Japan (mean age 
20:02), and among them, 5 were female. They were divided into four groups based on the 
results of the Japanese version of RST (Osaka, 1998, 2002) and the EIKEN 3rd grade Test in 
Practical English Proficiency (Obunsha, 2008), as in Table 5-4. 
 
Table 5-4: Groups of Participants 
 
WM Span 
Proficiency Level 
Elementary 
(less than 25 points) 
Intermediate 
(more than 26 points) 
High (more than 2.5) 7 7 
Low (less than 2) 5 4 
 
 
 
The high memory span and elementary level group (HE: reading span scores more than 2.5 
and placement test scores less than 25) consisted of seven participants; the high memory span 
and intermediate level group (HI: placement test scores more than 26) had seven; the low 
memory span and elementary level group (LE: reading span scores less than 2) had five; and 
the low memory span and intermediate level group (LI) had four participants. All participants 
were given a ¥1,000 book card (pre-paid card for purchasing books) for their participation. 
 
2.2. Procedure 
We used E-Prime as in the previous experiments in Chapter 4, and each sentence was visually 
presented phrase-by-phrase on the monitor. Participants were asked to press button “○”, 
located on the left most side of the SR-Box, to watch the next slide in this experiment. The 
participants were instructed to read the phrase as quickly as they could without sacrificing 
their comprehension, and the RTs of each phrase were measured. The experiment was based 
on a blocked design as shown in Figure 5-3. English words were written in size 70-point MS 
P Gothic font.  
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 Block 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John 
 
 
 
 
 
これから実験を始めます。 
○を押すとスタートします。 
 
 
 
****** 
 
 
 
 
It was 
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 Block 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-3: Task Design of Experiment 5 
 
 
Block 1 instructed the participants to press button “○” when they were ready and Block 2 
presented a fixation block prior to the presentation of the English phrase. The first phrase It 
 
 
 
 
then. 
 
 
 
 
the card 
 
 
 
 
 
was printing 
 
 
 
 
that 
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 was appeared in Block 3, the first NP Tom showed up in Block 4, and so on. After reading the 
final word then. in Block 8, the participants were required to judge whether the English 
sentence, which they had just read, was grammatically correct or not. If they decided that the 
sentence was correct, they were instructed to press button “4”, which was next to the right 
side of the SR-Box, and if they thought that it was ungrammatical, they were required to press 
button “5” located on the right most side of the SR-Box. For instance, since the English 
sentence was grammatically correct in Figure 5-3, participants had to press “4” at this time. 
Their response times were registered by pressing “4 (=correct)” or “5 (=incorrect)”.  
 
English sentences presented on the monitor were divided into 6 parts, as in (60). 
 
(60)     Phase 1    Phase 2   Phase 3    Phase 4       Phase 5    Phase 6 
 a. It was  /   John   /  that  /  was printing  /  the card  /  then. 
 b. It was  /  the card   /  that  /     John     / was printing /  then. 
 c. It was  /  the card   /  that  /  was printed      /   by John  /  then. 
 
 
2.3. Materials 
2.3.1. Target Sentences 
We prepared three types of it-cleft sentences as in (61).  
 
(61) a. <T1> It was Johni that ti was printing the card then. 
b. <T2> It was the cardi that John was printing ti then. 
c. <T3> It was the cardi that ti was printed by John then. 
 
In this experiment, animate and inanimate nouns (bold-printed) were placed between be-verbs 
and the complementizer that as focus elements of the subordinate clause. T1 was a subject 
cleft sentence and an animate noun was moved from the subject position. T2 was an object 
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 cleft sentence and an inanimate noun was moved from the object position. T3 was a subject 
cleft sentence and an inanimate noun was moved from the subject position of the passive 
sentence. 
 
2.3.2. Word Selection 
Each type of word, verb or noun, had seven tokens, and the same nouns and verbs in 
Experiment 1 were used here. The animate nouns were names, which were represented as two 
or three phonetic symbols (Ann, Bill, John, Ken, Liz, Meg, and Tom), and the inanimate 
nouns were shown as four or five phonetic symbols (bench, card, clothes, errors, matter, river, 
and tower). Moreover, seven verbs were selected (borrow, climb, count, cross, paint, print, 
and study) and characterized as seven or eight phonetic symbols when used in their 
progressive or passive forms.  
 
The experiment of word recognition times was measured with the same tools in Experiment 1 
(i.e. Windows computer, E-Prime, SR-Box and a CRT monitor). The experiment was based 
on a blocked design. The words were written in size 100-point MS P Gothic font. An example 
is shown in Figure 5-4. 
 
Block 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
****** 
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 Block 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
John 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
Tom 
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 Block 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Task Design of Word Recognition Times 
 
 
First, a fixation appeared in the center of the monitor in Block 1. Participants were asked to 
look at it before it automatically disappeared in a second. Next, in Block 2, an Arabic figure 1 
came out for 0.5 second and the first word (e.g. John) emerged for 1 second. In Block 4, an 
Arabic figure 2 showed up for 0.5 second, followed by the second word (e.g. Tom). The 
second word also came into sight for 1 second. Finally, after a fixation appeared for 0.5 
second in Block 6, a judgment word, which was either the first or second word, emerged in 
Block 7. If the judgment word was the same as the first word, participants were asked to press 
button “4”, which was next to the right side of the SR-Box, and if it was the second one, they 
had to press button “5”, which was on the right most side of it. This was a priming task, and 
we measured the judgment time as the word recognition time.  
 
We made a list of 56 sets of words as in Appendix 2. Verbs were presented with be-verb, e.g. 
 
 
 
* 
 
 
 
Tom 
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 was borrowing and was borrowed. All stimuli (7 animate nouns, 7 inanimate nouns, 7 
progressive forms, and 7 passive forms) were used twice since there were two patterns of 
participant judgments (4 and 5). Moreover, including a practice session with four sets, we 
prepared 60 sets of three words for this task. 
 
We analyzed only the correct answers. The error rates were quite small (animate nouns 2.8% 
(9/322), inanimate nouns 2.2% (7/322), progressive forms 2.2% (7/322), and passive forms 
2.5% (8/322)), and judgment times of incorrect answers were eliminated. Moreover, the word 
recognition times were screened for outliers. All times shorter than 200 ms. and longer than 
1,100 ms. were excluded, affecting 3.5% (11/313) of animate nouns, 2.2% (7/315) of 
inanimate nouns, 4.1% (13/314) of progressive forms, and 3.5% (11/315) of passive forms. In 
addition, judgment times greater than ±2.5SD were replaced with M±2.5SD. Table 5-5 shows 
mean word recognition times in each category.  
 
Table 5-5: Word Recognition Times in Experiment 5 
 
Category Mean time (ms) SD 
Animate noun 523.6 108.9 
Inanimate noun 516.3 96.3 
Progressive form 549.5 101.8 
Passive form 546.6 100.8 
 
 
 
The mean time for animate nouns was 523.6 ms., and that for inanimate nouns was 516.3 ms. 
One-way ANOVAs showed no significant differences between the mean recognition times of 
animate nouns and those of inanimate nouns for both analyses (F1(1, 22)=0.86, p>0.3 ns., 
F2(1, 6)=1.41, p>0.2 ns.). 
 
The mean time for progressive forms was 549.5 ms., and that for passive forms was 546.6 
ms.; slightly longer than the mean times of nouns. One-way ANOVAs revealed no significant 
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 differences between the mean recognition times of progressive and passive forms for both 
analyses (F1(1, 22)=0.13, p>0.7 ns., F2(1, 6)=0.28, p>0.6 ns.). 
 
2.3.3. Stimulus Sentences 
We made two sets of stimulus sentences, Pattern A and Pattern B, as in Table 5-6 (see 
Appendix 9).  
 
Table 5-6: Contents of Stimulus Sentences 
 
Pattern A Number  Pattern B Number 
T1 (Animate subject cleft: G) 3  Filler 5 (U) 7 
Filler 1 (Animate subject cleft: U) 4  Filler 4 (G) 7 
T2 (Inanimate object cleft: G) 4  Filler 3 (Passive cleft: U) 3 
Filler 2 (Inanimate object cleft: U) 3  T3 (Passive cleft: G) 4 
T3 (Passive cleft: G) 3  Filler 2 (Inanimate object cleft: U) 4 
Filler 3 (Passive cleft: U) 4  T2 (Inanimate object cleft: G) 3 
Filler 4 (G) 7  Filler 1 (Animate subject cleft: U) 3 
Filler 5 (U) 7  T1 (Animate subject cleft: G) 4 
Total 35  Total 35 
 
 
 
The contents of both Patterns were the same, but the list was in the opposite order. 
Twenty-one target sentences were included in T1, T2, and T3. In addition, five types of filler 
sentences were created, and among them, three types were related to target sentences, but they 
were all ungrammatical. The number of the filler sentences was 49 in all. All participants took 
both Patterns, but 12 of the participants took Pattern A first and the remaining 11 took Pattern 
B first. All stimuli were automatically randomized by E-Prime. 
 
Before the experiment, the participants were given eight practice sentences to familiarize 
them with the task. Through this procedure, we collected RTs and grammaticality judgment 
data of English sentences.  
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 4.4. Research Questions 
We investigated the influence of structural distance between the filler and its gap and the 
reanalysis of grammatical roles in L2 processing. The three types of English sentences are 
shown in (62). 
 
(62) a. <T1> It was   Johni   that   ti  was printing the card then. 
            Subject/Agent   
            <Grammatical/Thematic>    
 
 
b. <T2> It was   the cardi   that John was printing   ti  then. 
                    Object/Theme                    
          <Grammatical/Thematic>    
 
      
c. <T3> It was   the cardi   that   ti  was printed by John then. 
              Object/Theme       
               <Grammatical/Thematic>    
 
In T1, animate nouns were used in the focus position, which had the thematic role Agent and 
the grammatical role Subject as their lexical tendencies. In T2 and T3, inanimate nouns were 
placed in the focus position with the thematic role Theme and the grammatical role Object, 
respectively. The animacy information in the cleft sentences, which we used here, were not 
ambiguous since the nouns in the focus position obeyed their lexical tendencies. 
 
The first research question was whether the structural difference, which caused some effect on 
L2 comprehension in the previous experiment, would cause L2 learners difficulty in 
processing T2. The distance between the filler and its gap in T2 was longer than that in T1 and 
T3, and consequently, it was predicted that JLEs would read the verb position was printing in 
T2 slower than that in T1 and T3. 
 
The second research question was whether the reanalysis of the grammatical role initially 
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 given by the animacy information influenced L2 processing. In T1 and T2, nouns in the focus 
position were originally assigned grammatical roles Subject and Object, respectively, 
following the animacy information, and the reanalysis of the role was not required in the gap 
position of the embedded clause, as shown in (63a) and (63b).  
 
(63) a. <T1> It was   Johni   that      ti     was printing the card then. 
           Subject/Agent     Subject/Agent 
                   <Focus>         <Gap> 
 
 
b. <T2> It was   the cardi   that John was printing      ti     then. 
                    Object/Theme                   Object/Theme 
                      <Focus>                         <Gap> 
 
      
c. <T3> It was   the cardi   that       ti      was printed by John then. 
              Object/Theme      Subject/Theme 
                      <Focus>           <Gap> 
 
On the other hand, in T3, nouns in the focus position were firstly assigned the grammatical 
role Object, but the role had to be changed to be Subject in the gap position, as underlined in 
(63c). That is, since inanimate nouns were in the focus position, they were given Object as the 
grammatical role information and Theme as the thematic role information. However, after the 
complementizer that, the gap appeared in the subject position, therefore, L2 learners were 
required to reanalyze the initial assignment of the grammatical role from Object to Subject, as 
in (63c). It was therefore expected that the reanalysis would cause L2 learners difficulty in 
comprehending T3, and it would take more time to read T3 than T1 and T2 in the gap 
position.  
 
2.5. Results 
2.5.1. Grammaticality Judgment 
Table 5-7 shows percentages of correct judgments. 
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Table 5-7: Results of Grammaticality Judgments (% (raw data)) 
 
Group T1 T2 T3 Mean 
HI 98.0 ( 48/49 ) 89.8 ( 44/49 ) 100.0 ( 49/49 ) 96.0 (141/147) 
HE 83.7 ( 41/49 ) 93.9 ( 46/49 ) 81.6 ( 40/49 ) 86.4 (127/147) 
LI 89.3 ( 25/28 ) 78.6 ( 22/28 ) 89.3 ( 25/28 ) 85.7 ( 72/84 ) 
LE 82.9 ( 29/35 ) 80.0 ( 28/35 ) 88.6 ( 31/35 ) 83.8 ( 88/105 ) 
Mean 88.8 (143/161) 87.0 (140/161) 90.1 (145/161)  
 
 
 
Correct answers were given for over 80% of all types of sentences except T2 in the LI group. 
Two-way repeated measures ANOVA (Group x Type) revealed no significant differences 
between Groups and between Types (Group: F(3, 19)=0.76, p>0.5 ns.; Type: F(2, 38)=0.39, 
p>0.6 ns.). Moreover, there was no interaction between Group and Type (F(6, 38)=0.74, 
p>0.6 ns.). 
 
2.5.2. Overall Reading Times 
We analyzed the RTs of each phase in the English sentences, which were correctly judged by 
the participants, and the RTs were screened for outliers. All RTs shorter than 200 ms. and 
longer than 4,000 ms. were eliminated; moreover, RTs greater than ±2.5SD were replaced 
with M±2.5SD. Percentages of excluded data for outliers are shown in Table 5-8.  
 
Table 5-8: Percentages of Excluded Data for Outliers (% (raw data)) 
 
Type Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 
T1 1.4 (2/143) 1.4 (2/143) 0.0 (0/143) 5.6 (8/143) 4.2 (6/143) 1.4 (2/143) 
T2 1.4 (2/140) 3.6 (5/140) 0.7 (1/140) 0.0 (0/140) 10.7(15/140) 3.6 (5/140) 
T3 0.7 (1/145) 4.8 (7/145) 0.7 (1/145) 6.9(10/145) 0.7 (1/145) 2.8 (4/145) 
 
 
 
First, we looked at the RTs of overall participants and compared RTs of each phase between 
the sentence types. RTs in each Phase are shown in Figure 5-5. 
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 Figure 5-5: Reading Times in Phases 
 
Phase 2 was the filler position; the animate noun (e.g. John) was used in T1 and the inanimate 
noun (e.g. the card) was used in T2 and T3. Phase 3 was the complementizer position. 
Different items were placed in Phase 4, and verbs were in T1 and T3 (e.g. was 
printing/printed) while the subject noun phrase was in T2. Phase 5 was the verb position of 
T2 and the object position of T1 and T3. Adverb then was placed at the end in Phase 6. 
 
One-way ANOVAs carried out in each Phase showed highly significant differences between 
Types in Phases 2, 4, 5, and 6 for the participant and item analyses (P2: F1(2, 44)=24.32, 
p<0.00, F2(2, 12)=10.13, p<0.01; P4: F1(2, 44)=59.47, p<0.00, F2(2, 12)=60.42, p<0.00; P5: 
F1(2, 44)=35.09, p<0.00, F2(2, 12)=34.23, p<0.00; P6: F1(2, 44)=7.26, p<0.01, F2(2, 12)=6.15, 
p<0.05), but no differences were shown between Types in Phases 1 and 3 (P1: F1(2, 44)=1.94, 
p>0.1 ns., F2(2, 12)=3.11, p>0.08 ns.; P3: F1(2, 44)=0.16, p>0.8 ns., F2(2, 12)=0.11, p>0.8 
ns.). Post-hoc analyses of multiple comparisons based on the Ryan’s procedure indicated that 
RTs of T1 were shorter than those of T2 and T3 in Phase 2 (T1<T2/3), RTs of T3 were shorter 
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 than those of T1, and RTs of T2 were shorter than those of T3 in Phase 4 (T2<T3<T1). 
Furthermore, RTs of T3 were shorter than those of T1, RTs of T1 were shorter than those of 
T2 in Phase 5 (T3<T1<T2), and RTs of T1 and T3 were shorter than those of T2 in Phase 6 
(T1/3<T2). 
 
Verbs were placed in T1 and T2 in Phase 4, and in T3 in Phase 5. The RTs of the verb area 
were collected, as shown in Figure 5-6. 
 
 
Figure 5-6: Reading Times in the Verb Areas 
 
One-way ANOVA results showed a highly significant difference between Types for the 
participant analysis and a marginal difference for the item analysis (F1(2, 44)=5.57, p<0.00, 
F2(2, 12)=3.84, p=0.0515). Multiple comparisons based on the Ryan’s method indicated that 
RTs of T1 were longer than those of T2 and T3 (T2/3<T1). 
 
2.5.3. Reading Times of Groups 
There were differences in the RTs between Types in Phase 2 and the verb area. This 
subsection therefore examines the RTs of those areas among the distinct Groups.  
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Phase 2 was the filler position in which animate nouns were placed in T1 and inanimate nouns 
were placed in T2 and T3. The RTs are shown in Figure 5-7. 
 
Figure 5-7: Reading Times in Phase 2 
 
Two-way ANOVA (Group x Type) results showed highly significant differences between 
Types for the participant and item analyses (F1(2, 38)=22.37, p<0.00, F2(2, 48)=14.61, 
p<0.00), and a significant difference between Groups for the item analysis only (F1(3, 
19)=1.82, p>0.1 ns., F2(3, 24)=7.61, p<0.01); however, there were no interactions for both 
analyses (F1(6, 38)=1.17, p>0.3 ns., F2(6, 48)=0.91, p>0.4 ns.). Multiple comparisons based 
on the Bonferroni’s method indicated that RTs of the LI group were shorter than those of the 
HE and LE groups (LI<HE/LE). Moreover, post-hoc analyses of simple main effects revealed 
a highly significant difference between Groups in T2, and multiple comparisons based on the 
Bonferroni’s procedure showed that the LI group read T2 faster than other groups, and the HI 
group read T2 faster than the HE group (LI<LE/HI/LE, HI<HE). Furthermore, highly 
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 significant differences between Types were observed in groups, and multiple comparisons 
based on the Bonferroni’s procedure indicated that the HI, HE, and LE groups read T1 faster 
than T2 and T3 (T1<T2/3), the HE group read T3 faster than T2 (T3<T2), and the LI group 
read T1 faster than T3 (T1<T3). 
 
Figure 5-8 shows RTs of the verb areas, i.e. Phase 4 in T1 and T3, and Phase 5 in T2.  
 
 
Figure 5-8: Reading Times in the Verb Area 
 
Two-way ANOVA (Group x Type) results showed significant differences between Types for 
the participant and item analyses (F1(2, 38)=4.53, p<0.05, F2(2, 48)=4.08, p<0.05); however, 
there were no differences between Groups (F1(3, 19)=0.83, p>0.4 ns., F2(3, 24)=2.80, p>0.06 
ns.), and there were also no interactions for both analyses (F1(6, 38)=1.82, p>0.1 ns., F2(6, 
48)=1.46, p>0.2 ns.). Post-hoc analyses of simple main effects indicated a highly significant 
difference between Groups in T1, and multiple comparisons based on the Bonferroni’s 
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 procedure revealed that the LI group read T1 faster than other groups (LI<LE/HI/HE). 
Moreover, there was a significant difference between Types, and multiple comparisons 
showed that the HI and HE group read T1 slower than T2 (T2<T1), the HE group read T1 
slower than T3 (T3<T1), and the LE group read T2 faster than T3 (T2<T3). 
 
2.6. Summary and Discussion19 
Almost all groups judged the grammaticality of cleft sentences in English correctly; therefore 
confirming that JLEs experience little difficulty comprehending those English sentences. 
 
The overall data for the RTs showed differences in Phase 2, Phase 4, Phase 5, and Phase 6. 
Phase 2 was the filler position in which different types of nouns were used. T1 used animate 
nouns and they were often assigned the grammatical role Subject and the thematic role Agent, 
while T2 and T3 used inanimate nouns and they were often given the grammatical role Object 
and the thematic role Theme. Different items were placed in Phase 4 and Phase 5, and the 
verb area of T1 and T3 was placed in Phase 4, but that of T2 was in Phase 5. Phase 6 used the 
adverb then.  
 
Looking at the RTs of different groups focusing on Phase 2, we discovered that all groups 
tended to read animate nouns faster than inanimate nouns, and the lower proficiency groups, 
(HE) and (LE), read nouns in Phase 2 slower than the LI group. At this point, it is assumed 
that JLEs make use of animacy information of nouns in the focus position, and that JLEs with 
lower proficiency levels are likely to need more time to process the information. 
 
From RT data in the verb area, it was observed that RTs of T1 were longer than those of T2 
19 Also see Appendix 12. 
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 and T3 in the HI and HE groups. This result suggests that the reanalysis of the grammatical 
and thematic roles of nouns given by the structural requirement causes difficulty.  
 
(64) a. <T1>  It was    Johni    that      ti     was printing the card then. 
Animacy Information:   Agent/Subject      
Structural Requirement: Theme/Complement 
Gap position:                  Agent/Subject 
 
 
b. <T2>  It was   the cardi  that John was printing     ti    then. 
Animacy Information:   Theme/Object      
Structural Requirement: Theme/Complement 
Gap position:                               Theme/Object 
 
 
c. <T3>  It was   the cardi  that     ti     was printed by John then. 
Animacy Information:    Theme/Object      
Structural Requirement: Theme/Complement 
Gap position:                Theme/Subject 
 
 
In T1 (64a), the animate noun John in the focus position initially has the thematic role Agent 
and the grammatical role Subject based on the animacy information, but both roles have to be 
changed to Theme and Complement according to the requirements of the structure in the 
position. Moreover, when the verb appears in the gap position, the thematic and grammatical 
roles, which have been assigned in the focus position following the structural information, 
have to be altered to Agent and Subject again. On the other hand, in the case of T2 (64b) and 
T3 (64c), only the grammatical roles are changed from Object to Complement by the 
structural requirement in the focus position, and even after the gap position is generated, the 
reanalysis of the grammatical role is essentially demanded in T3. That is, the reanalysis is 
required for the thematic and grammatical roles to comprehend T1, while it is only necessary 
for the grammatical role to process T2 and T3. 
 
In the verb area, it was observed that JLEs with the higher WM groups (HI) and (HE) showed 
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 difficulty in comprehending T1, and RTs of T1 were longer than those of T2 and T3. As 
explained above in (64), JLEs initially assign grammatical and thematic roles to the nouns 
based on animacy information, but different roles are also given by the structural requirement 
in the focus position. Moreover, when verbs appear, different roles are again given by the 
structural requirement in the gap position. Since the higher WM groups have high WM 
capacities, they can process the grammatical and thematic roles given by the animacy 
information and by the structural requirement, and they need more time to comprehend verbs 
of T1 in the gap position. On the other hand, as the lower WM groups have limited WM 
capacities, they do not make use of much information during L2 parsing. Presumably, they 
retain the grammatical and thematic roles given by the animacy information even after the 
verbs appear, because there were no differences in the RTs between Types in the verb area. In 
the data of the LE group, the RTs of T2 were shorter than those of T3 because the same 
grammatical and thematic roles given by the animacy information were used in the gap 
position in T2. 
 
To apply the idea of the reanalysis, we have to review the influence of proficiency levels in 
L2 processing.  
 
Previously, it was stated that proficiency levels had an effect on the use of animacy 
information since the lower proficiency groups tended to take more time to read nouns in 
Phase 2 than the LI group. However, assuming that the reanalysis affects JLEs’ processing, as 
discussed above, the lower proficiency groups will have difficulty in reanalyzing the 
grammatical role that is initially assigned based on the animacy information. For instance, the 
groups originally assign the inanimate noun the grammatical role Object from the animacy 
information without difficulty. Nevertheless, since the grammatical role given by the 
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 structural requirement is different from that by the animacy information, the reanalysis of the 
previously received grammatical role takes place, and this reanalysis causes problems for 
JLEs with lower proficiency levels.  
 
In sum, the data demonstrate the effects of proficiency levels and WM capacities of JLEs. If 
JLEs have a greater WM capacity, they retain much information based on both animacy 
information and structural information until the gap position is satisfied; however, the 
processing speed is slower. On the other hand, if JLEs have a small WM capacity, the 
processing speed is faster since the information they can hold is quite limited. Moreover, if 
JLEs have a high proficiency, they reanalyze grammatical and thematic roles faster, whereas 
those with a low proficiency spend more time reanalyzing them. 
 
In addition, it is possible to suggest that JLEs make use of the structural information, which 
assigns grammatical and thematic roles though this study does not observe the influence of 
the distance between the filler and its gap. 
 
3. Experiment 6 
Experiment 6 investigates L2 processing using relative clauses in English and argues how 
JLEs with different proficiency levels and WM capacities comprehend relative sentences, and 
to what extent proficiency levels and WM capacities have effects on their processing in 
English. 
 
3.1. Participants 
The participants who participated in Experiment 4 also took part in this experiment after a 
5-minute rest. The 30 university students in Japan (mean age 19:03) were divided into four 
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 groups based on their WM capacities (Osaka, 1998, 2002) and scores of the English 
proficiency test (Oxford University Press, 2002) as repeated here in Table 5-9. 
 
Table 5-9: Groups of Participants 
 
WM Span 
Proficiency Level 
Elementary 
(less than 23 points) 
Intermediate 
(more than 24 points) 
High (more than 3) 8 7 
Low (less than 2.5) 7 8 
 
 
 
The high memory span and elementary level group (HE: reading span scores more than 3 and 
placement test scores less than 23) consisted of eight participants; the high memory span and 
intermediate level group (HI: placement test scores more than 24) had seven participants; the 
low memory span and elementary level group (LE: reading span scores less than 2.5) had 
seven; and the low memory span and intermediate level group (LI) had eight participants.  
 
3.2. Procedure 
We used E-Prime as in the previous experiment. Each sentence was visually presented 
phrase-by-phrase on the monitor to the participants who were asked to press button “○”, 
located on the left most side of the SR-Box, to watch the next slide. The participants were 
instructed to read the phrase as quickly as they could without sacrificing their comprehension, 
and the RTs of each phrase were measured.  
 
The experiment was based on a blocked design, as shown in Figure 5-9. 
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 Block 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
これから実験を始めます。 
○を押すとスタートします。 
 
 
 
 
****** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
少女は木に登った 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The girls 
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 Block 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
climbed 
 
 
 
 
 
the trees 
 
 
 
 
 
 
stood 
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 Block 9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Block 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-9: Task Design of Experiment 6 
 
Block 1 presented an instruction in Japanese followed by a fixation block in Block 2. Next, in 
Block 3, the participants were shown a sentence in Japanese, which they were required to 
retain in their minds. The Japanese sentence was displayed on one line at the center of the 
monitor. Then, the first noun phrase appeared in Block 4, the complementizer that showed up 
in Block 5, and so on. After reading each phrase, the judgment slide, where the judgment 
signs (○ or ×) were displayed, showed up in Block 10. Participants were required to judge 
whether the meaning of the Japanese sentence in Block 3 was identical to that of the relative 
clause or not. If they decided that the clause was identical, they were instructed to press 
button “4”, which was next to the right side of the SR-Box, and if they thought that it was 
different, they were required to press button “5”, which was on the right most side of the 
SR-Box. For instance, in Figure 5-9, the Japanese sentence meant, “girls climbed trees”, and 
the relative clause in English was “the girls that climbed the trees”. Therefore, both had the 
 
 
 
 
 
behind the house 
 
 
 
 
 
 
○or× 
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 same meaning, and participants had to press “4” at this time. Their response times were 
registered by pressing “4 (=identical)” or “5 (=different)”. 
 
The Japanese sentence was written in size 35-point Courier New font, and the English phrases 
were written in 70-point MS P Gothic font. 
 
3.3. Materials 
3.3.1. Relative Sentences 
We prepared four types of relative sentences as in (65).  
 
(65) a. <T1> The girlsi  that  ti  climbed the trees stood behind the house. 
b. <T2> The girlsi  that the trees shaded  ti  stood behind the house. 
c. <T3> The treesi  that  ti  shaded the girls stood behind the house. 
d. <T4> The treesi  that the girls climbed  ti  stood behind the house. 
 
T1 and T3 were subject relative clauses and T2 and T4 were object relative clauses. 
Antecedents (bold-printed) of T1 and T2 were animate nouns, while those of T3 and T4 were 
inanimate nouns.  
 
The syntactic structure of the subject relative clause (65a) is shown in (66) (cf. Radford, 
2004). 
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 (66) 
 
TP 
  
DP                               T’ 
 
DP        CP                    T         VP 
The girlsi    
                   DP        C’                    V         PP 
                        ø                              stood    behind the house 
                         C         TP 
                        that  
                              DP         T’ 
                               ti   
                                     T        VP 
                     
                                         V         DP 
                                       climbed    the tree 
 
 
In (66), a finite relative clause, which is CP headed by the complementizer that, is merged 
with the antecedent determiner phrase (DP) The girls. The complementizer often attracts an 
overt relative pronoun who/whom/which to the specifier position within CP, but we do not use 
it in this experiment since it can overtly show a structural case and give participants additional 
information during their comprehension. Thus, there is not an overt relative pronoun and a 
null element ø is projected. T3 (65c) has the same syntactic structure as in (66) since it is also 
the subject relative sentence. 
 
In case of the object relative clause (65d), the complementizer that is merged with the 
antecedent DP The tree and it attracts a null relative pronoun ø to move to the specifier 
position within CP as in (67).  
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 (67) 
 
TP 
  
DP                                T’ 
 
DP        CP                     T         VP 
The treei    
                   DP        C’                     V         PP 
                       ø                              stood    behind the house 
                         C        TP 
                        that  
                             DP         T’ 
                           the girls 
                                   T         VP 
                     
                                        V         DP 
                                      climbed       ti 
 
 
 
T2 (65b) has the same syntactic structure as in (67) since it is also the object relative sentence. 
As can be seen, the distance between the filler and its gap is longer in the object relative 
clause (67) than in the subject relative clause (66). 
 
3.3.2. Word Selection 
Each type of word, verb or noun, contained 12 tokens in this experiment, and different kinds 
of nouns and verbs were prepared in each sentence. 
 
Two types of nouns (animate and inanimate) were prepared. The first type was the animate 
noun and 12 animate nouns (actor, banker, dealer, girls, pilot, scientist, singer, student, teacher, 
woman, worker, zebra), which were represented as 5, 6, or 7 phonetic symbols, were used. 
The second type was the inanimate noun, and 12 inanimate nouns (crime, climate, games, 
machine, movie, pistol, plane, poster, promise, school, trees, water), which were shown as 5, 6, 
or 7 phonetic symbols, were used. Moreover, two types of verbs were prepared. One type was 
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 a set of verbs, which took animate noun phrases as their subjects, while the other was a set of 
verbs, which took inanimate noun phrases as their subjects. The former type included 12 
verbs (carried, climbed, crashed, drank, entered, mastered, printed, proved, refused, repaired, 
studied, watched), which were characterized as 5, 6, or 7 phonetic symbols when used in their 
past forms. The latter contained 12 verbs (amused, angered, annoyed, bothered, cooled, 
educated, harmed, injured, moved, pleased, shaded, worried), which were characterized as 5, 
6, or 7 phonetic symbols.  
 
The same place and method as the previous experiment were used to ascertain word 
recognition times. We made a list of 96 sets of words, which combined the first, second, and 
judgment words (see Appendix 10). All stimuli were used twice since there were two patterns 
of participant judgments (4 and 5).  
 
We collected the judgment time as the word recognition time and analyzed only the correct 
answers. The word recognition times were screened for outliers. All times longer than 1,100 
ms. were excluded, affecting 3.4% (24/696) of animate nouns, 4.1% (29/700) of inanimate 
nouns, 4.6% (32/691) of verbs (with animate subjects), and 3.3% (23/702) of verbs (with 
inanimate subjects). Word recognition times greater than ±2.5SD were replaced with 
M±2.5SD. Table 5-10 shows mean word recognition times in each category.  
 
Table 5-10: Word recognition times in Experiment 6 
 
Category Mean time (ms) SD 
Animate noun 542.1 118.1 
Inanimate noun 528.4 117.8 
Verb (animate subject) 541.2 108.6 
Verb (inanimate subject) 550.4 138.3 
 
 
 
One-way ANOVAs were conducted to confirm differences of word recognition times between 
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 nouns and between verbs. The results showed no differences between nouns and between 
verbs for both participant and item analyses (Noun: F1(1, 29)=0.63, p>0.4 ns., F2(1, 11)=0.36, 
p>0.5 ns.; Verb: F1(1, 29)=0.64, p>0.4 ns., F2(1, 11)=0.67, p>0.4 ns.).  
 
Since there were no differences between words in the same categories, it is possible that the 
RTs of different types of English sentences became comparable with each other in this 
experiment. 
 
3.3.3. Stimulus Sentences 
We made two sets of stimulus sentences, Pattern A and Pattern B, as in Table 5-13 (see 
Appendix 11).  
 
Table 5-11: Contents of Stimulus Sentences 
 
Pattern A Number  Pattern B Number 
Filler 6  Filler 6 
T1 (Animate Subjects) 6  T2 (Animate Object) 6 
T4 (Inanimate Object) 6  T3 (Inanimate Subject) 6 
T3 (Inanimate Subject) 6  T4 (Inanimate Object) 6 
T2 (Animate Object) 6  T1 (Animate Subjects) 6 
Filler 6  Filler 6 
Total 36  Total 36 
 
 
 
The contents of both Patterns were the same, but they were presented in opposite orders. 
Forty-eight target sentences included four types of relative sentences and 24 sentences were 
included as filler sentences. All participants took both Patterns, but half of the participants 
took Pattern A first and the remainder took Pattern B first. All stimuli were automatically 
randomized by E-Prime. 
 
Before the experiment, the participants were given eight practice sentences to familiarize 
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 them with the task. Through this procedure, we collected RTs and judgment data of English 
sentences.  
 
3.4. Research Questions 
The first of three research questions in this experiment considered whether JLEs made use of 
syntactic information and animacy information. In the previous L2 processing studies dealing 
with relative clauses (e.g. Omaki & Ariji, 2005), the use of syntactic information has been 
argued, and it is proposed that L2 learners use syntactic information such as the AFS in 
addition to lexical information such as animacy. It was therefore expected that JLEs would 
show difficulty in comprehending the object relative clause with the animate antecedent (T2) 
in this experiment since the gap position was far from the filler position, and the grammatical 
and thematic roles of the antecedent noun The girl assigned by the animacy information were 
required to change in the gap position. 
 
The second question was whether RTs exhibited differences with nouns in the antecedent 
position. All nouns in the position were given the grammatical and thematic roles on the basis 
of animacy information, where animate nouns were assigned the grammatical role Subject 
and the thematic role Agent, and inanimate nouns were assigned the grammatical role Object 
and the thematic role Theme. In the antecedent position, if JLEs used only the animacy 
information for those nouns, the amount of information, which had to be stored during 
comprehending the nouns, was the same. It was therefore predicted that there would be no 
differences in their RTs even by JLEs with different WM capacities. 
 
The third question addressed whether JLEs with different proficiency levels exhibited 
differences in their RTs of verbs. The influence of proficiency levels in L2 processing is 
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 observed in the previous experiments (cf. Hopp, 2006), and higher proficiency groups tend to 
read sentences in which the reanalysis of the grammatical and thematic roles are required 
faster than lower proficiency groups. It was assumed that the reanalysis of the grammatical 
and thematic roles occurred in the verb positions of T2 and T3, as in (68). 
 
(68) a. <T1>      The girlsi  that  ti  climbed the trees stood behind the house. 
Animacy Information: Subject/Agent 
Gap Position:                 Subject/Agent 
 
 
b. <T2>      The girlsi  that the trees shaded  ti  stood behind the house. 
Animacy Information: Subject/Agent 
Gap Position:                               Object/Theme 
 
 
c. <T3>       The treesi  that  ti  shaded the girls stood behind the house. 
Animacy Information: Object/Theme  
Gap Position:                  Subject/Agent 
 
 
d. <T4>       The treesi  that the girls climbed  ti  stood behind the house. 
Animacy Information: Object/Theme  
Gap Position:                                 Object/Theme 
 
In (68), all types of English sentences were given grammatical and thematic roles based on 
the animacy information in the antecedent position. T1 (68a) and T4 (68d) did not require the 
reanalysis of the grammatical and thematic roles in the gap position, and the roles initially 
assigned were used in the gap position. However, in T2 (68b) and T3 (68c), the grammatical 
and thematic roles initially assigned in the antecedent position had to be altered based on the 
structural requirement in the gap position. Thus, in the verb areas of T2 and T3, differences 
would emerge in the RTs among JLEs with different proficiency levels, and JLEs with higher 
proficiency levels were expected to read the verb areas faster than those with lower 
proficiency levels. 
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 3.5. Results 
3.5.1. Comprehension Task 
Table 5-12 shows percentages of correct judgments in the comprehension task. 
 
Table 5-12: Results of Correct Judgments (% (raw data)) 
 
Groups T1 T2 T3 T4 Mean 
HI 75.0 (63/84) 51.2 (43/84) 67.9 (57/84) 79.8 (67/84) 68.5 (230/336) 
HE 81.3 (78/96) 61.5 (59/96) 69.8 (67/96) 68.8 (66/96) 70.3 (270/384) 
LI 77.1 (74/96) 59.4 (57/96) 65.6 (63/96) 69.8 (67/96) 68.0 (261/384) 
LE 86.9 (73/84) 60.7 (51/84) 63.1 (53/84) 78.6 (66/84) 72.3 (243/336) 
Mean 80.0 (288/360) 58.3 (210/360) 66.7 (240/360) 73.9 (266/360)  
 
 
 
A two-way ANOVA (Group x Type) result showed no difference between Groups (F(3, 
26)=0.33, p>0.8 ns.), but a highly significant difference between Types (F(3, 78)=20.34, 
p<0.00). The post hoc analysis based on the Ryan’s procedure revealed that T2 proved the 
most difficult to judge correctly, and T1 and T4 received more correct responses than T3. In 
addition, there was no interaction between Groups and Types (F (9, 78) =1. 43, p>0.1 ns.).  
 
3.5.2. Overall Reading Times 
We selected the first five phases to analyze RTs, as in (69).  
 
(69)  Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5  
 a. <T1> The girls that climbed the tree stood ... 
 b. <T2> The girls that the tree shaded stood ... 
 c. <T3> The tree that shaded the girls stood ... 
 d. <T4> The tree that the girls climbed stood ... 
 
 
RTs were screened for outliers. All RTs shorter than 200 ms. and longer than 4,000 ms. were 
eliminated; moreover, RTs greater than ±2.5SD were replaced with M±2.5SD. Percentages of 
excluded data for outliers are shown in Table 5-13.  
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 Table 5-13: Percentages of Excluded Data for Outliers (% (raw data)) 
 
Phases T1 T2 T3 T4 
Phase 1 1.4 ( 4/287 ) 1.4 ( 3/210) 0.0 ( 0/240) 0.0 ( 0/266) 
Phase 2 0.0 ( 0/287 ) 0.0 ( 0/210) 0.0 ( 0/240) 1.1 ( 3/266) 
Phase 3 2.1 ( 6/287 ) 0.5 ( 1/210) 3.8 ( 9/240) 1.1 ( 3/266) 
Phase 4 2.1 ( 6/287 ) 2.4 ( 5/210) 1.7 ( 4/240) 1.1 ( 3/266) 
Phase 5 2.8 ( 8/287 ) 6.2 (13/210) 4.2 (10/240) 4.5 (12/266) 
 
 
 
First, we analyzed the overall RTs and compared the RTs of each phase between Types. The 
RTs in each Phase are shown in Figure 5-10. 
 
 
Figure 5-10: Reading Times in Phases 
 
Phase 1 was the antecedent position of the relative clause, in which animate and inanimate 
nouns were placed. Phase 2 was the complementizer that position. In Phase 3 and Phase 4, 
different items were used, and in Phase 3, verbs were placed in T1 and T3 while subject nouns 
were in T2 and T4. In Phase 4, object nouns were placed in T1 and T3, but verbs were placed 
in T2 and T4. Phase 5 was the verb position of the main clause. 
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One-way repeated measures ANOVAs were carried out in Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 5, and 
the results showed a marginal difference between Types in Phase 1 for the participant analysis 
(F1(3, 87)=2.66, p=0.0525, F2(3, 33)=0.86, p>0.4 ns.), and significant differences were 
exhibited between Types in Phase 2 and Phase 5 for the participant analysis only (Phase 2: 
F1(3, 87)=2.83, p<0.05, F2(3, 33)=1.34, p>0.2 ns.; Phase 5: F1(3, 87)=3.14, p<0.05, F2(3, 
33)=1.20, p>0.3 ns.). Multiple comparisons based on the Ryan’s method revealed that RTs of 
T3 were longer than those of T1 in Phase 2 (T1<T3), and that RTs of T2 were longer than 
those of T1 in Phase 5 (T1<T2). Since the participants had different proficiency levels and 
distinct WM capacities, it was reasonable to observe the difference in the participant analysis. 
Moreover, the delays of T2 in Phase 2 and T3 in Phase 5 were likely to be resultant of the 
spillover effect, i.e. secondary effect following the primary effect. Thus, it would be required 
to examine the RTs of those Phases among Groups. 
 
Next, we look at RTs of the verb area between Types. Verbs were placed in Phase 3 in T1 and 
T3 while they were in Phase 4 in T2 and T4. The RT data are shown in Figure 5-11. 
 
Figure 5-11: Reading Times in the Verb Area 
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One-way ANOVAs indicated highly significant differences between Types for both analyses 
(F1(3, 87)=21.16, p<0.00, F2(3, 33)=12.54, p<0.00), and multiple comparisons based on the 
Ryan’s method revealed that RTs of T3 were longer than those of other types (T1/2/4<T3) and 
RTs of T2 were longer than those of T1 and T4 (T1/4<T2). 
 
3.5.3. Reading Times of Groups 
We compared RTs of each Phase between Groups. First, RTs in Phase 1 are shown in Figure 
5-12. 
Figure 5-12: Reading Times in Phase 1 
 
Phase 1 was the sentence-initial position in which animate and inanimate nouns were used. 
Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs showed no significant differences between Groups for 
the participant and item analyses (F1(3, 26)=0.29, p>0.8 ns., F2(3, 176)=1.34, p>0.2 ns.), and 
no significant differences between Types for both analyses (F1(3, 78)=2.49, p>0.06 ns., F2(3, 
176)=1.44, p>0.2 ns.). Moreover, there were no interactions between Groups and Types (F1(9, 
78)=0.70, p>0.7 ns., F2(9, 176)=0.41, p>0.9 ns.). However, multiple comparisons based on 
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 the Bonferroni’s procedure showed that RTs of T1 were shorter than those of T3 and T4, RTs 
of T2 were shorter than those of T3 in the LI group (T1<T3/4, T2<T3), and in the LE group, 
RTs of T1 and T2 were shorter than those of T4 (T1/T2<T4).  
 
RTs in Phase 2 are shown in Figure 5-13. 
Figure 5-13: Reading Times in Phase 2 
 
Phase 2 was the complement position; the complementizer that was placed in all types. 
Two-way repeated measures ANOVA results showed a significant difference between Groups 
for the item analysis only (F1(3, 26)=1.07, p>0.3 ns., F2(3, 176)=3.23, p<0.05), and a 
marginal difference between Types for the participant analysis only (F1(3, 78)=2.63, p=0.0559, 
F2(3, 176)=2.33, p>0.07 ns.). Multiple comparisons between Types based on the Bonferroni’s 
procedure indicated that RTs of T4 were shorter than those of T2 in the HI group (T4<T2), 
RTs of T1 and T2 were shorter than those of T3 in the HE group (T1/T2<T3), RTs of T1 were 
shorter than those of T3 in the LI group (T1<T3), and RTs of T1 and T2 were shorter than 
those of T3 and T4 in the LE group (T1/2<T3/4). Post-hoc analyses for simple main effects 
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 indicated a significant difference between Groups in T2, and multiple comparisons based on 
the Bonferroni’s procedure showed that the HI group took longer to read T2 than the HE and 
LE groups (HE/LE<HI). However, there were no interactions between Groups and Types for 
both analyses (F1(9, 78)=0.78, p>0.6 ns., F2(9, 176)=0.67, p>0.7 ns.). 
 
The RTs in the verb area are shown in Figure 5-14. 
Figure 5-14: Reading Times in the Verb Area 
 
The verb areas of T1 and T3 were Phase 3 while those of T2 and T4 were Phase 4. Two-way 
repeated measures ANOVAs showed a significant difference between Groups for the item 
analysis only (F1(3, 26)=1.31, p>0.2 ns., F2(3, 176)=7.36, p<0.01), but highly significant 
differences between Types for both analyses (F1(3, 78)=22.67, p<0.00, F2(3, 176)=18.83, 
p<0.00). Moreover, there were interactions between Groups and Types for the participant 
analysis only (F1(9, 78)=2.01, p<0.05, F2(9, 176)=1.68, p>0.09 ns.). Post-hoc analyses for 
simple main effects indicated a significant difference between Groups in T2, and multiple 
comparisons based on the Bonferroni’s procedure showed that the LE group took more time 
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 to read T1 than the HE group (HE<LE), that the LI group took more time to read T2 than the 
other groups (HI/HE/LE<LI), that the LE group needed more time to read T2 than the HE 
group (HE<LE), and that the LE group took longer to read T4 than the HI and HE groups 
(HI/HE<LE). Furthermore, simple main effects between Types revealed significant 
differences in the HI, HE, and LI groups, and multiple comparisons based on the Bonferroni’s 
procedure showed that RTs of T2 and T3 were longer than those of T1 and T4 in the HI group 
(T1/4<T2/3), that RTs of T3 were longer than other types in the HE group (T1/2/4<T3), and 
that RTs of T2 and T3 were longer than those of T4 in the LE group (T4<T2/3).  
 
Finally, we look at the RTs in Phase 5, which is the verb position of the main clause, and the 
spillover effect seems to take place. The RTs are shown in Figure 5-15. 
 
 
Figure 5-15: Reading Times in Phase 5 
 
Two-way ANOVAs showed no significant differences between Groups for both analyses (F1(3, 
26)=0.14, p>0.9 ns., F2(3, 176)=0.51, p>0.6 ns.), but there was a highly significant difference 
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 between Types for the participant analysis only (F1(3, 78)=2.97, p<0.05, F2(3, 176)=1.94, 
p>0.1 ns.). Moreover, there were no interactions between Groups and Types for both analyses 
(F1(9, 78)=0.32, p>0.9 ns., F2(9, 176) =0.22, p>0.9 ns.). Post-hoc analyses for simple main 
effects indicated no differences between Types and between Groups. However, multiple 
comparisons between Groups based on the Bonferroni’s procedure showed that the RTs of T2 
were longer than those of T1 in the HI, HE, and LE groups (T1<T2), that RTs of T2 were 
longer than those of T3 in the LI group (T3<T2), and that RTs of T3 were longer than that of 
T1 in the LE group (T1<T3).  
 
3.6. Summary and Discussion20 
The results of the grammaticality judgment task revealed that JLEs had difficulty in 
comprehending T2 and T3, and the RTs in the overall data indicated that JLEs read the verb 
areas of T2 and T3 slower than those of T1 and T4. Concerning RTs in Phase 1 and Phase 2, 
no differences were observed in the RTs in Phase 1 though the lower proficiency groups (HE) 
and (LE) tended to spend more time reading T3 and T4 than T1 and T2. Furthermore, they 
appeared to comprehend Phase 2 faster than the higher proficiency groups (HI) and (LI). In 
the verb area, the higher proficiency groups read T2 and T3 slower than T1 and T4. In 
addition, the spillover effect seemed apparent in the data of the lower proficiency groups, who 
comprehended T2 and T3 slower than T1 and T4 in Phase 5. 
 
Based on those results, let us think about the three research questions in 3.4. The first question 
was whether JLEs would use both syntactic information and animacy information. It was 
discovered that JLEs had difficulty in understanding T2 and T3 in the comprehension task and 
they needed more time to read T2 and T3 in the overall RT data. Since the grammatical and 
20 Also see Appendix 12. 
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 thematic roles of the antecedent nouns were initially assigned based on animacy information 
and they were changed in the gap position, it was considered that this reanalysis would lead to 
difficulty and longer RTs of T2 and T3. Furthermore, in Phase 5, the longest RTs of T2 were 
observed, and the RTs of T4 tended to be longer than those of T1. It seems that the distance 
between the filler and its gap causes RT delays of T2 and T4 in Phase 5 triggered by the 
spillover effect. Thus, it appears that JLEs make use of both animacy and syntactic 
information. 
 
The second question was whether there would be differences in the RTs between nouns in the 
antecedent position. More specifically, if JLEs depended solely on animacy information of the 
antecedent noun during processing relative clauses, the RTs between nouns in the position 
would be the same.  
 
Looking at the RTs of each Phase between Groups, we found no differences in the RTs 
between Groups in Phase 1, i.e. the antecedent position. Since the grammatical and thematic 
roles of the antecedent nouns only followed animacy information, the number of elements that 
JLEs had to keep in mind, and the WM loads for parsing the nouns, were identical.  
 
However, differences in the RTs among distinct proficiency groups were shown in Figure 
5-12, and the lower proficiency groups tended to read T1 and T2 faster than T3 and T4 in 
Phase 1 although there were no statistical differences. Therefore, it is considered that the 
lower proficiency groups make use of grammatical roles based on animacy information 
during parsing and do not accept that inanimate nouns come in the sentence-initial position. 
 
Furthermore, the higher proficiency groups needed more time to comprehend Phase 2 than the 
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 lower proficiency groups. Phase 2 was the complementizer position, which did not have an 
effect on the grammatical and thematic roles of the antecedent nouns. Nonetheless, it was 
assumed that the complementizer that became a sign to create the relative clause. Then, when 
it appeared, the higher proficiency groups started to reanalyze the simple structure, which was 
originally created, and to construct the relative clause. Thus, the higher proficiency groups 
were sensitive to the syntactic information and the effect of syntactic analysis in the 
processing of the higher proficiency groups required more time to read the complementizer 
position. On the contrary, the lower proficiency groups tended to read T3 and T4 slower than 
T1 and T2 in Phase 2. This tendency is also considered the spillover effect of the preceding 
nouns, because their processing heavily depends on the animacy information.   
 
The third research question concerning differences in the RTs of verbs among JLEs with 
different proficiency levels presumed that higher proficiency groups read verbs faster than the 
lower proficiency groups. The data of the verb area did not show RTs of the higher 
proficiency groups were faster than those of the lower proficiency groups. However, we 
found that the higher proficiency groups read T1 and T4 faster than T2 and T3. The verb area 
included the gap and the information, which the antecedent nouns obtained, had to be collated 
with the information in the gap position. In T1 and T4, the grammatical and thematic roles of 
nouns assigned in the antecedent position were not required to be altered in the gap position, 
whereas those roles in T2 and T3 had to be changed in the gap position as shown in (68). It is 
therefore considered that this requirement of the reanalysis in the gap position increased the 
processing load for JLEs with higher proficiency levels; thus, the RTs of the verb area became 
longer.  
 
This tendency was not observed in the data of JLEs with lower proficiency levels; instead, 
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 they tended to read T1 and T4 faster than T2 and T3 in Phase 5 as in Figure 5-15. That is, the 
lower proficiency groups reanalyzed the grammatical and thematic roles, which the 
antecedent nouns were received, in Phase 5, not in the gap position, unlike the higher 
proficiency groups. It is therefore proposed that JLEs with lower proficiency show the effect 
of the reanalysis in Phase 5, and the difference of L2 proficiency leads to the delayed effect in 
which post-event processing takes place after the gap position. 
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 Chapter 6  
General Discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Chapter 3, we stated three research questions. The first question was to examine how JLEs 
with different proficiency levels and WM capacities would deal with lexical information such 
as animacy when they comprehended English sentences, the second was to investigate how 
they would treat the reanalysis of grammatical and thematic roles of nouns, and the third was 
to study how they would deal with syntactic information and build the structure when 
processing English sentences. This chapter first discusses those three research questions, and 
then considers the influence of proficiency levels and WM capacities in L2 processing. 
 
1. The Use of Animacy Information 
Previous L2 processing studies have proposed that L2 learners make use of lexical 
information such as animacy, and they can understand unambiguous sentences, in which 
animate nouns have the thematic role Agent and the grammatical role Subject, while 
inanimate nouns have the thematic role Theme and the grammatical role Object, more easily 
than ambiguous sentences (cf. Jackson & Roberts, 2010; Omaki & Ariji, 2005). 
 
In Chapters 4 and 5, we collected judgment and RT data by JLEs with distinct proficiency 
levels and WM capacities and examined the use of animacy information in several 
experiments. The results of Experiments 1, 2, 5, and 6 showed that JLEs had difficulty in 
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 judging the grammaticality of English sentences in which inanimate nouns were placed in the 
subject position, and that JLEs read animate nouns faster than inanimate nouns in the subject 
position.  
 
Moreover, JLEs tended to correctly and quickly judge the grammaticality of English 
sentences when the animacy information of nouns matched the requirement of the verb form 
in Experiments 1, 3, and 6. For instance, in (70a) and (70b), the subject noun Tom is an 
animate noun, and the animacy information has the grammatical role Subject and the thematic 
role Agent. The animacy information of sentence (70a) fits the requirement of the verb form, 
which needs the subject with the thematic role Agent, while the animacy information of 
sentence (70b) does not satisfy the requirement of the verb form, which demands the subject 
with the thematic role Theme. 
 
(70) a. I thought Tom was studying the matter then. 
b. *I thought Tom was studied the matter then. 
 
When JLEs were given those sentences, they properly and immediately read the sentence 
(70a). In addition, they appropriately and rapidly understood other types of English sentences 
such as cleft and relative sentences when the animacy information of nouns matched the 
requirement of the verb form. 
 
Thus, it is considered that JLEs make use of animacy information and assign the grammatical 
and thematic roles to comprehend English sentences irrespective of their proficiency levels 
and WM capacities.  
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 2. The Reanalysis of Grammatical and Thematic Roles  
It has been suggested that L2 learners have difficulty in reanalyzing sentences in which 
grammatical and thematic roles have already been assigned (cf. Harrington, 1995; Juffs & 
Harrington, 1995). 
 
In this dissertation, we dealt with cleft sentences in Experiment 5 and relative clauses in 
Experiment 6, and investigated the effect of the reanalysis during L2 sentence processing. In 
Experiment 6, it was found that JLEs spent more time judging and reading English sentences 
in which the reanalysis of grammatical and thematic roles were required, as in (71). 
 
(71) a. The girlsi  that the trees shaded  ti  stood behind the house. 
b. The treesi  that  ti  shaded the girls stood behind the house. 
 
Sentence (71a) has the object relative clause, and the subject The girls has the grammatical 
role Subject and the thematic role Agent following the animacy information, whereas 
sentence (71b) has the subject relative clause, and the subject The trees has the grammatical 
role Object and the thematic role Theme based on the animacy information. In both sentences, 
the grammatical roles do not fit the requirement in the gap position, and a reanalysis is needed 
to comprehend those sentences. 
 
In Experiment 5, the effect of the reanalysis was observed. However, since there were also 
influences of proficiency levels and WM capacities, we discuss the effect later in this Chapter. 
 
The results of Experiments 5 and 6 determined that JLEs initially assign grammatical and 
thematic roles based on animacy information, but when they are required to reanalyze those 
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 roles, it takes more time to comprehend English sentences. 
 
3. The Effect of Syntactic Information 
Many L2 processing studies have argued the effect of the syntactic information, but with 
inconclusive results. For instance, Clahsen and Felser (2006a) propose the SSH and consider 
that L2 learners rely predominantly on lexical-semantic and pragmatic information, but not 
syntactic information (cf. Felser et al., 2003; Felser & Robert, 2007; Marinis et al., 2005; 
Papadopoulou & Clahsen, 2003). On the other hand, several researchers suggest that L2 
learners can make use of syntactic information while comprehending L2 sentences (cf. Hara, 
2011; Omaki & Ariji, 2005). 
 
In this study, we found some syntactic effects in L2 processing. For instance, in Experiment 4, 
higher proficient JLEs read subject cleft sentences faster than object cleft sentences. 
 
(72) a. <T1> It was Johni that  ti  was printing the card then. 
b. <T2> It was the cardi that John was printing  ti  then. 
 
Comparing the subject cleft sentence (72a) with the object cleft sentence (72b), the filler John 
in the focus position is closer to the gap in the subject position, and the distance between the 
filler and its gap in the subject cleft sentence is shorter than that in the object cleft sentence.  
 
Moreover, Experiment 6 used subject and object relative clauses, as in (73), and it was 
observed that RTs of the main verb stood in the object relative sentence (73b) were longer 
than those in the subject relative sentence (73a).  
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 (73) a. <T1> The girlsi  that  ti  climbed the trees stood behind the house. 
b. <T2> The girlsi  that the trees shaded  ti  stood behind the house. 
 
Although the gap is not included in the main verb position, it is assumed that the RT delay is 
caused by the spillover effect. Since the distance between the gap and its filler is longer in the 
object relative clause than in the subject relative clause, JLEs needed more time to read the 
object relative clause. 
 
Furthermore, high proficient JLEs required more time to read the complementizer that in 
Experiment 6, and it is predicted that this longer RT proves the reanalysis of the syntactic 
structure, which is created following animacy information of nouns. For instance, when the 
animate noun is placed in the initial position, as in (74), at first, the JLEs regard the noun as 
the subject in TP.  
 
(74) [TP  The girls [T  [VP  …. 
 
Nonetheless, in Experiment 6, the complementizer that shows up after the phrase and the 
JLEs do not create VP under the TP; instead, they newly build CP, as in (75). 
 
(75) [TP  The girls [CP  that  ….  
 
As the higher proficient JLEs have the ability to deal with syntactic information during 
processing, they reanalyze the syntactic structure, which leads to the RT delay of the 
complementizer position in Experiment 6.    
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 It is therefore believed that L2 learners can make use of syntactic information, and the 
distance between the filler and its gap has an effect on their processing. In addition, L2 
learners, especially higher proficiency levels of L2 learners, incrementally construct syntactic 
structures following initial information such as noun animacy. 
 
4. The Role of L2 Proficiency 
Previous experiments (e.g. Frenck-Mestre, 1997; Hopp, 2006; cf. Dussias & Piñar, 2009) 
presented that L2 learners deal with various sources of linguistic information during L2 
sentence processing depending on their proficiency levels, even though the degree and speed 
of L2 comprehension may vary among L2 learners.  
 
In a series of experiments in this study, the proficiency effect was evident in JLEs’ processing, 
and higher proficient JLEs tended to correctly judge the grammaticality of English sentences 
and read the verb area in the sentences quickly in general. For instance, in Experiment 1, JLEs 
with high proficiency levels properly judged the grammaticality of both grammatical and 
ungrammatical sentences, and in Experiment 2, they comprehended grammatical sentences 
faster than those of low proficiency. Moreover, higher proficient JLEs read subject cleft 
sentences in Experiment 4 and nouns in the focus position in Experiment 5 faster than lower 
proficient JLEs. There is much evidence concerning the effect of proficiency levels in these 
experiments. 
 
What leads to those differences between high and low proficient JLEs? As previous L2 
processing studies suggest, we assume that JLEs make use of different information depending 
on their proficiency levels, and that JLEs with lower proficiency levels rely on grammatical 
roles based on animacy information. That is, when animate nouns appears in the 
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 sentence-initial position, JLEs with lower proficiency levels predict that the animate nouns 
are subjects since they tend to be assigned the grammatical role Subject, and RTs of the nouns 
are shorter than those of inanimate nouns as shown in Experiment 6. Moreover, lower 
proficient JLEs have difficulty in reanalyzing the grammatical role, which is once assigned, 
and the speed of the reanalysis by lower proficient JLEs becomes longer than that by higher 
proficient JLEs. Experiment 5 dealt with cleft sentences, as in (76).  
 
(76)   It was   the cardi  that John was printing     ti    then. 
Animacy Information: Object 
Structural Information: Complement 
 
The noun in the focus position is initially given the grammatical role Object based on 
animacy information, but it is also required to have the grammatical role Complement 
following structural information. Thus, the reanalysis takes place. In Experiment 5, it was 
observed that lower proficient JLEs took longer to read the noun than higher proficient JLEs.  
 
In Experiment 3, the spillover effect is observed in the RT data of the HE group, and the 
lower proficient JLEs need more time to read phrases which come after the gap position. 
Moreover, in Experiment 5, the lower proficient participants also experience the spillover 
effect when comprehending the verb area, which includes the gap, and they read the main 
verb next to the gap position more slowly when they are required to reanalyze structures, 
which are initially constructed.  
 
On the other hand, higher proficient JLEs use both grammatical and thematic roles based on 
animacy information, and they can read not only nouns, but also verbs faster if the 
requirement of the verb form fits the information of the nouns, which are originally given. For 
instance, the animate nouns in (77a) and (77b) have the grammatical role Subject and the 
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 thematic role Agent. 
 
(77) a. The girlsi  that  ti  climbed the trees stood behind the house. 
b. The girlsi  that the trees shaded  ti  stood behind the house. 
 
When the verbs appear, higher proficient JLEs read the verb position in (77a) faster than that 
in (77b) since the requirement of the verb form matches the information of the nouns in (77a).  
 
Furthermore, JLEs with higher proficiency levels read the verb area in T2 and T3, where the 
reanalysis was needed, slower than that in T1 and T4, where the reanalysis was not needed in 
Experiment 6. Therefore, higher proficient JLEs appear to appropriately make use of syntactic 
information, and the reanalysis of grammatical and thematic roles takes place in the gap 
position in the verb.  
 
In addition, as mentioned in the previous section, syntactic information appears to influence 
higher proficient JLEs since they read subject cleft sentences faster than object cleft sentences 
in Experiment 4. That is, higher proficient JLEs construct syntactic structure including the gap 
position, and the distance between the filler and its gap affects the JLEs’ processing.  
 
5. The Influence of Working Memory Capacities 
Evidence on the influence of WM capacities was inconclusive in the previous L2 processing 
studies. For instance, several studies by Juffs and his colleagues (e.g. Juffs, 2005, 2006a, 
2006b; Juffs & Harrington, 1995) and others (e.g. Felser & Robert, 2007; Rodríguez, 2008) 
state that WM capacities do not have an effect on L2 sentence processing, whereas Dussias 
and Piñar (2010) and others (e.g. Havik et al., 2009) propose that differences of WM 
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 capacities have an effect on L2 processing.  
 
This study presented evidence concerning the influence of WM capacities in L2 processing. 
In Experiment 5, JLEs with higher WM capacities spent more time comprehending verbs in 
the gap position compared with JLEs with lower WM capacities. It is therefore proposed that 
JLEs with greater WM capacities deal with more information regarding grammatical and 
thematic roles presented by animacy information and structural requirement, while JLEs with 
limited WM capacities do not make use of this information during L2 parsing. In addition, it 
is considered that JLEs with higher WM capacities keep more information resulting in the RT 
delay in their processing. 
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 Chapter 7  
Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this dissertation, we argued the effects of linguistic factors such as animacy information 
and syntactic information, and participant factors such as proficiency levels and WM 
capacities in L2 processing using grammaticality judgment and RT data by JLEs with 
different proficiency levels and WM capacities. 
 
The findings were: 
 
(78) a. JLEs use animacy information and assign grammatical and thematic roles to 
nouns. 
 
 
b. JLEs spend more time reanalyzing grammatical and thematic roles. 
 
 
c. JLEs create the gap position and reanalyze the grammatical and thematic roles in 
the position. 
 
 
d. The distance between the filler and its gap causes RT differences and as the 
distance becomes longer, the RTs also become longer. 
 
 
e. JLEs with higher proficiency levels correctly and quickly read English sentences. 
 
 
f. The higher proficient JLEs reanalyze syntactic structures, which are initially 
created based on animacy information.  
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 g. JLEs with higher proficiency levels make use of grammatical and thematic roles 
while JLEs with lower proficiency levels make use of grammatical roles based on 
animacy information. 
 
 
h. JLEs with higher proficiency levels reanalyze grammatical and thematic roles in 
the gap position while JLEs with lower proficiency levels reanalyze them in the 
position after the gap position, i.e. the spillover effect. 
 
 
i. JLEs with higher proficiency levels reanalyze grammatical and thematic roles 
faster than JLEs with lower proficiency levels. 
 
 
j. JLEs with greater WM capacities deal with more information than JLEs with lower 
WM capacities, who can only deal with limited information, but JLEs with lower 
WM capacities have higher RT speeds. 
 
 
Previous L2 processing studies frequently proposed that L2 learners make use of animacy 
information while comprehending their target sentences whereas little conclusive evidence 
was presented concerning the influence of syntactic information.  
 
This study finds that JLEs with distinct proficiency levels and WM capacities use animacy 
information and syntactic information. However, this does not mean that L2 learners have the 
same syntactic structure as native speakers. What we can suggest is that L2 learners can create 
the gap position in their mental grammar in the process of comprehending target sentences 
and the reanalysis of grammatical and thematic roles occurs following both animacy 
information and structural information. 
 
Participant factors such as proficiency levels are thought to influence L2 processing, but it 
was not clear to what extent the differences of WM capacities have effects on L2 processing.  
 
Therefore, we examined the effects of JLEs’ proficiency levels and WM capacities and 
discussed that both factors lead to some effects on their processing. The important findings 
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 here are that proficiency levels are related to the reanalysis speed of grammatical and thematic 
roles and L2 learners with higher proficiency levels have advantages in RTs, and that WM 
capacities are related to the amount of information, which L2 learners can retain while 
processing. L2 learners with larger WM capacities do not have advantages in RT speeds. That 
is, the length of the RTs will be shorter when L2 learners with higher proficiency levels and 
lower WM capacities comprehend target sentences. 
 
However, this study has several limitations. In some experiments, the small number of 
participants makes it difficult to find clear evidence and discuss the results. We need to collect 
data of a certain number of participants to achieve firm conclusive results. 
 
Moreover, JLEs with larger WM capacities appeared to spend more time reading the verb area 
in Experiment 1. We argued that this was because they had to deal with more grammatical 
and thematic roles based on animacy information and structural information. However, it 
would be necessary to examine how much information L2 learners properly handle without 
the processing delay caused by a heavy WM load.  
 
In addition, JLEs with lower proficiency levels showed the spillover effect in some 
experiments. Therefore, further investigation on what leads to the effect should be considered. 
 
We believe that this study is on the right track, but further research is required.  
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 Appendix 1 (Japanese version of the reading span test (RST)) 
Stage 1 (practice) 
 
(1) a. 電車に乗り遅れたので母に車で送ってもらった 
b. 彼はぶっきらぼうだが、根はいいやつだと思う 
(2)a. 公園で昼寝をしていたら、大きな蜂に刺された 
b. 物事に対する自分の心の動きに注意深く目を向けよう 
 
Stage 2 (two sentences) WM score 2 
(1)a. それは、ゆれながら水銀のように光って上にあがった 
b. 二人の子供が、青い湖のそばで遊んでいた 
(2)a. 祖母は黙って家の外を眺めるような目つきをしていた 
b. ドライアイスは冷凍食品を冷やすのにちょうどよい 
(3)a. 人間は氷期と間氷期を何度も経てゆっくりと進歩してきた 
b. この色は実際は桜の皮から取り出した色なのだった 
(4)a. 上の面や横の面は、青く黒く金属のように見える 
b. これは現在世界で起こっている出来事と同じである 
(5)a. 野球が初めて日本に伝えられたのは明治５年ごろである 
b. その技術のレベルは素人の域をはるかに超えている 
 
Stage 3 (three sentences) WM score 3 
(1)a. 一番下の弟が、まぶしそうに目を動かしながら尋ねた 
b. さまざまな工夫をこらして、西洋の言葉を学ぼうとした 
c. 彼は、人々の信頼に答えようと、昼も夜も働いた 
(2)a. 農民たちは稲も麦も豊かに実ってくれるものと期待した 
b. その男は会議で熱弁をふるって警告を発した 
c. 彼はかぜをひいて下宿で寝ていたが知らせを聞いて跳ね起きた 
(3)a. その子供は目を丸くして、わからないという表情をした 
b. 地上に降った雨は海へ流れて行くが、雪は降り積もる 
c. 文法が分かるからといって、英語が通じるとは限らない 
 
(4)a. 父が娘あての手紙に、しっかり勉強するようにと書いた 
b. 彼も科学的な調査の結果を見せられては、反論できなかった 
c. 厳しい寒さの中を、私は 20年ぶりに故郷へと帰った 
(5)a. 用語の中には、漢字で日本語に訳されているものもある 
b. 妹が帰ってくる日、私は弟と家庭菜園のかぼちゃを全部収穫した 
c. 私たちは、日頃さまざまな問題に出会う 
 
Stage 4 (four sentences) WM score 4 
(1)a. 子供は土産の紙袋の口を開けてみて驚いた 
b. 葉書には紙いっぱいはみ出すほどの、威勢の良いマルが書かれた 
c. 教師は一人一人の独自の意見が出せるような話題を選んだ 
d. 私は話を聞いて、体が一瞬揺らぐような不思議な感じに襲われた 
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 (2)a. 大きなえびがたくさん並んでいるのが見えていた 
b. 老人は私を隣に座らせ、風変わりな話を聞かせてくれた 
c. 彼は 5年生の時から天気予報の記録をずっと取っている 
d. 警官が広場中に聞こえるような甲高い声で叫んだ 
(3)a. 少年は、滑るように空を飛んでゆく一羽のかもめを見た 
b. 私が長い間家族と住んでいた家はもう取り壊されていた 
c. その学生は一週間に、少なくとも二冊の本を読む習慣をつけた 
d. 聞き手は、相手の話の内容を知りたいと思って耳を傾ける 
(4)a. 小道沿いに村を抜け、丘を上がると海を見下ろすがけに出た 
b. 日本語学習人口は百万人を超えるに至ったと推定されている 
c. 私は写真を輪ゴムで束ね、しばらく保存していた 
d. 追い詰められた人たちは、一通の要求書を彼のところに持ってきた 
(5)a. ある人から鈴をもらい、私はそれを椅子にぶら下げた 
b. 父親は東京から子供たちに菓子を持って帰った 
c. 気がつくとボートは浜辺に打ち上げられていた 
d. 死んだ父親は筆まめな人で、頻繁に手紙をよこした 
 
Stage 5 (five sentences) WM score 5 
(1)a. 転校生は彼女と目が合ったとたんに、友達になれそうだなと思った 
b. その人は美しい色の糸で織った着物を見せてくれた 
c. 少女がそこで見たのは、信じられないような事件だった 
d. 近くの駅からその町の駅までは、特急でおよそ 3時間かかる 
e. そのパイロットは昔から真夜中に星空を眺めるのが好きだった 
(2)a. 彼はその日から、道のデコボコを通るのが楽しみとなった 
b. 船乗りは子猫を丘の上の自分の家に連れて帰った 
c. 子どもたちはとても月が明るいので皆で外へ出かけた 
d. 祖父はひと月後に永遠にまぶたを閉じたのである 
e. この時突然、私の脳裏に子供の頃の光景が浮かんできた 
(3)a. その日は、久しぶりに朝から夕方まで雨が降り続いた 
b. 昼食をとった後、私はぶらぶらとその辺を散歩した 
c. 茶の間に座っていた父は、裸足で表へ飛び出した 
d. 降りしきる雨に、池の堤防はもろくもくずれた 
e. 世界には、２０００以上の言語があると言われている 
(4)a. 彼には妻はなく、内気な妹と二人で暮らしている 
b. その朝早く、私はわが家の門の前に立っていた 
c. 母親は封筒を初めて見たとき、ひどくびっくりした 
d. その日は、山小屋には羊飼いも誰も来ていなかった 
e. 彼はゆっくりと白い自転車を走らせて運動場を回った 
(5)a. 男は今日は海に出るのはよした方がいいとその子に注意した 
b. 日本について学ぼうとする外国人の存在は貴重である 
c. 小学生たちは、元気に夏休みの一日一日を過ごしていた 
d. 突然の知らせに二人は声も出ず座り込んでしまった 
e. 夫が車椅子に乗るようになってから 12年が過ぎた 
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 Appendix 2 
 
 First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
1 was studying was climbing was studying 4 
2 was studied was climbed was studied 4 
3 was climbing was painting was climbing 4 
4 was climbed was painted was climbed 4 
5 was painting was crossing was painting 4 
6 was painted was crossed was painted 4 
7 was crossing was printing was crossing 4 
8 was crossed was printed was crossed 4 
9 was printing was counting was printing 4 
10 was printed was counted was printed 4 
11 was counting was borrowing was counting 4 
12 was counted was borrowed was counted 4 
13 was borrowing was studying was borrowing 4 
14 was borrowed was studied was borrowed 4 
15 was studying was painting was painting 5 
16 was studied was painted was painted 5 
17 was climbing was crossing was crossing 5 
18 was climbed was crossed was crossed 5 
19 was painting was printing was printing 5 
20 was painted was printed was printed 5 
21 was crossing was counting was counting 5 
22 was crossed was counted was counted 5 
23 was printing was borrowing was borrowing 5 
24 was printed was borrowed was borrowed 5 
25 was counting was studying was studying 5 
26 was counted was studied was studied 5 
27 was borrowing was climbing was climbing 5 
28 was borrowed was climbed was climbed 5 
29 matter bench matter 4 
30 tower river tower 4 
31 bench card bench 4 
32 river errors river 4 
33 card clothes card 4 
34 errors matter errors 4 
35 clothes tower clothes 4 
36 matter clothes clothes 5 
37 tower errors errors 5 
38 bench card card 5 
39 river bench bench 5 
40 card river river 5 
41 errors tower tower 5 
42 clothes matter matter 5 
43 Tom Bill Tom 4 
44 John Ken John 4 
45 Bill Meg Bill 4 
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  First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
46 Ken Ann Ken 4 
47 Meg Liz Meg 4 
48 Ann Tom Ann 4 
49 Liz John Liz 4 
50 Tom Liz Liz 5 
51 John Ann Ann 5 
52 Bill Meg Meg 5 
53 Ken Bill Bill 5 
54 Meg Ken Ken 5 
55 Ann John John 5 
56 Liz Tom Tom 5 
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 Appendix 3 
 
Pattern A 
 
(1) Type 1 (Animate subject: grammatical) 
1. I thought that Tom was studying the matter then. 
2. I thought that John was climbing the tower then. 
3. I thought that Bill was painting the bench then. 
 
(2) Type 2 (Animate subject: ungrammatical) 
4. I thought that Ken was crossed the river then. 
5. I thought that Meg was printed the card then. 
6. I thought that Ann was counted the errors then. 
7. I thought that Liz was borrowed the clothes then. 
 
(3) Type 3 (Inanimate subject: ungrammatical) 
8. I thought that the river was crossing by Ken then. 
9. I thought that the card was printing by Meg then. 
10. I thought that the errors were counting by Ann then. 
11. I thought that the clothes were borrowing by Liz then. 
 
(4) Type 4 (Inanimate subject: grammatical) 
12. I thought that the matter was studied by Tom then. 
13. I thought that the tower was climbed by John then. 
14. I thought that the bench was painted by Bill then. 
 
(5) Filler (grammatical) 
15. It was by John that the tower was climbed then. 
16. It was by Tom that the matter was studied then. 
17. It was Bill that was painting the bench then. 
18. It was Ann that was counting the errors then. 
19. It was the river that Ken was crossing then. 
20. It was the clothes that Liz was borrowing then. 
21. It was the card that Meg was printing then. 
 
(6) Filler (ungrammatical) 
22. It was by Ken that the river was crossing then. 
23. It was by Liz that the clothes were borrowing then. 
24. It was by Meg that the card was printing then. 
25. It was Bill that was painted the bench then. 
26. It was Ann that was counted the errors then. 
27. It was the matter that Tom was studied then. 
28. It was the tower that John was climbed then. 
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 Pattern B 
 
(1) Type 1 (Animate subject: grammatical) 
1. I thought that Ken was crossing the river then. 
2. I thought that Meg was printing the card then. 
3. I thought that Ann was counting the errors then. 
4. I thought that Liz was borrowing the clothes then. 
 
(2) Type 2 (Animate subject: ungrammatical) 
5. I thought that Tom was studied the matter then. 
6. I thought that John was climbed the tower then. 
7. I thought that Bill was painted the card then. 
 
(3) Type 3 (Inanimate subject: ungrammatical) 
8. I thought that the matter was studying by Tom then. 
9. I thought that the tower was climbing by John then. 
10. I thought that the bench was painting by Bill then. 
 
(4) Type 4 (Inanimate subject: grammatical) 
11. I thought that the river was crossed by Ken then. 
12. I thought that the card was printed by Meg then. 
13. I thought that the errors were counted by Ann then. 
14. I thought that the clothes were borrowed by Liz then. 
 
(5) Filler (grammatical) 
15. It was by Ken that the river was crossed then. 
16. It was by Liz that the clothes were borrowed then. 
17. It was by Meg that the card was printed then. 
18. It was Bill that was painting the bench then. 
19. It was Ann that was counting the errors then. 
20. It was the matter that Tom was studying then. 
21. It was the tower that John was climbing then. 
 
(6) Filler (ungrammatical) 
22. It was by John that the tower was climbing then. 
23. It was by Tom that the matter was studying then. 
24. It was Bill that was painted the bench then. 
25. It was Ann that was counted the errors then. 
26. It was the river that Ken was crossed then. 
27. It was the clothes that Liz was borrowed then. 
28. It was the card that Meg was printed then. 
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 Appendix 4 
 
 First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
1 studying climbing studying 4 
2 climbing painting climbing 4 
3 painting crossing painting 4 
4 crossing printing crossing 4 
5 printing counting printing 4 
6 counting borrowing counting 4 
7 borrowing holding borrowing 4 
8 holding starting holding 4 
9 starting creating starting 4 
10 creating studying creating 4 
11 climbing painting painting 5 
12 painting crossing crossing 5 
13 crossing printing printing 5 
14 printing counting counting 5 
15 counting borrowing borrowing 5 
16 borrowing holding holding 5 
17 holding starting starting 5 
18 starting creating creating 5 
19 creating studying studying 5 
20 studying climbing climbing 5 
21 studied climbed studied 4 
22 climbed painted climbed 4 
23 painted crossed painted 4 
24 crossed printed crossed 4 
25 printed counted printed 4 
26 counted borrowed counted 4 
27 borrowed held borrowed 4 
28 held started held 4 
29 started created started 4 
30 created studied created 4 
31 climbed painted painted 5 
32 painted crossed crossed 5 
33 crossed printed printed 5 
34 printed counted counted 5 
35 counted borrowed borrowed 5 
36 borrowed held held 5 
37 held started started 5 
38 started created created 5 
39 created studied studied 5 
40 studied climbed climbed 5 
41 Tom John Tom 4 
42 John Bill John 4 
43 Bill Ken Bill 4 
44 Ken Meg Ken 4 
45 Meg Ana Meg 4 
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  First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
46 Ana Liz Ana 4 
47 Liz Eve Liz 4 
48 Eve Kim Eve 4 
49 Kim Bob Kim 4 
50 Bob Tom Bob 4 
51 John Bill Bill 5 
52 Bill Ken Ken 5 
53 Ken Meg Meg 5 
54 Meg Ana Ana 5 
55 Ana Liz Liz 5 
56 Liz Eve Eve 5 
57 Eve Kim Kim 5 
58 Kim Bob Bob 5 
59 Bob Tom Tom 5 
60 Tom John John 5 
61 matter tower matter 4 
62 tower bench tower 4 
63 bench river bench 4 
64 river card river 4 
65 card error card 4 
66 error cloth error 4 
67 cloth event cloth 4 
68 event action event 4 
69 action movie action 4 
70 movie matter movie 4 
71 tower bench bench 5 
72 bench river river 5 
73 river card card 5 
74 card error error 5 
75 error cloth cloth 5 
76 cloth event event 5 
77 event action action 5 
78 action movie movie 5 
79 movie matter matter 5 
80 matter tower tower 5 
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 Appendix 5 
 
Pattern A 
 
(1) Type 1 (Animate subject: grammatical) 
1. I thought that Tom was studying the matter then. 
2. I thought that John was climbing the tower then. 
3. I thought that Bill was painting the bench then. 
4. I thought that Ken was crossing the river then. 
5. I thought that Meg was printing the card then. 
 
(2) Type 2 (Animate subject: ungrammatical) 
6. I thought that Ana was counted the error then. 
7. I thought that Liz was borrowed the cloth then. 
8. I thought that Eve was held the event then. 
9. I thought that Kim was started the action then. 
10. I thought that Bob was created the movie then. 
 
(3) Type 3 (Inanimate subject: ungrammatical) 
11. I thought that the matter was studying by John then. 
12. I thought that the tower was climbing by Bill then. 
13. I thought that the bench was painting by Ken then. 
14. I thought that the river was crossing by Meg then. 
15. I thought that the card was printing by Tom then. 
 
(4) Type 4 (Inanimate subject: grammatical) 
16. I thought that the error was counted by Liz then. 
17. I thought that the cloth was borrowed by Eve then. 
18. I thought that the event was held by Kim then. 
19. I thought that the action was started by Bob then. 
20. I thought that the movie was created by Ana then. 
 
(5) Filler (grammatical) 
21. It was Bill that was studying the matter then. 
22. It was Ken that was climbing the tower then. 
23. It was Meg that was painting the bench then. 
24. It was Tom that was crossing the river then. 
25. It was John that was printing the card then. 
26. It was the error that Kim was counting then. 
27. It was the cloth that Bob was borrowing then. 
28. It was the event that Ana was holding then. 
29. It was the action that Liz was starting then. 
30. It was the movie that Eve was creating then. 
 
(6) Filler (ungrammatical) 
31. It was Eve that was counted the error then. 
32. It was Kim that was borrowed the cloth then. 
33. It was Bob that was held the event then. 
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 34. It was Ana that was started the action then. 
35. It was Liz that was created the movie then. 
36. It was the matter that Ken was studied then. 
37. It was the tower that Meg was climbed then. 
38. It was the bench that Tom was painted then. 
39. It was the river that John was crossed then. 
40. It was the card that Bill was printed then. 
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 Pattern B 
 
(1) Type 1 (Animate subject: grammatical) 
1. I thought that Ana was counting the error then. 
2. I thought that Liz was borrowing the cloth then. 
3. I thought that Eve was holding the event then. 
4. I thought that Kim was starting the action then. 
5. I thought that Bob was creating the movie then. 
 
(2) Type 2 (Animate subject: ungrammatical) 
6. I thought that Tom was studied the matter then. 
7. I thought that John was climbed the tower then. 
8. I thought that Bill was painted the bench then. 
9. I thought that Ken was crossed the river then. 
10. I thought that Meg was printed the card then.  
 
(3) Type 3 (Inanimate subject: ungrammatical) 
11. I thought that the error was counting by Liz then. 
12. I thought that the cloth was borrowing by Eve then. 
13. I thought that the event was holding by Kim then. 
14. I thought that the action was starting by Bob then. 
15. I thought that the movie was creating by Ana then. 
 
(4) Type 4 (Inanimate subject: grammatical) 
16. I thought that the matter was studied by John then. 
17. I thought that the tower was climbed by Bill then. 
18. I thought that the bench was painted by Ken then. 
19. I thought that the river was crossed by Meg then. 
20. I thought that the card was printed by Tom then. 
 
(5) Filler (grammatical) 
21. It was the matter that Ken was studying then. 
22. It was the tower that Meg was climbing then. 
23. It was the bench that Tom was painting then. 
24. It was the river that John was crossing then. 
25. It was the card that Bill was printing then. 
26. It was Eve that was counting the error then. 
27. It was Kim that was borrowing the cloth then. 
28. It was Bob that was holding the event then. 
29. It was Ana that was starting the action then. 
30. It was Liz that was creating the movie then. 
 
(6) Filler (ungrammatical) 
31. It was the error that Kim was counted then. 
32. It was the cloth that Bob was borrowed then. 
33. It was the event that Ana was held then. 
34. It was the action that Liz was started then. 
35. It was the movie that Eve was created then. 
36. It was Bill that was studied the matter then. 
37. It was Ken that was climbed the tower then. 
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 38. It was Meg that was painted the bench then. 
39. It was Tom that was crossed the river then. 
40. It was John that was printed the card then. 
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 Appendix 6 
 
 First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
1 was studying was climbing was studying 4 
2 was studied was climbed was studied 4 
3 was climbing was painting was climbing 4 
4 was climbed was painted was climbed 4 
5 was painting was crossing was painting 4 
6 was painted was crossed was painted 4 
7 was crossing was printing was crossing 4 
8 was crossed was printed was crossed 4 
9 was printing was counting was printing 4 
10 was printed was counted was printed 4 
11 was counting was borrowing was counting 4 
12 was counted was borrowed was counted 4 
13 was borrowing was studying was borrowing 4 
14 was borrowed was studied was borrowed 4 
15 were borrowing was crossing were borrowing 4 
16 were borrowed was crossed were borrowed 4 
17 were counting was climbing were counting 4 
18 were counted was climbed were counted 4 
19 was studying was painting was painting 5 
20 was studied was painted was painted 5 
21 was climbing was crossing was crossing 5 
22 was climbed was crossed was crossed 5 
23 was painting was printing was printing 5 
24 was painted was printed was printed 5 
25 was crossing was counting was counting 5 
26 was crossed was counted was counted 5 
27 was printing was borrowing was borrowing 5 
28 was printed was borrowed was borrowed 5 
29 was counting was studying was studying 5 
30 was counted was studied was studied 5 
31 was borrowing was climbing was climbing 5 
32 was borrowed was climbed was climbed 5 
33 were borrowing was painting was painting 5 
34 were borrowed was painted was painted 5 
35 were counting was studying was studying 5 
36 were counted was studied was studied 5 
37 the matter the bench the matter 4 
38 the tower the river the tower 4 
39 the bench the card the bench 4 
40 the river the errors the river 4 
41 the card the clothes the card 4 
42 the errors the matter the errors 4 
43 the clothes the tower the clothes 4 
44 the matter the clothes the clothes 5 
45 the tower the errors the errors 5 
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  First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
46 the bench the card the card 5 
47 the river the bench the bench 5 
48 the card the river the river 5 
49 the errors the tower the tower 5 
50 the clothes the matter the matter 5 
51 by Tom by Bill by Tom 4 
52 by John by Ken by John 4 
53 by Bill by Meg by Bill 4 
54 by Ken by Ann by Ken 4 
55 by Meg by Liz by Meg 4 
56 by Ann by Tom by Ann 4 
57 by Liz by John by Liz 4 
58 by Tom by Liz by Liz 5 
59 by John by Ann by Ann 5 
60 by Bill by Meg by Meg 5 
61 by Ken by Bill by Bill 5 
62 by Meg by Ken by Ken 5 
63 by Ann by John by John 5 
64 by Liz by Tom by Tom 5 
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 Appendix 7 
 
Pattern A 
 
1. I thought that Tom was studying the matter then. 
2. I thought that Tom was studied the matter then. 
3. I thought that the matter was studying by Tom then. 
4. I thought that the matter was studied by Tom then. 
5. It was Tom that was studying the matter then. 
6. It was the matter that was studying by Tom then. 
7. I thought that John was climbing the tower then. 
8. I thought that John was climbed the tower then. 
9. I thought that the tower was climbing by John then. 
10. I thought that the tower was climbed by John then. 
11. It was John that was climbed the tower then. 
12. It was the tower that was climbed by John then. 
13. I thought that Bill was painting the bench then. 
14. I thought that Bill was painted the bench then. 
15. I thought that the bench was painting by Bill then. 
16. I thought that the bench was painted by Bill then. 
17. It was Bill that was painting the bench then. 
18. It was the bench that was painting by Bill then. 
19. I thought that Ken was crossing the river then. 
20. I thought that Ken was crossed the river then. 
21. I thought that the river was crossing by Ken then. 
22. I thought that the river was crossed by Ken then. 
23. It was Ken that was crossed the river then. 
24. It was the river that was crossing by Ken then. 
25. I thought that Meg was printing the card then. 
26. I thought that Meg was printed the card then. 
27. I thought that the card was printing by Meg then. 
28. I thought that the card was printed by Meg then. 
29. It was Meg that was printing the card then. 
30. It was the card that was printing by Meg then. 
31. I thought that Ann was counting the errors then. 
32. I thought that Ann was counted the errors then. 
33. I thought that the errors were counting by Ann then. 
34. I thought that the errors were counted by Ann then. 
35. It was Ann that was counted the errors then. 
36. It was the errors that were counted by Ann then. 
37. I thought that Liz was borrowing the clothes then. 
38. I thought that Liz was borrowed the clothes then. 
39. I thought that the clothes were borrowing by Liz then. 
40. I thought that the clothes were borrowed by Liz then. 
41. It was Liz that was borrowing the clothes then. 
42. It was the clothes that was borrowing by Liz then. 
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 Pattern B 
 
1. It was the clothes that was borrowing by Liz then. 
2. It was Liz that was borrowing the clothes then. 
3. I thought that the clothes were borrowed by Liz then. 
4. I thought that the clothes were borrowing by Liz then. 
5. I thought that Liz was borrowed the clothes then. 
6. I thought that Liz was borrowing the clothes then. 
7. It was the errors that were counted by Ann then. 
8. It was Ann that was counted the errors then. 
9. I thought that the errors were counted by Ann then. 
10. I thought that the errors were counting by Ann then. 
11. I thought that Ann was counted the errors then. 
12. I thought that Ann was counting the errors then. 
13. It was the card that was printing by Meg then. 
14. It was Meg that was printing the card then. 
15. I thought that the card was printed by Meg then. 
16. I thought that the card was printing by Meg then. 
17. I thought that Meg was printed the card then. 
18. I thought that Meg was printing the card then. 
19. It was the river that was crossing by Ken then. 
20. It was Ken that was crossed the river then. 
21. I thought that the river was crossed by Ken then. 
22. I thought that the river was crossing by Ken then. 
23. I thought that Ken was crossed the river then. 
24. I thought that Ken was crossing the river then. 
25. It was the bench that was painting by Bill then. 
26. It was Bill that was painting the bench then. 
27. I thought that the bench was painted by Bill then. 
28. I thought that the bench was painting by Bill then. 
29. I thought that Bill was painted the bench then. 
30. I thought that Bill was painting the bench then. 
31. It was the tower that was climbed by John then. 
32. It was John that was climbed the tower then. 
33. I thought that the tower was climbed by John then. 
34. I thought that the tower was climbing by John then. 
35. I thought that John was climbed the tower then. 
36. I thought that John was climbing the tower then. 
37. It was the matter that was studying by Tom then. 
38. It was Tom that was studying the matter then. 
39. I thought that the matter was studied by Tom then. 
40. I thought that the matter was studying by Tom then. 
41. I thought that Tom was studied the matter then. 
42. I thought that Tom was studying the matter then. 
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 Appendix 8 
 
Pattern A 
 
(1) Subject Cleft (grammatical) 
1. It was Bill that was studying the matter then. 
2. It was Ken that was climbing the tower then. 
3. It was Meg that was painting the bench then. 
4. It was Tom that was crossing the river then. 
5. It was John that was printing the card then. 
 
(2) Object Cleft (grammatical)  
6. It was the error that Kim was counting then. 
7. It was the cloth that Bob was borrowing then. 
8. It was the event that Ana was holding then. 
9. It was the action that Liz was starting then. 
10. It was the movie that Eve was creating then. 
 
(3) Subject Cleft (ungrammatical) 
11. It was Bill that was studied the matter then. 
12. It was Ken that was climbed the tower then. 
13. It was Meg that was painted the bench then. 
14. It was Tom that was crossed the river then. 
15. It was John that was printed the card then. 
 
(4) Object Cleft (ungrammatical)  
16. It was the error that Kim was counted then. 
17. It was the cloth that Bob was borrowed then. 
18. It was the event that Ana was held then. 
19. It was the action that Liz was started then. 
20. It was the movie that Eve was created then. 
 
(5) Filler (grammatical) 
21. I thought that Tom was studying the matter then. 
22. I thought that John was climbing the tower then. 
23. I thought that Bill was painting the bench then. 
24. I thought that Ken was crossing the river then. 
25. I thought that Meg was printing the card then. 
26. I thought that the error was counted by Liz then. 
27. I thought that the cloth was borrowed by Eve then. 
28. I thought that the event was held by Kim then. 
29. I thought that the action was started by Bob then. 
30. I thought that the movie was created by Ana then. 
 
(6) Filler (ungrammatical) 
31. I thought that Ana was counted the error then. 
32. I thought that Liz was borrowed the cloth then. 
33. I thought that Eve was held the event then. 
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 34. I thought that Kim was started the action then. 
35. I thought that Bob was created the movie then. 
36. I thought that the matter was studying by John then. 
37. I thought that the tower was climbing by Bill then. 
38. I thought that the bench was painting by Ken then. 
39. I thought that the river was crossing by Meg then. 
40. I thought that the card was printing by Tom then. 
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 Pattern B 
 
(1) Filler (ungrammatical) 
1. I thought that Tom was studied the matter then. 
2. I thought that John was climbed the tower then. 
3. I thought that Bill was painted the bench then. 
4. I thought that Ken was crossed the river then. 
5. I thought that Meg was printed the card then. 
6. I thought that the error was counting by Liz then. 
7. I thought that the cloth was borrowing by Eve then. 
8. I thought that the event was holding by Kim then. 
9. I thought that the action was starting by Bob then. 
10. I thought that the movie was creating by Ana then. 
 
(2) Filler (grammatical) 
11. I thought that Ana was counting the error then. 
12. I thought that Liz was borrowing the cloth then. 
13. I thought that Eve was holding the event then. 
14. I thought that Kim was starting the action then. 
15. I thought that Bob was creating the movie then. 
16. I thought that the matter was studied by John then. 
17. I thought that the tower was climbed by Bill then. 
18. I thought that the bench was painted by Ken then. 
19. I thought that the river was crossed by Meg then. 
20 I thought that the card was printed by Tom then. 
 
(3) Object Cleft (ungrammatical)  
21. It was the matter that Ken was studied then. 
22. It was the tower that Meg was climbed then. 
23. It was the bench that Tom was painted then. 
24. It was the river that John was crossed then. 
25. It was the card that Bill was printed then. 
 
(4) Subject Cleft (ungrammatical) 
26. It was Eve that was counted the error then. 
27. It was Kim that was borrowed the cloth then. 
28. It was Bob that was held the event then. 
29. It was Ana that was started the action then. 
30. It was Liz that was created the movie then. 
 
(5) Object Cleft (grammatical)  
31. It was the matter that Ken was studying then. 
32. It was the tower that Meg was climbing then. 
33. It was the bench that Tom was painting then. 
34. It was the river that John was crossing then. 
35. It was the card that Bill was printing then. 
 
(6) Subject Cleft (grammatical) 
36. It was Eve that was counting the error then. 
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 37. It was Kim that was borrowing the cloth then. 
38. It was Bob that was holding the event then.    
39. It was Ana that was starting the action then.    
40. It was Liz that was creating the movie then.    
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 Appendix 9 
 
Pattern A 
 
(1) Type 1 (Animate subject cleft: grammatical) 
1. It was Tom that was studying the matter then. 
2. It was John that was climbing the tower then. 
3. It was Bill that was painting the bench then. 
 
(2) Filler 1 (Animate subject cleft: ungrammatical) 
4. It was Ken that was crossed the river then. 
5. It was Meg that was printed the card then. 
6. It was Ann that was counted the errors then. 
7. It was Liz that was borrowed the clothes then. 
 
(3) Type 2 (Inanimate object cleft: grammatical) 
8. It was the river that Ken was crossing then. 
9. It was the card that Meg was printing then. 
10. It was the errors that Ann was counting then. 
11. It was the clothes that Liz was borrowing then. 
 
(4) Filler 2 (Inanimate object cleft: ungrammatical) 
12. It was the matter that Tom was studied then. 
13. It was the tower that John was climbed then. 
14. It was the bench that Bill was painted then. 
 
(5) Type 3 (Passive cleft: grammatical) 
15. It was the card that was printed by Meg then. 
16. It was the errors that were counted by Ann then. 
17. It was the clothes that were borrowed by Liz then. 
      
(6) Filler 3 (Passive cleft: ungrammatical) 
18. It was the matter that was studying by Tom then. 
19. It was the tower that was climbing by John then. 
20. It was the bench that was painting by Bill then. 
21. It was the river that was crossing by Ken then. 
 
(7) Filler 4 (grammatical) 
22. It was by Tom that the matter was studied then. 
23. It was by John that the tower was climbed then. 
24. It was by Bill that the bench was painted then. 
25. It was by Ken that the river was crossed then. 
26. It was by Meg that the card was printed then. 
27. It was by Ann that the errors were counted then. 
28. It was by Liz that the clothes were borrowed then. 
 
(8) Filler 5 (ungrammatical) 
29. It was by Tom that the matter was studying then. 
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 30. It was by John that the tower was climbing then. 
31. It was by Bill that the bench was painting then. 
32. It was by Ken that the river was crossing then. 
33. It was by Meg that the card was printing then. 
34. It was by Ann that the errors were counting then. 
35. It was by Liz that the clothes were borrowing then. 
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 Pattern B 
 
(1) Filler 5 (ungrammatical) 
1. It was by Tom that the matter was studying then. 
2. It was by John that the tower was climbing then. 
3. It was by Bill that the bench was painting then. 
4. It was by Ken that the river was crossing then. 
5. It was by Meg that the card was printing then. 
6. It was by Ann that the errors were counting then. 
7. It was by Liz that the clothes were borrowing then. 
 
(2) Filler 4 (grammatical) 
8. It was by Tom that the matter was studied then. 
9. It was by John that the tower was climbed then. 
10. It was by Bill that the bench was painted then. 
11. It was by Ken that the river was crossed then. 
12. It was by Meg that the card was printed then. 
13. It was by Ann that the errors were counted then. 
14. It was by Liz that the clothes were borrowed then. 
 
(3) Filler 3 (Passive cleft: ungrammatical) 
15. It was the card that was printing by Meg then. 
16. It was the errors that were counting by Ann then. 
17. It was the clothes that were borrowing by Liz then. 
 
(4) Type 3 (Passive cleft: grammatical) 
18. It was the matter that was studied by Tom then. 
19. It was the tower that was climbed by John then. 
20. It was the bench that was painted by Bill then. 
21. It was the river that was crossed by Ken then. 
 
(5) Filler 2 (Inanimate object cleft: ungrammatical) 
22. It was the river that Ken was crossed then. 
23. It was the card that Meg was printed then. 
24. It was the errors that Ann was counted then. 
25. It was the clothes that Liz was borrowed then. 
 
(6) Type 2 (Inanimate object cleft: grammatical) 
26. It was the matter that Tom was studying then. 
27. It was the tower that John was climbing then. 
28. It was the bench that Bill was painting then. 
 
(7) Filler 1 (Animate subject cleft: ungrammatical) 
29. It was Tom that was studied the matter then. 
30. It was John that was climbed the tower then. 
31. It was Bill that was painted the bench then. 
 
(8) Type 1 (Animate subject cleft: grammatical) 
32. It was Ken that was crossing the river then. 
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 33. It was Meg that was printing the card then. 
34. It was Ann that was counting the errors then. 
35. It was Liz that was borrowing the clothes then. 
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 Appendix 10 
 
 First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
1 amused zebra amused 4 
2 zebra worried zebra 4 
3 actor plane plane 5 
4 worried injured injured 5 
5 angered worker angered 4 
6 worker watched worker 4 
7 banker pistol pistol 5 
8 watched mastered mastered 5 
9 annoyed woman annoyed 4 
10 woman studied woman 4 
11 climate pilot pilot 5 
12 studied moved moved 5 
13 bothered water bothered 4 
14 water shaded water 4 
15 crime movie movie 5 
16 shaded pleased pleased 5 
17 carried trees carried 4 
18 trees repaired trees 4 
19 dealer machine machine 5 
20 repaired printed printed 5 
21 climbed teacher climbed 4 
22 teacher refused teacher 4 
23 games girls girls 5 
24 refused proved proved 5 
25 cooled student cooled 4 
26 student proved student 4 
27 girls games games 5 
28 proved refused refused 5 
29 crashed singer crashed 4 
30 singer printed singer 4 
31 machine dealer dealer 5 
32 printed repaired repaired 5 
33 drank scientist drank 4 
34 scientist pleased scientist 4 
35 movie crime crime 5 
36 pleased shaded shaded 5 
37 educated school educated 4 
38 school moved school 4 
39 pilot climate climate 5 
40 moved studied studied 5 
41 entered promise entered 4 
42 promise mastered promise 4 
43 pistol banker banker 5 
44 mastered watched watched 5 
45 harmed poster harmed 4 
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  First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
46 poster injured poster 4 
47 plane actor actor 5 
48 injured worried worried 5 
49 injured plane injured 4 
50 plane harmed plane 4 
51 poster zebra zebra 5 
52 harmed amused amused 5 
53 mastered pistol mastered 4 
54 pistol entered pistol 4 
55 promise worker worker 5 
56 entered angered angered 5 
57 moved pilot moved 4 
58 pilot educated pilot 4 
59 school woman woman 5 
60 educated annoyed annoyed 5 
61 pleased movie pleased 4 
62 movie drank movie 4 
63 scientist water water 5 
64 drank bothered bothered 5 
65 printed machine printed 4 
66 machine crashed machine 4 
67 singer trees trees 5 
68 crashed carried carried 5 
69 proved girls proved 4 
70 girls cooled girls 4 
71 student teacher teacher 5 
72 cooled climbed climbed 5 
73 refused games refused 4 
74 games climbed games 4 
75 teacher student student 5 
76 climbed cooled cooled 5 
77 repaired dealer repaired 4 
78 dealer carried dealer 4 
79 trees singer singer 5 
80 carried crashed crashed 5 
81 shaded crime shaded 4 
82 crime bothered crime 4 
83 water scientist scientist 5 
84 bothered drank drank 5 
85 studied climate studied 4 
86 climate annoyed climate 4 
87 woman school school 5 
88 annoyed educated educated 5 
89 watched banker watched 4 
90 banker angered banker 4 
91 worker promise promise 5 
92 angered entered entered 5 
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  First Word Second Word Judgment Word Answer 
93 worried actor worried 4 
94 actor amused actor 4 
95 zebra poster poster 5 
96 amused harmed harmed 5 
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 Appendix 11 
 
Pattern A 
 
(1) Filler 1 
1. 俳優は塔に登った  
I thought that the actor climbed the tower on the corner. 
2. 警備員は川を渡った  
I thought that the guard crossed the river safely. 
3. 弁護士は植物を育てた  
I thought that the lawyer grew the plant in his office. 
4. チキンは弁護士を怒らせた  
I thought that the chicken angered the lawyer at that time. 
5. ケーキは看護師を元気づけた  
I thought that the cakes cheered the nurse up. 
6. エビは歌手を怯えさせた  
I thought that the airplane scared the singer every time. 
 
 (2) Type 1: Animate Subject 
7. 科学者は気候を研究した  
The scientist that studied the climate interested the reporter. 
8. 俳優はその映画に感動した  
The actor that watched the movie received a prize at the festival. 
9. 生徒はその学校で学んだ  
The student that entered the school was visited by the governor. 
10. 女性はその犯罪を立証した  
The woman that proved the crime became famous in the world. 
11. 行員はその約束を断った  
The banker that refused the promise made problems in the city. 
12. 歌手は拳銃でけがをした  
The singer that carried the pistol was well-known in the world. 
  
 (3) Type 4: Inanimate Object 
13. 先生はポスターに怒った  
The poster that the teacher printed got lost in the museum. 
14. ディーラーはそのゲームを覚えた  
The games that the dealer mastered were ignored by most players. 
15. パイロットは飛行機を楽しんだ  
The plane that the pilot crashed was grounded on the land. 
16. シマウマは水を飲んだ  
The water that the zebra drank was located in east Africa. 
17. 木は木陰を作った  
The trees that the girls climbed stood behind the house. 
18. 作業員は機械を直した  
The machine that the worker repaired required a lot of cost. 
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  (4) Type 3: Inanimate Subject 
19. 先生はポスターに怒った  
The poster that angered the teacher got lost in the museum. 
20. ディーラーはそのゲームを覚えた  
The games that pleased the dealer were ignored by most players. 
21. パイロットは飛行機を楽しんだ  
The plane that amused the pilot was grounded on the land. 
22. シマウマは水を飲んだ  
The water that cooled the zebra was located in east Africa. 
23. 少女は木に登った  
The trees that shaded the girls stood behind the house. 
24. 作業員は機械でけがをした  
The machine that harmed the worker required a lot of cost. 
 
(5) Type 2: Animate Object 
25. 科学者は気候を研究した  
The scientist that the climate annoyed interested the reporter. 
26. 俳優はその映画に感動した  
The actor that the movie moved received a prize at the festival. 
27. 生徒はその学校で学んだ  
The student that the school educated was visited by the governor. 
28. 女性はその犯罪を立証した  
The woman that the crime bothered became famous in the world. 
29. 行員はその約束を心配した  
The banker that the promise worried made problems in the city. 
30. 歌手は拳銃を持っていた  
The singer that the pistol injured was well-known in the world. 
 
 (6) Filler 2 
31. 歌手は川を渡った  
I thought that the river crossed the singer in this city. 
32. 弁護士は塔を上った  
I thought that the tower climbed the lawyer alone. 
33. 看護師はコップを割った  
I thought that the glass crashed the nurse on the table. 
34. 俳優はクマと戦った  
I thought that the beards amazed the actor in the forest. 
35. 作家はその賞を取った  
I thought that the pencil bothered the writer on the stage. 
36. 警備員はピザを食べた  
I thought that the pizza baked the guard in the shop. 
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 Pattern B 
 
(1) Filler 3 
1. 歌手は川を渡った  
I thought that the singer crossed the river in this city. 
2. 弁護士は塔を上った  
I thought that the lawyer climbed the tower alone. 
3. 看護師はコップを割った  
I thought that the nurse crashed the glass on the table. 
4. 俳優はクマと戦った  
I thought that the actor fought the bear in the forest. 
5. 作家はその賞を取った  
I thought that the writer won the prize on the stage. 
6. 警備員はピザを食べた  
I thought that the guard ate the pizza in the shop. 
 
(2) Type 2: Animate Object 
7. 作業員は機械を直した  
The worker that the machine harmed required a lot of cost. 
8. 木は木陰を作った  
The girls that the trees shaded stood behind the house. 
9. シマウマは水を飲んだ  
The zebra that the water cooled was located in east Africa. 
10. パイロットは飛行機を楽しんだ  
The pilot that the plane amused was grounded on the land. 
11. ディーラーはそのゲームを楽しんだ  
The dealer that the games pleased was ignored by most players. 
12. 先生がポスターを印刷した  
The teacher that the poster angered got lost in the museum. 
 
 (3) Type 3: Inanimate Subject 
13. 歌手は拳銃でけがをした  
The pistol that injured the singer was well-known in the world. 
14. 行員はその約束を断った  
The promise that worried the banker made problems in the city. 
15. 女性はその犯罪を立証した  
The crime that bothered the woman became famous in the world. 
16. 生徒はその学校で学んだ  
The school that educated the student was visited by the governor. 
17. 俳優はその映画を見た  
The movie that moved the actor received a prize at the festival. 
18. 科学者は気候にイラついた  
The climate that annoyed the scientist interested the reporter. 
 
 (4) Type 4: Inanimate Object 
19. 歌手は拳銃を持っていた  
The pistol that the singer carried was well-known in the world. 
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 20. 行員はその約束を心配した  
The promise that the banker refused made problems in the city. 
21. 女性はその犯罪を立証した  
The crime that the woman proved became famous in the world. 
22. 生徒はその学校で学んだ  
The school that the student entered was visited by the governor. 
23. 俳優はその映画を見た  
The movie that the actor watched received a prize at the festival. 
24. 科学者は気候にイラついた  
The climate that the scientist studied interested the reporter. 
 
 (5) Type 1: Animate Subject 
25. 作業員は機械でけがをした  
The worker that repaired the machine required a lot of cost. 
26. 少女は木に登った  
The girls that climbed the trees stood behind the house. 
27. シマウマは水を飲んだ  
The zebra that drank the water was located in east Africa. 
28. パイロットは飛行機を楽しんだ  
The pilot that crashed the plane was grounded on the land. 
29. ディーラーはそのゲームを楽しんだ  
The dealer that mastered the games was ignored by most players. 
30. 先生がポスターを印刷した  
The teacher that printed the poster got lost in the museum. 
 
(6) Filler 4 
31. 俳優は塔に登った  
I thought that the actor scared the tower on the corner. 
32. 警備員は川を渡った  
I thought that the guard grew the river safely. 
33. 弁護士は植物を育てた  
I thought that the lawyer cheered the plant in his office. 
34. チキンは弁護士を怒らせた  
I thought that the chicken climbed the lawyer at that time. 
35. ケーキは看護師を元気づけた  
I thought that the cakes angered the nurse up. 
36. エビは歌手を怯えさせた  
I thought that the airplane crossed the singer every time. 
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 Appendix 12 
Factor Analyses 
Experiment 1 
 
<Judgments, p.88> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Grammaticality x Animacy) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                   22.0720109     1       22.0720109   4.829  0.0367 *    
 B:Pro                  17.6698370     1       17.6698370   3.866  0.0596 +    
 AB                      6.8123490     1        6.8123490   1.490  0.2327      
 error[S(AB)]          123.4062500    27        4.5706019  
 C:Grammaticality       41.5437500     1       41.5437500  16.385  0.0004 **** 
 AC                      1.7828804     1        1.7828804   0.703  0.4091      
 BC                      0.9459239     1        0.9459239   0.373  0.5464      
 ABC                     0.2285326     1        0.2285326   0.090  0.7663      
 error[CS(AB)]          68.4562500    27        2.5354167  
 D:Animacy               0.0051027     1        0.0051027   0.008  0.9312      
 AD                      1.2442331     1        1.2442331   1.854  0.1846      
 BD                      0.3203200     1        0.3203200   0.477  0.4956      
 ABD                     0.4869867     1        0.4869867   0.726  0.4018      
 error[DS(AB)]          18.1229167    27        0.6712191  
 CD                      2.0253925     1        2.0253925   2.185  0.1509      
 ACD                     0.6703200     1        0.6703200   0.723  0.4025      
 BCD                     0.1522041     1        0.1522041   0.164  0.6885      
 ABCD                    1.7246679     1        1.7246679   1.861  0.1838      
 error[CDS(AB)]         25.0229167    27        0.9267747  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
WM: L<H, Grammaticality: T2/3<T1/4, Proficiency: E<I 
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 <Phase 3, p.90> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Grammaticality x Animacy)  
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                 6950.4948367     1     6950.4948367   0.044  0.8353      
 B:Pro              249091.9451985     1   249091.9451985   1.579  0.2197      
 AB                    292.4409243     1      292.4409243   0.002  0.9660      
 error[S(AB)]      4259413.7503558    27   157756.0648280  
 C:Animacy         1793666.6817932     1  1793666.6817932  67.117  0.0000 **** 
 AC                  30500.0891681     1    30500.0891681   1.141  0.2948      
 BC                  26430.7137122     1    26430.7137122   0.989  0.3288      
 ABC                 59482.1455945     1    59482.1455945   2.226  0.1473      
 error[CS(AB)]      721562.0080850    27    26724.5188180  
 D:Grammaticality    71577.6129984     1    71577.6129984   2.239  0.1462      
 AD                    117.2242051     1      117.2242051   0.004  0.9522      
 BD                      0.8620713     1        0.8620713   0.000  0.9959      
 ABD                 20545.4837897     1    20545.4837897   0.643  0.4298      
 error[DS(AB)]      863194.1966216    27    31970.1554304  
 CD                  72842.0822940     1    72842.0822940   1.649  0.2100      
 ACD                   108.2663196     1      108.2663196   0.002  0.9609      
 BCD                  4660.6078180     1     4660.6078180   0.106  0.7478      
 ABCD                76953.0476285     1    76953.0476285   1.742  0.1979      
 error[CDS(AB)]    1192532.7079355    27    44167.8780717  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
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 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                  105.5866039     1      105.5866039   0.003  0.9543      
 B:Pro              353492.9285709     1   353492.9285709  11.231  0.0027 ***  
 AB                   5890.6831015     1     5890.6831015   0.187  0.6692      
 error[S(AB)]       755363.9894958    24    31473.4995623  
 C:Animacy         1530623.4069097     1  1530623.4069097  84.235  0.0000 **** 
 AC                   4749.1629341     1     4749.1629341   0.261  0.6139      
 BC                  72552.6447378     1    72552.6447378   3.993  0.0571 +    
 ABC                123147.6681788     1   123147.6681788   6.777  0.0156 *    
 error[CS(AB)]      436103.2881275    24    18170.9703386  
 D:Grammaticality    12840.3039790     1    12840.3039790   0.490  0.4905      
 AD                  20793.3217612     1    20793.3217612   0.794  0.3817      
 BD                  24333.1850490     1    24333.1850490   0.929  0.3446      
 ABD                 89307.4355025     1    89307.4355025   3.411  0.0771 +    
 error[DS(AB)]      628370.3936058    24    26182.0997336  
 CD                  10672.1884944     1    10672.1884944   0.456  0.5061      
 ACD                 24646.0837825     1    24646.0837825   1.052  0.3152      
 BCD                 55653.3381843     1    55653.3381843   2.376  0.1363      
 ABCD               198646.3172034     1   198646.3172034   8.481  0.0076 **   
 error[CDS(AB)]     562163.8777333    24    23423.4949056  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            4909455.8039555   111 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Animacy: T1/2<T3/4 
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 <Phase 4, p.91> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Grammaticality x Animacy)  
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               165842.2586122     1   165842.2586122   0.447  0.5096      
 B:Pro              757094.6554022     1   757094.6554022   2.039  0.1648      
 AB                 109394.3328487     1   109394.3328487   0.295  0.5917      
 error[S(AB)]     10025120.3192281    27   371300.7525640  
 C:Animacy             435.0766123     1      435.0766123   0.006  0.9379      
 AC                  79286.0138289     1    79286.0138289   1.125  0.2982      
 BC                 382818.0783826     1   382818.0783826   5.433  0.0275 *    
 ABC                262179.4921105     1   262179.4921105   3.721  0.0643 +    
 error[CS(AB)]     1902455.8566428    27    70461.3280238  
 D:Grammaticality   867789.6593188     1   867789.6593188  15.405  0.0005 **** 
 AD                    783.2686698     1      783.2686698   0.014  0.9070      
 BD                   1675.6972633     1     1675.6972633   0.030  0.8644      
 ABD                190690.7047816     1   190690.7047816   3.385  0.0768 +    
 error[DS(AB)]     1520992.0285786    27    56333.0380955  
 CD                 151421.1721525     1   151421.1721525   2.013  0.1674      
 ACD                 20385.6147671     1    20385.6147671   0.271  0.6069      
 BCD                 30127.9546862     1    30127.9546862   0.400  0.5322      
 ABCD                87489.4907490     1    87489.4907490   1.163  0.2904      
 error[CDS(AB)]    2031213.5899286    27    75230.1329603  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
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 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                55254.1969509     1    55254.1969509   0.521  0.4772      
 B:Pro              489134.0983942     1   489134.0983942   4.615  0.0420 *    
 AB                  25069.8048287     1    25069.8048287   0.237  0.6311      
 error[S(AB)]      2543657.1898161    24   105985.7162423  
 C:Animacy          110419.9645043     1   110419.9645043   2.010  0.1691      
 AC                    836.1197617     1      836.1197617   0.015  0.9028      
 BC                  95655.1574244     1    95655.1574244   1.742  0.1994      
 ABC                 40909.7948773     1    40909.7948773   0.745  0.3967      
 error[CS(AB)]     1318191.6480948    24    54924.6520040  
 D:Grammaticality  1056717.5900676     1  1056717.5900676  20.074  0.0002 **** 
 AD                  14782.6356616     1    14782.6356616   0.281  0.6010      
 BD                  18109.6999238     1    18109.6999238   0.344  0.5630      
 ABD                118703.6897512     1   118703.6897512   2.255  0.1462      
 error[DS(AB)]     1263355.3457243    24    52639.8060718  
 CD                 386608.0475811     1   386608.0475811   6.778  0.0156 *    
 ACD                  7781.2354646     1     7781.2354646   0.136  0.7151      
 BCD                  3285.4878363     1     3285.4878363   0.058  0.8124      
 ABCD                 4260.6930720     1     4260.6930720   0.075  0.7870      
 error[CDS(AB)]    1369001.9848637    24    57041.7493693  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            8921734.3845987   111 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Grammaticality: T2/3<T1/4 
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 Experiment 2 
 
<Judgments, p.100> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Grammaticality x Animacy) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                    3.7620536     1        3.7620536   0.347  0.5608      
 B:Pro                  25.6287202     1       25.6287202   2.365  0.1362      
 AB                      0.4834821     1        0.4834821   0.045  0.8344      
 error[S(AB)]          281.7544643    26       10.8367102  
 C:Grammaticality       20.9263393     1       20.9263393   7.169  0.0127 *    
 AC                      3.0430060     1        3.0430060   1.042  0.3167      
 BC                      0.0430060     1        0.0430060   0.015  0.9043      
 ABC                     1.1263393     1        1.1263393   0.386  0.5399      
 error[CS(AB)]          75.8973214    26        2.9191277  
 D:Animacy               9.0787202     1        9.0787202   4.021  0.0554 +    
 AD                      3.9537202     1        3.9537202   1.751  0.1972      
 BD                      1.2870536     1        1.2870536   0.570  0.4570      
 ABD                     0.0120536     1        0.0120536   0.005  0.9423      
 error[DS(AB)]          58.7008929    26        2.2577266  
 CD                     69.4180060     1       69.4180060  17.069  0.0003 **** 
 ACD                     2.7120536     1        2.7120536   0.667  0.4216      
 BCD                     1.5787202     1        1.5787202   0.388  0.5387      
 ABCD                    0.4180060     1        0.4180060   0.103  0.7511      
 error[CDS(AB)]        105.7366071    26        4.0667926  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Grammaticality: T2/3<T1/4, Animacy: T3/4<T1/2, Interaction between Grammaticality and 
Animacy: T3<T2 (Ungrammatical sentences) 
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 <RTs, p.101> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Grammaticality x Animacy) 
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM              1150669.6543509     1  1150669.6543509   0.334  0.5685      
 B:Pro            22698445.5292017     1 22698445.5292017   6.580  0.0164 *    
 AB                 113086.3095974     1   113086.3095974   0.033  0.8577      
 error[S(AB)]     89693813.1442251    26  3449762.0440087  
 C:Animacy          233394.6940675     1   233394.6940675   0.620  0.4383      
 AC                  48457.3446564     1    48457.3446564   0.129  0.7228      
 BC                 161721.9467404     1   161721.9467404   0.429  0.5181      
 ABC               1655068.2238506     1  1655068.2238506   4.393  0.0460 *    
 error[CS(AB)]     9794830.4206729    26   376724.2469490  
 D:Grammaticality   718570.5463025     1   718570.5463025   0.840  0.3679      
 AD                2506222.4501746     1  2506222.4501746   2.929  0.0989 +  
 BD                1982863.1031040     1  1982863.1031040   2.317  0.1400      
 ABD                565750.0251520     1   565750.0251520   0.661  0.4236      
 error[DS(AB)]    22249638.0734215    26   855755.3105162  
 CD                 281023.5311125     1   281023.5311125   0.466  0.5008      
 ACD                  6654.0094870     1     6654.0094870   0.011  0.9171      
 BCD                334761.1795880     1   334761.1795880   0.555  0.4629      
 ABCD                 3341.1359572     1     3341.1359572   0.006  0.9412      
 error[CDS(AB)]   15675216.2872968    26   602892.9341268  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
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 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM              1168918.3711040     1  1168918.3711040   1.981  0.1679      
 B:Pro            28658406.4442831     1 28658406.4442831  48.563  0.0000 **** 
 AB                 301850.4975510     1   301850.4975510   0.512  0.4791      
 error[S(AB)]     21244524.9125738    36   590125.6920159  
 C:Animacy          159084.2400867     1   159084.2400867   0.256  0.6158      
 AC                   8933.0132979     1     8933.0132979   0.014  0.9052      
 BC                  93120.9215188     1    93120.9215188   0.150  0.7009      
 ABC               2719414.3368649     1  2719414.3368649   4.379  0.0435 *    
 error[CS(AB)]    22354507.3220682    36   620958.5367241  
 D:Grammaticality   673660.5041981     1   673660.5041981   1.086  0.3043      
 AD                2795088.9795476     1  2795088.9795476   4.506  0.0407 *    
 BD                2159050.9034002     1  2159050.9034002   3.481  0.0703 +    
 ABD               1062338.5339791     1  1062338.5339791   1.713  0.1989      
 error[DS(AB)]    22330243.1721201    36   620284.5325589  
 CD                 205439.0671515     1   205439.0671515   0.309  0.5818      
 ACD                  4334.2695844     1     4334.2695844   0.007  0.9361      
 BCD                259432.1694058     1   259432.1694058   0.390  0.5362      
 ABCD                 8713.1840706     1     8713.1840706   0.013  0.9095      
 error[CDS(AB)]   23946756.4586563    36   665187.6794071  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total           130153817.3014631   159 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Proficiency: E<I, Interaction between WM and Grammaticality: H<L 
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 Experiment 3 
 
<Judgments, p.111> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Pro x Grammaticality x Animacy) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                   17.5579918     1       17.5579918   3.510  0.0794 +    
 B:Pro                   3.2164617     1        3.2164617   0.643  0.4344      
 AB                      3.3967896     1        3.3967896   0.679  0.4221      
 error[S(AB)]           80.0458333    16        5.0028646  
 C: Grammaticality      24.5082650     1       24.5082650   7.055  0.0172 *    
 AC                      1.7705601     1        1.7705601   0.510  0.4856      
 BC                      1.1721995     1        1.1721995   0.337  0.5694      
 ABC                     1.5164617     1        1.5164617   0.437  0.5182      
 error[CS(AB)]          55.5791667    16        3.4736979  
 D: Animacy              0.1776639     1        0.1776639   0.277  0.6056      
 AD                      0.3252049     1        0.3252049   0.508  0.4863      
 BD                      0.1148224     1        0.1148224   0.179  0.6776      
 ABD                     0.0000683     1        0.0000683   0.000  0.9919      
 error[DS(AB)]          10.2458333    16        0.6403646  
 CD                      0.2377732     1        0.2377732   0.343  0.5661      
 ACD                     0.0246585     1        0.0246585   0.036  0.8527      
 BCD                     1.9508880     1        1.9508880   2.817  0.1127      
 ABCD                    5.0164617     1        5.0164617   7.245  0.0160 *    
 error[CDS(AB)]         11.0791667    16        0.6924479  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Grammaticality: T2/3<T1/4, WM: L<H 
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 <Phase 3, p.113> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Grammaticality x Animacy)  
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               184951.0290516     1   184951.0290516   1.375  0.2581      
 B:Pro              358946.7895593     1   358946.7895593   2.669  0.1218      
 AB                 182434.7740478     1   182434.7740478   1.357  0.2612      
 error[S(AB)]      2151532.9569305    16   134470.8098082  
 C:Animacy          744661.1454528     1   744661.1454528  39.069  0.0000 **** 
 AC                   2901.0980728     1     2901.0980728   0.152  0.7016      
 BC                  11906.7013678     1    11906.7013678   0.625  0.4409      
 ABC                 52446.1801611     1    52446.1801611   2.752  0.1166      
 error[CS(AB)]      304962.7424904    16    19060.1714056  
 D:Grammaticality     1756.9286366     1     1756.9286366   0.059  0.8110      
 AD                  33810.5884767     1    33810.5884767   1.137  0.3021      
 BD                  24498.2569068     1    24498.2569068   0.824  0.3775      
 ABD                 44211.2823482     1    44211.2823482   1.487  0.2403      
 error[DS(AB)]      475663.9509239    16    29728.9969327  
 CD                   2927.4318877     1     2927.4318877   0.072  0.7914      
 ACD                 18095.8173083     1    18095.8173083   0.447  0.5132      
 BCD                    77.0520646     1       77.0520646   0.002  0.9657      
 ABCD               188853.4105489     1   188853.4105489   4.667  0.0463 *    
 error[CDS(AB)]     647424.2095404    16    40464.0130963  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
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 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               329058.9342389     1   329058.9342389  10.395  0.0036 ***  
 B:Pro              638626.1752276     1   638626.1752276  20.174  0.0002 **** 
 AB                 324581.9872230     1   324581.9872230  10.253  0.0038 ***  
 error[S(AB)]       759750.6920638    24    31656.2788360  
 C:Animacy         1324876.0044948     1  1324876.0044948  31.127  0.0000 **** 
 AC                   5161.4834133     1     5161.4834133   0.121  0.7307      
 BC                  21183.9891436     1    21183.9891436   0.498  0.4873      
 ABC                 93310.5101589     1    93310.5101589   2.192  0.1517      
 error[CS(AB)]     1021524.3840360    24    42563.5160015  
 D:Grammaticality     3125.8782061     1     3125.8782061   0.106  0.7473      
 AD                  60154.7460713     1    60154.7460713   2.044  0.1657      
 BD                  43586.5502698     1    43586.5502698   1.481  0.2354      
 ABD                 78659.2300855     1    78659.2300855   2.673  0.1151      
 error[DS(AB)]      706188.2648373    24    29424.5110349  
 CD                   5208.4184938     1     5208.4184938   0.117  0.7351      
 ACD                 32195.4891381     1    32195.4891381   0.724  0.4032      
 BCD                   137.0931940     1      137.0931940   0.003  0.9562      
 ABCD               336001.3473760     1   336001.3473760   7.556  0.0112 *    
 error[CDS(AB)]    1067180.2661288    24    44465.8444220  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            6850511.4438005   111 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Animacy: T1/2<T3/4 
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 <Phase 4, p.113> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Grammaticality x Animacy)  
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               990364.3647814     1   990364.3647814   2.281  0.1504      
 B:Pro              910450.6236512     1   910450.6236512   2.097  0.1669      
 AB                 224190.6169294     1   224190.6169294   0.516  0.4827      
 error[S(AB)]      6945586.9971283    16   434099.1873205  
 C:Animacy            9310.6911278     1     9310.6911278   0.150  0.7034      
 AC                 221286.0371003     1   221286.0371003   3.570  0.0771 +    
 BC                  24977.7129631     1    24977.7129631   0.403  0.5345      
 ABC                 10776.6491594     1    10776.6491594   0.174  0.6822      
 error[CS(AB)]      991755.6322833    16    61984.7270177  
 D:Grammaticality  1379050.4362436     1  1379050.4362436  23.492  0.0002 **** 
 AD                  43635.3329710     1    43635.3329710   0.743  0.4013      
 BD                    276.4730112     1      276.4730112   0.005  0.9461      
 ABD                102982.6306133     1   102982.6306133   1.754  0.2039      
 error[DS(AB)]      939235.2923475    16    58702.2057717  
 CD                  10688.0106549     1    10688.0106549   0.207  0.6551      
 ACD                148601.7162720     1   148601.7162720   2.880  0.1090      
 BCD                163992.3506748     1   163992.3506748   3.179  0.0936 +    
 ABCD                18503.0687499     1    18503.0687499   0.359  0.5576      
 error[CDS(AB)]     825444.1976121    16    51590.2623508  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
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 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM              1762022.2250282     1  1762022.2250282  13.865  0.0011 ***  
 B:Pro             1619843.2882069     1  1619843.2882069  12.746  0.0015 ***  
 AB                 398873.3154731     1   398873.3154731   3.139  0.0892 +    
 error[S(AB)]      3050057.3716018    24   127085.7238167  
 C:Animacy           16565.3393411     1    16565.3393411   0.193  0.6648      
 AC                 393704.7060265     1   393704.7060265   4.575  0.0428 *    
 BC                  44439.5609187     1    44439.5609187   0.516  0.4793      
 ABC                 19173.5090004     1    19173.5090004   0.223  0.6412      
 error[CS(AB)]     2065207.8817981    24    86050.3284083  
 D:Grammaticality  2453558.7158924     1  2453558.7158924  36.720  0.0000 **** 
 AD                  77634.4479574     1    77634.4479574   1.162  0.2918      
 BD                    491.8926318     1      491.8926318   0.007  0.9323      
 ABD                183223.0916492     1   183223.0916492   2.742  0.1108      
 error[DS(AB)]     1603619.8073766    24    66817.4919740  
 CD                  19015.8230715     1    19015.8230715   0.160  0.6930      
 ACD                264387.7688099     1   264387.7688099   2.220  0.1493      
 BCD                291770.3334573     1   291770.3334573   2.450  0.1307      
 ABCD                32920.0867514     1    32920.0867514   0.276  0.6039      
 error[CDS(AB)]    2858695.6409143    24   119112.3183714  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total           17155204.8059066   111 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Grammaticality: T1/4<T2/3, Interaction between WM and Animacy: L<H (T3/4) 
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 <Phase 5, p.113> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Grammaticality x Animacy)  
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               117645.5742911     1   117645.5742911   0.699  0.4153      
 B:Pro              341194.3625000     1   341194.3625000   2.028  0.1736      
 AB                  39901.7411707     1    39901.7411707   0.237  0.6328      
 error[S(AB)]      2691275.7668739    16   168204.7354296  
 C:Animacy          413114.1671027     1   413114.1671027   6.518  0.0213 *    
 AC                   2060.2042057     1     2060.2042057   0.033  0.8592      
 BC                  13718.9122069     1    13718.9122069   0.216  0.6480      
 ABC                 97524.4072350     1    97524.4072350   1.539  0.2327      
 error[CS(AB)]     1014116.1778879    16    63382.2611180  
 D:Grammaticality  1196575.0604965     1  1196575.0604965  23.325  0.0002 **** 
 AD                  13864.1539782     1    13864.1539782   0.270  0.6103      
 BD                    315.1271451     1      315.1271451   0.006  0.9385      
 ABD                 31792.5442929     1    31792.5442929   0.620  0.4427      
 error[DS(AB)]      820812.6234609    16    51300.7889663  
 CD                   1486.6473060     1     1486.6473060   0.061  0.8086      
 ACD                  7684.7677377     1     7684.7677377   0.313  0.5833      
 BCD                 22697.7926520     1    22697.7926520   0.926  0.3502      
 ABCD                 4082.4462683     1     4082.4462683   0.167  0.6886      
 error[CDS(AB)]     392214.4313364    16    24513.4019585  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
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 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               209311.1009705     1   209311.1009705   3.922  0.0592 +    
 B:Pro              607041.5063044     1   607041.5063044  11.373  0.0025 ***  
 AB                  70991.7756103     1    70991.7756103   1.330  0.2601      
 error[S(AB)]      1280972.3561957    24    53373.8481748  
 C:Animacy          734999.1115506     1   734999.1115506  13.529  0.0012 ***  
 AC                   3665.4860588     1     3665.4860588   0.067  0.7973      
 BC                  24408.3038044     1    24408.3038044   0.449  0.5091      
 ABC                173512.3646448     1   173512.3646448   3.194  0.0866 +    
 error[CS(AB)]     1303882.2041836    24    54328.4251743  
 D:Grammaticality  2128905.2579075     1  2128905.2579075  26.797  0.0000 **** 
 AD                  24666.5991950     1    24666.5991950   0.310  0.5825      
 BD                    560.6398239     1      560.6398239   0.007  0.9337      
 ABD                 56564.3670981     1    56564.3670981   0.712  0.4071      
 error[DS(AB)]     1906725.8542008    24    79446.9105917  
 CD                   2644.9794111     1     2644.9794111   0.031  0.8621      
 ACD                 13672.5255795     1    13672.5255795   0.159  0.6932      
 BCD                 40383.0490049     1    40383.0490049   0.471  0.4991      
 ABCD                 7263.2970725     1     7263.2970725   0.085  0.7735      
 error[CDS(AB)]    2057737.6931846    24    85739.0705494  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total           10647908.4718009   111 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Animacy: T3/4<T1/2, Grammaticality: T1/4<T2/3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
253 
 
 Experiment 4 
 
<Judgments, p.128> Three-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Type) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                    2.0502976     1        2.0502976   0.453  0.5067      
 B:Pro                   2.9169643     1        2.9169643   0.645  0.4293      
 AB                      4.8002976     1        4.8002976   1.061  0.3124      
 error[S(AB)]          117.6160714    26        4.5236951  
 C:Type                  0.0002976     1        0.0002976   0.000  0.9920      
 AC                      3.4074405     1        3.4074405   1.177  0.2879      
 BC                      0.4074405     1        0.4074405   0.141  0.7106      
 ABC                     0.0669643     1        0.0669643   0.023  0.8803      
 error[CS(AB)]          75.2589286    26        2.8945742  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
254 
 
 <RTs, p.129> Three-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Type) 
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                12944.2381903     1    12944.2381903   0.007  0.9336      
 B:Pro             7094392.7678550     1  7094392.7678550   3.884  0.0595 +    
 AB                 351867.0806432     1   351867.0806432   0.193  0.6644      
 error[S(AB)]     47494774.3007483    26  1826722.0884903  
 C:Type             935178.3686095     1   935178.3686095   1.603  0.2167      
 AC                  46289.0583975     1    46289.0583975   0.079  0.7804      
 BC                 694230.7867057     1   694230.7867057   1.190  0.2853      
 ABC                 98232.3300006     1    98232.3300006   0.168  0.6849      
 error[CS(AB)]    15168949.2110357    26   583421.1235014  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                17335.9999168     1    17335.9999168   0.032  0.8596      
 B:Pro             9501419.9552661     1  9501419.9552661  17.400  0.0002 **** 
 AB                 471250.1716465     1   471250.1716465   0.863  0.3591      
 error[S(AB)]     19658624.8363590    36   546072.9121211  
 C:Type            1252469.6023715     1  1252469.6023715   1.174  0.2858      
 AC                  61994.5202780     1    61994.5202780   0.058  0.8109      
 BC                 929773.6344928     1   929773.6344928   0.872  0.3567      
 ABC                131561.5848011     1   131561.5848011   0.123  0.7275      
 error[CS(AB)]    38402913.4183650    36  1066747.5949546  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total           70427343.7234979    79 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Proficiency: I<E 
 
 
 
255 
 
 Experiment 5 
 
<Judgments, p.142> Three-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Type) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                    3.2680536     1        3.2680536   1.053  0.3177      
 B:Pro                   2.6097087     1        2.6097087   0.841  0.3707      
 AB                      1.1598706     1        1.1598706   0.374  0.5482      
 error[S(AB)]           58.9714286    19        3.1037594  
 C:Type                  1.0278779     2        0.5139390   0.386  0.6825      
 AC                      1.6233472     2        0.8116736   0.609  0.5489      
 BC                      2.8753121     2        1.4376560   1.079  0.3500      
 ABC                     1.3736939     2        0.6868470   0.516  0.6012      
 error[CS(AB)]          50.6142857    38        1.3319549  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
256 
 
 <Phase 2, p.145> Three-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Type)  
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               187098.3398594     1   187098.3398594   1.273  0.2732      
 B:Pro              584571.0981712     1   584571.0981712   3.978  0.0607 +    
 AB                  38755.7905871     1    38755.7905871   0.264  0.6135      
 error[S(AB)]      2792272.3454013    19   146961.7023895  
 C:Type            1558139.3286547     2   779069.6643274  23.124  0.0000 **** 
 AC                 116868.5058579     2    58434.2529289   1.734  0.1902      
 BC                 159763.7496046     2    79881.8748023   2.371  0.1071      
 ABC                 14859.7112336     2     7429.8556168   0.221  0.8031      
 error[CS(AB)]     1280239.7087752    38    33690.5186520  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               240888.9004432     1   240888.9004432   5.273  0.0307 *    
 B:Pro              752634.7105774     1   752634.7105774  16.475  0.0005 **** 
 AB                  49898.0802322     1    49898.0802322   1.092  0.3064      
 error[S(AB)]      1096390.3820727    24    45682.9325864  
 C:Type            2006103.2205572     2  1003051.6102786  14.613  0.0000 **** 
 AC                 150467.8514638     2    75233.9257319   1.096  0.3424      
 BC                 205695.7308206     2   102847.8654103   1.498  0.2338      
 ABC                 19131.9858392     2     9565.9929196   0.139  0.8703      
 error[CS(AB)]     3294679.9803418    48    68639.1662571  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            7815890.8423482    83 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Proficiency: I<E, Type: T1<T2/3 
 
 
 
257 
 
 <Verb Area, p.146> Three-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Type)  
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               198772.4847813     1   198772.4847813   0.766  0.3923      
 B:Pro              433178.3809258     1   433178.3809258   1.670  0.2118      
 AB                 148971.0612364     1   148971.0612364   0.574  0.4579      
 error[S(AB)]      4928935.8647644    19   259417.6770929  
 C:Type             579702.7905069     2   289851.3952535   4.528  0.0172 *    
 AC                 324047.0202841     2   162023.5101420   2.531  0.0929 +    
 BC                  74576.4981631     2    37288.2490816   0.582  0.5634      
 ABC                252455.0325612     2   126227.5162806   1.972  0.1532      
 error[CS(AB)]     2432673.5702951    38    64017.7255341  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               183757.8997450     1   183757.8997450   1.718  0.2024      
 B:Pro              448350.6370474     1   448350.6370474   4.191  0.0517 +    
 AB                 265394.5895839     1   265394.5895839   2.481  0.1283      
 error[S(AB)]      2567431.1652828    24   106976.2985535  
 C:Type             571490.0868698     2   285745.0434349   4.082  0.0231 *    
 AC                 288542.1271149     2   144271.0635575   2.061  0.1385      
 BC                  40285.0749455     2    20142.5374728   0.288  0.7512      
 ABC                284557.7404038     2   142278.8702019   2.032  0.1421      
 error[CS(AB)]     3360220.3096551    48    70004.5897845  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            8010029.6306483    83 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Type: T2/3<T1 
 
 
 
 
258 
 
 <Phase 2, p.145> Three-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Type) T1 vs. T2/3 
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               123769.3679673     1   123769.3679673   1.462  0.2415      
 B:Pro              325115.7095583     1   325115.7095583   3.839  0.0649 +    
 AB                  12398.8612289     1    12398.8612289   0.146  0.7062      
 error[S(AB)]      1608899.1507781    19    84678.9026725  
 C:Type            1045475.3540543     1  1045475.3540543  50.819  0.0000 **** 
 AC                   7295.5280892     1     7295.5280892   0.355  0.5585      
 BC                  59322.7449284     1    59322.7449284   2.884  0.1058      
 ABC                  4468.9909476     1     4468.9909476   0.217  0.6465      
 error[CS(AB)]      390877.9404496    19    20572.5231816  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               124648.5155441     1   124648.5155441   5.848  0.0235 *    
 B:Pro              361018.0645515     1   361018.0645515  16.939  0.0004 **** 
 AB                  29749.9654088     1    29749.9654088   1.396  0.2490      
 error[S(AB)]       511516.6312035    24    21313.1929668  
 C:Type            1455228.3485118     1  1455228.3485118  32.983  0.0000 **** 
 AC                  20463.9551462     1    20463.9551462   0.464  0.5024      
 BC                 104006.4186954     1   104006.4186954   2.357  0.1378      
 ABC                   883.2323341     1      883.2323341   0.020  0.8887      
 error[CS(AB)]     1058882.0154543    24    44120.0839773  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            3666397.1468496    55 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Proficiency: I<E, Type: T1<T2/3 
 
 
 
259 
 
 <Verb Area, p.146> Three-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Type) T1 vs. T2/3 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               278575.6072187     1   278575.6072187   1.639  0.2159      
 B:Pro              379703.6204556     1   379703.6204556   2.234  0.1514      
 AB                  64565.5737563     1    64565.5737563   0.380  0.5450      
 error[S(AB)]      3229501.9249885    19   169973.7855257  
 C:Type             426172.4084284     1   426172.4084284   8.583  0.0086 **   
 AC                 241404.5230310     1   241404.5230310   4.862  0.0400 *    
 BC                  55903.7399423     1    55903.7399423   1.126  0.3020      
 ABC                 33537.0849254     1    33537.0849254   0.675  0.4214      
 error[CS(AB)]      943401.1660347    19    49652.6929492  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               254337.0066833     1   254337.0066833   4.092  0.0544 +    
 B:Pro              365569.0313364     1   365569.0313364   5.881  0.0232 *    
 AB                 146602.9640905     1   146602.9640905   2.359  0.1377      
 error[S(AB)]      1491786.6119621    24    62157.7754984  
 C:Type             417537.5701799     1   417537.5701799   6.539  0.0173 *    
 AC                 214307.6519543     1   214307.6519543   3.356  0.0794 +    
 BC                  30176.8428505     1    30176.8428505   0.473  0.4984      
 ABC                 12820.4443828     1    12820.4443828   0.201  0.6581      
 error[CS(AB)]     1532372.0298204    24    63848.8345759  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            4465510.1532602    55 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Type: T2/3<T1, Interaction between WM and Type: T2/3<T1 (H) 
 
 
 
 
260 
 
 Experiment 6 
 
<Judgments, p.162> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Animacy x Place) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                    0.2501488     1        0.2501488   0.049  0.8257      
 B:Pro                   4.1501488     1        4.1501488   0.821  0.3732      
 AB                      0.6680060     1        0.6680060   0.132  0.7191      
 error[S(AB)]          131.4151786    26        5.0544299  
 C:Aimacy                0.7084821     1        0.7084821   0.344  0.5624      
 AC                      3.9537202     1        3.9537202   1.921  0.1775      
 BC                      6.2537202     1        6.2537202   3.039  0.0931 +    
 ABC                     2.8751488     1        2.8751488   1.397  0.2479      
 error[CS(AB)]          53.5044643    26        2.0578640  
 D:Place                21.8287202     1       21.8287202  12.541  0.0015 ***  
 AD                      0.4834821     1        0.4834821   0.278  0.6026      
 BD                      0.2501488     1        0.2501488   0.144  0.7077      
 ABD                     0.9287202     1        0.9287202   0.534  0.4716      
 error[DS(AB)]          45.2544643    26        1.7405563  
 CD                     93.5787202     1       93.5787202  48.954  0.0000 **** 
 ACD                     0.5537202     1        0.5537202   0.290  0.5950      
 BCD                     0.0537202     1        0.0537202   0.028  0.8682      
 ABCD                    9.0787202     1        9.0787202   4.749  0.0386 *    
 error[CDS(AB)]         49.7008929    26        1.9115728  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Interaction between Animacy and Place: T2<T1 (Animate nouns), T3<T4 (Inanimate nouns) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
261 
 
 <P1, p.165> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Animacy x Place) 
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                 3456.6655061     1     3456.6655061   0.056  0.8147      
 B:Pro                3686.6182669     1     3686.6182669   0.060  0.8087      
 AB                  46376.8385103     1    46376.8385103   0.752  0.3937      
 error[S(AB)]      1602989.8065044    26    61653.4540963  
 C:Aimacy            56382.3744491     1    56382.3744491   5.115  0.0323 *    
 AC                  12375.5137429     1    12375.5137429   1.123  0.2991      
 BC                   1111.4557651     1     1111.4557651   0.101  0.7534      
 ABC                  2813.2287207     1     2813.2287207   0.255  0.6177      
 error[CS(AB)]      286595.8982950    26    11022.9191652  
 D:Place               567.7276442     1      567.7276442   0.111  0.7417      
 AD                   1837.1366171     1     1837.1366171   0.359  0.5541      
 BD                     58.5845357     1       58.5845357   0.011  0.9156      
 ABD                  2806.1955130     1     2806.1955130   0.549  0.4655      
 error[DS(AB)]      132960.9633968    26     5113.8832076  
 CD                    367.4051132     1      367.4051132   0.054  0.8181      
 ACD                  5595.9552727     1     5595.9552727   0.822  0.3730      
 BCD                 12948.9752200     1    12948.9752200   1.902  0.1796      
 ABCD                 7977.1210440     1     7977.1210440   1.171  0.2890      
 error[CDS(AB)]     177048.1578671    26     6809.5445333  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
262 
 
 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                 5555.3832310     1     5555.3832310   0.233  0.6314      
 B:Pro                5924.9489516     1     5924.9489516   0.249  0.6203      
 AB                  74534.1607692     1    74534.1607692   3.131  0.0837 +    
 error[S(AB)]      1047283.3104698    44    23801.8934198  
 C:Aimacy            90614.2102417     1    90614.2102417   4.549  0.0386 *    
 AC                  19889.1665113     1    19889.1665113   0.998  0.3232      
 BC                   1786.2406945     1     1786.2406945   0.090  0.7660      
 ABC                  4521.2845619     1     4521.2845619   0.227  0.6361      
 error[CS(AB)]      876526.6223781    44    19921.0595995  
 D:Place               912.4057048     1      912.4057048   0.068  0.7956      
 AD                   2952.5466677     1     2952.5466677   0.220  0.6415      
 BD                     94.1502865     1       94.1502865   0.007  0.9337      
 ABD                  4509.9147313     1     4509.9147313   0.336  0.5652      
 error[DS(AB)]      590911.9867972    44    13429.8178818  
 CD                    590.4866322     1      590.4866322   0.024  0.8775      
 ACD                  8993.4677981     1     8993.4677981   0.366  0.5483      
 BCD                 20810.8835333     1    20810.8835333   0.847  0.3624      
 ABCD                12820.3890663     1    12820.3890663   0.522  0.4739      
 error[CDS(AB)]    1081059.5233448    44    24569.5346215  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            3850291.0823711   191 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Animacy: T1/2<T3/4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
263 
 
 <P2, p.166> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Animacy x Place) 
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                 6477.7831735     1     6477.7831735   0.465  0.5013      
 B:Pro               32552.5760936     1    32552.5760936   2.337  0.1384      
 AB                   3652.8331549     1     3652.8331549   0.262  0.6129      
 error[S(AB)]       362194.5847056    26    13930.5609502  
 C:Aimacy            19493.3908014     1    19493.3908014   3.371  0.0778 +    
 AC                   6564.3168230     1     6564.3168230   1.135  0.2965      
 BC                  13303.5708141     1    13303.5708141   2.301  0.1414      
 ABC                  2504.1893754     1     2504.1893754   0.433  0.5163      
 error[CS(AB)]      150338.7246896    26     5782.2586419  
 D:Place               133.0901360     1      133.0901360   0.030  0.8635      
 AD                    598.0459642     1      598.0459642   0.136  0.7157      
 BD                    175.6951864     1      175.6951864   0.040  0.8434      
 ABD                   752.1089205     1      752.1089205   0.170  0.6831      
 error[DS(AB)]      114722.5253064    26     4412.4048195  
 CD                  11568.9968183     1    11568.9968183   6.718  0.0155 *    
 ACD                  2126.6537667     1     2126.6537667   1.235  0.2766      
 BCD                  2546.0116427     1     2546.0116427   1.478  0.2349      
 ABCD                  909.6935947     1      909.6935947   0.528  0.4738      
 error[CDS(AB)]      44773.4395671    26     1722.0553680  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
264 
 
 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                10410.7143538     1    10410.7143538   1.445  0.2358      
 B:Pro               52316.6594371     1    52316.6594371   7.262  0.0099 **   
 AB                   5870.6250024     1     5870.6250024   0.815  0.3716      
 error[S(AB)]       316994.8562409    44     7204.4285509  
 C:Aimacy            31328.6517591     1    31328.6517591   4.151  0.0477 *    
 AC                  10549.7959282     1    10549.7959282   1.398  0.2434      
 BC                  21380.7119410     1    21380.7119410   2.833  0.0994 +    
 ABC                  4024.6033212     1     4024.6033212   0.533  0.4691      
 error[CS(AB)]      332079.5505487    44     7547.2625125  
 D:Place               213.8929840     1      213.8929840   0.028  0.8672      
 AD                    961.1424904     1      961.1424904   0.127  0.7231      
 BD                    282.3663333     1      282.3663333   0.037  0.8476      
 ABD                  1208.7564556     1     1208.7564556   0.160  0.6912      
 error[DS(AB)]      332636.2976441    44     7559.9158555  
 CD                  18593.0335181     1    18593.0335181   2.763  0.1036      
 ACD                  3417.8389859     1     3417.8389859   0.508  0.4798      
 BCD                  4091.8083706     1     4091.8083706   0.608  0.4397      
 ABCD                 1462.0013552     1     1462.0013552   0.217  0.6434      
 error[CDS(AB)]     296073.9563432    44     6728.9535533  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            1443897.2630128   191 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Animacy: T1/2<T3/4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
265 
 
 <Verb Area, p.167> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Animacy x Place) 
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               435499.0493701     1   435499.0493701   3.789  0.0625 +    
 B:Pro                5826.1392915     1     5826.1392915   0.051  0.8236      
 AB                    307.9026716     1      307.9026716   0.003  0.9591      
 error[S(AB)]      2988026.8423763    26   114924.1093222  
 C:Aimacy             1107.6172924     1     1107.6172924   0.145  0.7060      
 AC                  50578.6805919     1    50578.6805919   6.641  0.0160 *    
 BC                  63914.3067406     1    63914.3067406   8.392  0.0075 **   
 ABC                 10284.9649134     1    10284.9649134   1.351  0.2557      
 error[CS(AB)]      198007.3070928    26     7615.6656574  
 D:Place            178528.1262617     1   178528.1262617   8.124  0.0084 **   
 AD                  61001.5352845     1    61001.5352845   2.776  0.1077      
 BD                  29641.9910384     1    29641.9910384   1.349  0.2560      
 ABD                   406.9839678     1      406.9839678   0.019  0.8928      
 error[DS(AB)]      571373.4967926    26    21975.9037228  
 CD                1020988.3872716     1  1020988.3872716  43.716  0.0000 **** 
 ACD                    24.3495300     1       24.3495300   0.001  0.9745      
 BCD                 40607.8310130     1    40607.8310130   1.739  0.1988      
 ABCD                48337.6448534     1    48337.6448534   2.070  0.1622      
 error[CDS(AB)]     607233.2805392    26    23355.1261746  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
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 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM               699908.9506408     1   699908.9506408  21.355  0.0000 **** 
 B:Pro                9363.4756555     1     9363.4756555   0.286  0.5957      
 AB                    494.8383162     1      494.8383162   0.015  0.9028      
 error[S(AB)]      1442082.5338681    44    32774.6030425  
 C:Aimacy             1780.0898745     1     1780.0898745   0.059  0.8099      
 AC                  81287.3374690     1    81287.3374690   2.674  0.1091      
 BC                 102719.4312280     1   102719.4312280   3.379  0.0728 +    
 ABC                 16529.4273131     1    16529.4273131   0.544  0.4648      
 error[CS(AB)]     1337564.4583073    44    30399.1922343  
 D:Place            286920.0606797     1   286920.0606797   8.432  0.0057 **   
 AD                  98037.9125665     1    98037.9125665   2.881  0.0967 +    
 BD                  47638.8825797     1    47638.8825797   1.400  0.2431      
 ABD                   654.1003349     1      654.1003349   0.019  0.8904      
 error[DS(AB)]     1497188.0516158    44    34027.0011731  
 CD                1640874.1438536     1  1640874.1438536  47.013  0.0000 **** 
 ACD                    39.1291501     1       39.1291501   0.001  0.9734      
 BCD                 65262.5788047     1    65262.5788047   1.870  0.1784      
 ABCD                77685.5164424     1    77685.5164424   2.226  0.1429      
 error[CDS(AB)]    1535700.1846744    44    34902.2769244  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            8941731.1033744   191 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
WM: H<L, Interaction between Proficiency and Animacy: T1/2<T3/4 (E), Interaction 
between Place and Animacy: T1<T2 (Animate nouns), T4<T3 (Inanimate nouns) 
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 <P5, p.168> Four-way ANOVAs (WM x Proficiency x Animacy x Place) 
 
F1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                 7659.3451276     1     7659.3451276   0.068  0.7958      
 B:Pro               36758.9897467     1    36758.9897467   0.328  0.5718      
 AB                   3055.1627774     1     3055.1627774   0.027  0.8701      
 error[S(AB)]      2914405.1839413    26   112092.5070747  
 C:Aimacy                3.7679913     1        3.7679913   0.000  0.9864      
 AC                   3915.2846245     1     3915.2846245   0.309  0.5831      
 BC                   7917.4689308     1     7917.4689308   0.625  0.4365      
 ABC                 13480.0560776     1    13480.0560776   1.063  0.3120      
 error[CS(AB)]      329602.0212410    26    12677.0008170  
 D:Place             76194.1676758     1    76194.1676758   3.091  0.0905 +    
 AD                    838.3700519     1      838.3700519   0.034  0.8551      
 BD                   6973.6157434     1     6973.6157434   0.283  0.5993      
 ABD                   234.0675713     1      234.0675713   0.009  0.9231      
 error[DS(AB)]      640962.9269117    26    24652.4202658  
 CD                 108414.7821122     1   108414.7821122   4.357  0.0468 *    
 ACD                   368.1187749     1      368.1187749   0.015  0.9041      
 BCD                 19981.4216799     1    19981.4216799   0.803  0.3784      
 ABCD                 5825.7440949     1     5825.7440949   0.234  0.6325      
 error[CDS(AB)]     646932.4842176    26    24882.0186238  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
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 F2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      source              SS          df         MS           F       p 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 A:WM                11534.8477710     1    11534.8477710   0.149  0.7010      
 B:Pro               57364.5510450     1    57364.5510450   0.743  0.3933      
 AB                   5548.0498542     1     5548.0498542   0.072  0.7899      
 error[S(AB)]      3396717.7730880    44    77198.1312065  
 C:Aimacy               23.2294867     1       23.2294867   0.001  0.9788      
 AC                   4905.6223469     1     4905.6223469   0.151  0.6998      
 BC                  14905.3782151     1    14905.3782151   0.458  0.5022      
 ABC                 19574.1341663     1    19574.1341663   0.601  0.4423      
 error[CS(AB)]     1432498.3991687    44    32556.7817993  
 D:Place            113133.3424865     1   113133.3424865   2.516  0.1199      
 AD                   1817.4438462     1     1817.4438462   0.040  0.8416      
 BD                  12497.1914157     1    12497.1914157   0.278  0.6007      
 ABD                    33.7882647     1       33.7882647   0.001  0.9783      
 error[DS(AB)]     1978645.4480404    44    44969.2147282  
 CD                 169169.8807718     1   169169.8807718   4.304  0.0439 *    
 ACD                   567.5736131     1      567.5736131   0.014  0.9049      
 BCD                 31934.2708385     1    31934.2708385   0.813  0.3723      
 ABCD                 8216.6830988     1     8216.6830988   0.209  0.6498      
 error[CDS(AB)]    1729362.4445199    44    39303.6919209  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Total            8988450.0520377   191 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                      + p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.005, **** p<.001 
 
<Multiple comparisons> 
Interaction between Place and Animacy: T1<T2 (Animate nouns) 
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